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ABSTRACT

SPEECH LABS: LANGUAGE EXPERIMENTS, EARLY POETRY AUDIO
ARCHIVES, AND THE POETIC RECORD
Chris Mustazza
Charles Bernstein

Speech Labs is the first history of the poetry audio archive. Its aim is to define how the
poetic authorial voice came to be inscribed, valued, and defined during the early period of
sound recording. The central claim is that the first poetry audio archives were born in
linguistic speech labs, as collaborations between poets and linguists with a mutual
interest in lingual experimentation. These unlikely collaborations were precipitated by the
technological complexities of making recordings during the early period of sound
recording. The politics and poetics of the linguists intertwined, though did not necessarily
harmonize, with those of the poets recorded, especially in relation to each’s
understanding of the politics of vernacular speech and dialects. This work argues that the
aesthetic compositions of each archive were shaped by scientific ways of hearing, rather
than listening for entertainment or narrative absorption, and that these ways of hearing
inform contemporary digital sound studies methods. This claim is furthered by archival
research into the relationship of commercial record companies to recordings of poets.
Arguing that record labels had a different way of hearing than the academic archivists,
one informed by the profitability of vaudeville monologues, this work contends that
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poetry recordings have been artificially severed from apposite vocal arts by the
conception that a poetry recording must bear an antecedent written text. Tracing a
continuum of the aesthetics of the performative voice—from the theatricality of
vaudeville-inflected poetry through the rise of the understated voice as a marker of poetic
profundity—Speech Labs historicizes the voices used in poetic performance, as well as
alternative conceptions of the relationship between textuality and orality. It argues that
that these performances are simultaneously shaped by the technologies used for sound
recording and by their archival containers—the conditions of production as poetic form.
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INTRODUCTION: Poetry, Styli-zed

I. Interlogue: Vachel Lindsay & Victor Records
In 1928, the poet Vachel Lindsay traveled to Victor Records’ Camden, New Jersey,
recording studios to make sample recordings of his poems in the hopes that the label
would distribute a commercial release. For the poet, who was struggling with financial
and physical ailments and in the final years of his life, releasing his poetry as sound was
not a vanity project. Lindsay located his poetry in its performance, and the connection
that performance fostered with a live audience. As a note on one posthumously released
record put it, “During his life-time Vachel Lindsay was properly disdainful of printed
poetry except as a libretto to be followed while hearing sounded poetry.”1 Lindsay
embodied the Homeric rhapsode of the ancient oral poetry to which he sought a return. In
fact, he would travel the country on foot sometimes trading copies of his poems for food
and shelter, as the title of his Poems to Be Traded for Bread, a pamphlet with the
subheading “Printed expressly as a substitute for money,” aptly describes.2 Lindsay saw
potential of sound recording to restore the bardic tradition of poetic performance. But
unlike the oral poets who used formulaic constructions and epithets to transfer the sounds
of poetry mnemonically, access to the prosthetically extended memory afforded by sound

1
Vachel Lindsay, “The Congo (Part 3)” and “Kansas,” LP, Vachel Lindsay Records (Columbia
University Press, 1932).
2
Vachel Lindsay, Rhymes to Be Traded for Bread (Springfield, IL: Self-published, 1912),
http://archive.org/details/rhymestobetraded00lindrich.
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recording required equipment, expertise, and distribution channels. It required
infrastructure.

During the week Lindsay spent in Camden, Victor made test recordings of him
“chanting” (Victor’s word) an excerpt from his infamous poem “The Congo,”3 and a
poem titled “The Lame Boy and the Fairy.”4 At the end of the week of December 10,
1928, Victor informed Lindsay that it would not produce a commercial release of the
records and that the sample pressings would be destroyed. Distraught, Lindsay, used
some of his remaining money to purchase the sample records and gave them away to
friends. An examination of one of the records shows just how contingent its manufacture
was (Figure 1). Victor clearly demonstrates that the record is self-published through the
typewriter-written lines and the notation “FOR PRIVATE USE ONLY.” And as the
label’s ledgers note, “Victor master numbers marked ‘Test’ are trials (auditions) or tests.
They were not made with the intention of release.”5 So why, after Lindsay “had stayed in
the neighborhood [of the record company] at his own expense for a week making test
records,” had “some vice-president or other declared that they were not worth
finishing”?6

3

Discography of American Historical Recordings, “Victor Matrix CVE-Test-253. The Third Section of the
Congo / Vachel Lindsay,” accessed April 15, 2019,
https://adp.library.ucsb.edu/index.php/matrix/detail/900003269/CVE-Test-253The_third_section_of_the_Congo.
4
Discography of American Historical Recordings, “Victor Matrix BVE-Test-254. The Lame Boy and the
Fairy / Vachel Lindsay,” accessed April 15, 2019,
https://adp.library.ucsb.edu/index.php/matrix/detail/900003270/BVE-Test-254The_lame_boy_and_the_fairy.
5
Ibid.
6
Lewis Gannett, “Books and Things,” New York Herald Tribune, December 28, 1932.
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Figure 1: Private release of Lindsay's Victor Records recording session. Author's own
collection.
There are a number of reasons Victor could have given. For one, even in 1928, the racist
and fetishistic rhythms of the “The Congo” would have been heard for what they are.
Victor’s classification also raises the question of sonic genre—the label’s inability to slot
Lindsay’s odd performance into a preexisting genre is evident in its categorization of the
works as “chanting.” The performance was not a “recitation,” with its etymological roots
in recitare, to read out, implying the performance of a written document. It was not

4

singing. It existed in an interstitial space that is best described by Lindsay’s own
adjective for his poetry: “the Higher Vaudeville.” During this time, when vaudeville was
taking its last gasps, Victor likely heard echoes of content that had been so very profitable
for it since its inception two decades earlier. But the inability to classify the recordings as
anything but chanting, gesturing toward the religious connotations of the term and the
popularity of sermon records, would make marketing to a home audience difficult. Who
would want to gather around the gramophone with their family to relax and listen to
chanting?

As Lindsay recounted the story to William Cabell Greet, the label declined by saying that
the poems were insufficiently commercial—a vague rationale that could connote any or
all of the aforesaid critiques. The idea of commercial success is a starting point for this
study as it speaks to the cultural economy of sound during a period with very limited
access to recording technologies for anyone but the mostly highly resourced institutions.
Regardless of what one thinks of Lindsay or his work, his own struggles entering his
voice into the sonic record come to stand in as a metonym for the institution of poetry. If
profitability was the sole criterion for inclusion in the sonic archive, then poetry would
not fare well as it had not done so, at least in America, in the time leading up to Lindsay’s
meeting with Victor. Luckily for today’s listeners, Lindsay persisted.

5

After being “rebuffed the great commercial concerns, by one in a very cruel manner,”

7

Lindsay approached W. Cabell Greet (Figure 2),8 a professor of speech at Columbia
University. Owing to Greet’s work as a lexicologist and scholar of American dialects, his
lab was outfitted with a Speak-o-Phone record-cutting device, which he used for human
subjects research on linguistic change and dialects. Students from Columbia and
participants external to the university would visit Greet’s lab, answer some questions of
their family backgrounds, and then read a specially crafted poem that contained words
that carried highly variable regional pronunciations.9 Lindsay asked Greet if the recording
device could be used to record Lindsay’s poetry, and Greet agreed. Together, in January
of 1931, they converted Greet’s lab into a makeshift poetry audio lab, recording three
hours’ worth of Lindsay’s poetry onto thirty-eight aluminum transcription discs, a
medium usually reserved for amateur content like home recordings or ephemera like tests
of radio ads.10

7

W. Cabell Greet, “The Lindsay Records,” The Elementary English Review 9, no. 5 (May 1932): 122.
“Portrait of William Cabell Greet,” n.d., William Cabell Greet papers, Columbia University Rare Book
and Manuscript Library.
9
A sample of one of Greet’s dialect recordings is available here:
Dialect Sample, mp3 (Columbia University, n.d.), Columbia University Rare Book and Manuscript
Library, http://writing.upenn.edu/~mustazza/dialect-sample-excerpt.mp3.
10
My edition of the full set of Lindsay recordings from this session is available at PennSound:
Vachel Lindsay, The W. Cabell Greet Recordings: Reading at Columbia University, 1931, mp3, The
Speech Lab Recordings (New York, 1931), PennSound,
http://writing.upenn.edu/pennsound/x/Lindsay.php.
8

6

Figure 2: W. Cabell Greet. Portrait from Columbia University's Rare Book and Manuscript Library.

Lindsay was ecstatic about the recordings, and, the following month, wrote to poet Sara
Teasdale about them. He promised that she could expect “out of [him] for the next few
years” “brand new tunes—proper successors to the tunes of The Nightingale,” because
“Greet will record them yearly.”11 It’s instructive here to see Lindsay refer to his poetry
as “tunes,” as it demonstrates his positioning of poetry as closer to music than to the
spoken word, prefiguring Louis Zukofsky’s famous integral for locating poetry: “Lower
limit speech / Upper limit music.”12 Of course these poems needed to be recorded if they

11
Vachel Lindsay, “Letter to Sara Trevor Teasdale, Feb. 22, 1931.,” in The Annotated Letters of Nicholas
Vachel Lindsay to Sara Trevor Teasdale, ed. Dennis Camp, 9 (Vachel Lindsay Association, n.d.), 13–14,
http://www.vachellindsay.org/LetterstoSara/vl_letters_242_264.pdf.
12
Louis Zukofsky, “A-12,” in A (New Directions, 1959), 138.
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were tunes—printed versions, then, could only be a script to instruct performance, not the
“poem proper” in any sense. The use of the term also suggests that it’s possible that
Lindsay would compose poems with no textual counterparts, sound poems that required
an audio platform as a publisher. Greet, too, was sanguine about the recordings, and it
seems momentous that he made a pledge to Lindsay whereby he would continue to
redirect the usage of his dialect lab toward literary-aesthetic ends. Unfortunately, the
January recording session at Columbia would be Lindsay’s last. Later that year, the poet
took his own life.

Lindsay’s death was a watershed moment, transformative for Greet and for the history of
recorded poetry archives. The combination of Lindsay’s dismissal by Victor Records
with the poet’s untimely death caused Greet to consider the state of poetry recordings in
America. Using Victor’s rejection as an offense worthy of a scathing polemic, Greet
indicted the commercial recording industry: “Thank God that Lindsay came to my
laboratory and asked me to make these records. He had been rebuffed by the great
commercial concerns, but one in a very cruel manner.” 13 While Greet does not name
Victor explicitly, he goes on to wish that Lindsay had used his wit and poetic acumen to
“blast the great companies that control electrical communication and amusements, who
seem to care only for the cheap theatre and the business application of science, who have
done nothing to preserve our cultural heritage, insulting one of our significant poets.” For
Greet, the collaboration with Lindsay marked a historical rupture: “After fifty years [of

13

Greet, “TLR.”
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commercial sound recording], [creating records of poets] is finally accomplished through
the energy and vision of an ‘impractical’ poet, and the inexpensive research apparatus of
a professor of English—without the perfection of machinery which is at the service of
every ephemeral movie, without benefit of the technical expertise of recording
engineers.” He concludes resolutely: “Without the help of any corporation that should
help us, we will issue a commercial release of the Vachel Lindsay records.”14 And Greet
did. In direct opposition to the profit-driven labels, Greet partnered with the National
Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) to produce records that could be sold to schools
at cost in the service of poetry pedagogy. Due to Lindsay’s persistence and Greet’s
institutional access, audio recordings of American modernists reading their own work
became available as a public good and regardless of their profitability.15

The real import of Greet’s encounter with Lindsay goes beyond the distribution of the
Lindsay records, though. Lindsay’s death and what Greet saw as a cultural slight by the
labels galvanized Greet to begin an entire series of recorded poetry, The Speech Lab
Recordings, which would come to be the largest prewar archive of poetry recordings in
America. The poets recorded in the series, in addition to Lindsay, included Harriet
Monroe, James Weldon Johnson, Gertrude Stein, Edgar Lee Masters, William Carlos
Williams, Mark Van Doren, Edna St. Vincent Millay, T.S. Eliot, Robert Frost, W.H.
Auden, Archibald MacLeish, Alfred Kreymborg, John Gould Fletcher, Robert Tristram
14

Greet.
For more on Vachel Lindsay and his role as a founder of the poetry audio archive, see:
Chris Mustazza, “Vachel Lindsay and the W. Cabell Greet Recordings,” Chicago Review 59/60, no. 04/01
(2016): 98–117.
15
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Coffin, Conrad Aiken, George “AE” Russell, Carl Sandburg, John Crowe Ransom,
Leonie Adams, John Malcolm Brinnin, Babette Deutsch, and John Hall Wheelock. The
archive, which featured some of the most experimental poets of the day, has remained
underappreciated and understudied, especially given its importance to the history of
recorded poetry. Even studies dedicated to the performed poem generally gloss over this
collection or omit it altogether. The most substantial discussions of the archive to date
have been written by Derek Furr,16 Richard Swigg,17 and Jason Camlot.18

Perhaps the most important facet of studying The Speech Lab Recordings and its
conditions of production is that it opens a larger window into the history of poetry audio.
It may seem idiosyncratic at first that a dialect lab was repurposed for the recording of
poets reading their work. But a closer look at the time period reveals a central claim of
this study: that the entire practice of recording and collecting poets’ voices was born
across a transatlantic, diachronic network of ethnographic speech labs, each constructed
for the study of dialects. In 1931, the same year that Greet recorded Lindsay, Frederick C.
Packard, Jr., a professor of speech at Harvard, was working to bring together an entire
record label dedicated to poetry, the Harvard Vocarium. Packard also had access to sound
recording equipment as a result of his work teaching drama and elocution and repurposed
that equipment to record poets beginning with T.S. Eliot in 1933. While these two
16

Derek Furr, Recorded Poetry and Poetic Reception from Edna Millay to the Circle of Robert Lowell
(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010).
17
Richard Swigg, Quick, Said the Bird: Williams, Eliot, Moore and the Spoken Word (Iowa City:
University of Iowa Press, 2012).
18
Jason Camlot, Phonopoetics: The Making of Early Literary Recordings (Redwood City, CA: Stanford
University Press, 2019).
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archives—Columbia’s Speech Lab Recordings and Harvard’s Vocarium label—mark the
birth of the poetry audio archive in America, they connected, rather belatedly, to a
transatlantic discourse network of linguists-cum-archivists, including Abbe Jean-Pierre
Rousselot, the father of experimental phonetics, and Ferdinand Brunot, founder of Les
Archives de la Parole at the Sorbonne. Rousselot’s experiments with Ezra Pound and
Brunot’s with Apollinaire, both occurring in 1913, were a core part of the inspiration for
the American archives and shaped even contemporary ways of hearing poetry. A
recurrent theme in this study is how scientific ways of hearing distinct from listening for
entertainment purposes both shaped the aesthetic circumscriptions of the archives and
inform the shape of the contemporary poetry audio archive. In particular, in our current
age of the massive digital audio archives and unprecedented computational abilities, ways
of listening to poetry are (re)emerging that are informed by these prior collaborations
between linguists and poets.

While outside the bounds of this study, it is worth noting that this network of poets,
linguists, and their attendant technology specialists can be traced as far back as the
world’s very first sound archive, the Vienna Phonogramm-Archiv, founded in 1899 by
the physiologist Sigmund Exner (1846-1926). In 1915, at the same time Rousselot and
Brunot were building their archives in Paris, the psychologist Karl Stumpf was founding
Germany’s first sound archive in Berlin, the Lautarchiv, which collected ethnographic
content such as folk song recordings and poetic recitations, made under duress, as the
Lautarchiv focused mostly on recordings of prisoners of war held by Germany, “thereby

11
19

claiming German interpretive sovereignty over their sound cultures.” All of these
attempts to create archives of voices occur in a lineage of the scientific study of language
as rooted in physiology and pass through an evolution of culturally shaped ethnographies
(like those of Franz Boas at Columbia), and this history of science ties in directly with the
kinds of poets who were recorded and the ethos of experimentation, including
problematic experiments, that animated the work of the linguists and the poets both.

I begin with Lindsay’s meeting with Greet and the archive that resulted from it because it
highlights a number of factors vital to this study and points us toward the numerous
angles of approach necessary to answer the question of how poets’ voices came to be
recorded and understood. These labs where the first poetry audio archives and were
dedicated to the study of language systems, the vernacular, and lingual variation, partially
understood as physiological and bodily measurement. The social networks included poets
working together with speech scientists to perform experiments with and on language,
seeing sound as an intrinsic dimension of poetic and lingual form. Of course, with any
linguistic study, the politics of language are at the foreground. As a crude rubric for
linguistic politics, one can think in terms of descriptivism through prescriptivism: are
speech scientists working to describe how lingual difference operates and to study its
mechanics/poetics, or is elocution and the specter of forced assimilation lurking just
around the corner, seeking to erase and standardize? Much of this study will be dedicated
to the question of how the politics and poetics of the linguists’ work relates to those of
19

Max Planck Institute for the History of Science, “Lautarchiv,” Sound & Science: Digital Histories (blog),
accessed April 18, 2019, https://acoustics.mpiwg-berlin.mpg.de/location/lautarchiv.
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the poets recorded in the series. For example, what does it mean for James Weldon
Johnson to have read Afro-Modernist dialect poetry in Greet’s lab, which was, in part,
used to teach elocution to Columbia students? The lab even performed a study on which
dialect/regional accent sounded most American. How can we understand Greet’s interest
in linguistic politics to have informed his selection of poets to record?

The collaboration between poets and linguistic ethnographers is only one part of the
story, though. The rest is organized around a series of related questions. How did these
poets and archivists understand the very being of poetry, on a spectrum of textuality
through orality—or is a one-dimensional spectrum the wrong model? What does it mean
for these collections, owing to their scientific framing, to consider the voice as data, and
how does such a conception interact with our current moment of digital sound studies? Is
it really true that American record labels of the early twentieth century completely
ignored poetry, or does Greet’s definition of what kinds of vocal arts constitute poetry
inform his claim? What are the specific economic and media conditions during the period
of 78 rpm recording that caused poets to seek out research scientists rather than
producing their own recordings or finding a traditional distributor? I’ve endeavored here
to open a number of wormholes into a complex network of actors and social conditions,
each of which could be expounded on greatly. But without a kind of distant view of how
these archives took shape, too much would be left out of the frame.
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Speech Labs makes the claim that the poetic authorial voice came to be inscribed, valued,
collected, and defined in a transatlantic network of speech labs, due to the technological
demands of recording sound during the Modern period. In these labs, the poet’s voice
takes on association with data, as well as serving, at times, as dialect recordings in poetic
form. Further, it is crucial to see the poets as collaborators with the linguists, not as
human subjects in the scientists’ labs. Both poets and linguists with an interest in lingual
experimentation came together to test to the bounds of language, as well as to lay bare its
mechanics. Thus, the poets and linguists were on the same side of a lens through which
they observed aesthetics via a kind of scientific distance rather than narrative absorption.
These experiments took place because of scarce access to sound recording expertise and
media, and thus these archives should be understood as amateur, DIY attempts to
preserve poets’ voices for posterity in opposition to the record companies, professional
operations that did not. And yet, while the archives were DIY, they still needed some
expertise to make the recordings, and this study works to credit the sound recording
technologists who provided access to the sonic record. At the same time, if we are to pay
attention to what the commercial labels did not record, we must examine what they did.
The record companies did not record capital-P poetry, as defined by academic
understandings of the term, as their conception of vocal recordings was informed through
the profitability of apposite vocal arts like vaudeville monologues. One can trace a
continuum of aesthetics from the limited poetry the labels did record (poets like Edgar A.
Guest and James Whitcomb Riley) through a theatrical bent (think Lindsay and Johnson)
in the Speech Lab Recordings through more understated performances of poets in the
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Vocarium. All of these factors come together to shape which poetry was recorded and
which was left to be forgotten.

In many ways, all of the frames I use to approach The Speech Lab Recordings can be said
to influence the founding of PennSound, now the world’s largest archive of poetry
recordings. By attending to these factors, we can see that even the most cutting-edge
digital humanities methodologies for dealing with sound find their roots in these
linguistic speech labs. The politics of collection and the implicit or explicit creation of an
aesthetic circumscription for our current-day archives can be traced to how these earlier
figures worked to define what a poetry recording is. The story of every major attempt to
record and collect poets’ voices—Caedmon Records, SpokenWeb, PennSound—begins
here. It is incumbent on anyone interested in the performance of poetry to know this
untold story.

While Speech Labs focuses of the early period of recorded sound, which also correlates
with the period of Modernism (1890-1945), the issues it raises inform contemporary
debates around the status of poetic audiotexts. In many ways, collections like PennSound
are the archival response to Charles Bernstein’s work to “overthrow the common
presumption that the text of a poem—that is, the written document—is primary and that
the recitation or performance of a poem by the poet is secondary and fundamentally
inconsequential to the ‘poem itself.’”20 In other words, the performances of a poem
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should be treated as texts in their own rights, rather than as an adjunct to a primary,
written text. The field of literary studies is just beginning to develop the tools to grapple
with audiotexts, but leaping the chasm from the visual materials of lineation, spacing, and
typography to the sonic materiality of pitch, tempo, and phrasing is easier said than done.
We can learn a lot from how the poets and speech scientists of these early archives
worked to revive the orality of poetry as the newfound ability to record sound was
unsettling the centrality of print.

In particular, it is striking to see Greet’s published request asking for suggestions for
poets to include in The Speech Lab Recordings, a statement that evokes Bernstein avant
la lettre. Writing to the readers of American Speech, the first journal dedicated to the
study of American dialects and intended for a general audience beyond the academy,
Greet articulates his philosophy of the audiotext within his call:

You are asked to give some thought to the use of records in
studying and teaching literature, to ask yourself the
following questions:
What poems of present-day authors lose most when
transferred to the printed page, and should, therefore, be
preserved as the poet reads them?
[…]
What poems would be most useful in emphasizing for
students that all poetry, not only the so-called lyric, exists
first as song, in aural terms, before it is reduced to print?21
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While Bernstein does not go quite so far as to call the printed poem reductive, Greet’s
understanding of poetry seems to be a more radical prefiguration of our contemporary
moment, when audiotexts are beginning to gain attention in a hard-fought disciplinary
swerve brought about by scholars like Adelaide Morris, Al Filreis, Jason Camlot, Tanya
E. Clement, Marit MacArthur, and Mark Liberman. Greet’s claim may not seem, prima
facie, all that radical at all. One reading of it would be as a traditionalist return to the
romantic notion of the bardic poet or poem as birdsong (e.g. the song of the nightingale).
But perceiving Greet as a linguist working during in the wake of the field’s turn to sound
subverts this claim. Part of chapter 1 includes a brief history of the coeval turns to the
sound of language in poetry and linguistics prior to and into the early sound recording
period. One crucial point in that history is that linguists were able to make huge
disciplinary leaps when they compared languages through sound, rather than through
morphologies that followed from the printed glyphs on a page. For example, the
discovery that the ancient European languages shared an origin with Sanskrit came about
through comparing word sounds. Greet working in this tradition would have seen text as
privative because it occluded such sonic comparisons. While Bernstein is more measured
in his critique, leaving space for the written text to operate in a constellation with all of
the versions of the performance, the idea of data loss (losing the sounds of accents,
timing, pitch) still animates his message. In between Greet and Bernstein, the New
Criticism ushered in a regressive primacy of the printed word. And of course, Derrida’s
critique of phonologocentrism looms large and provides yet another historical swerve,
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one that perhaps exposes the New Critical roots from which Deconstruction arose. The
most crucial takeaway from this oscillation in definition is that the way poetic recordings
came to be defined, including in relation to their textual counterparts, is variable and took
multiple forms historically. This variance, while normally attributed to media
technologies or literary methodologies, is also animated by the history of science.

Speech Labs begins in Paris in 1913, on the eve of the Great War. Chapter 1, titled “‘La
parole au timbre juste’: Experimental phonetics, modernism, and the voice as data,”
outlines the beginnings of collaborations between linguists and poets in France during the
period Marjorie Perloff terms the Futurist Moment.22 After outlining a coeval swerve
toward sound in the field of linguistics and a return to orality in poetry, both driven by the
invention of sound recording, I demonstrate that, while a mutual interest in linguistic
experimentation brought poets and linguists together, the aims of that experimentation
differed. For the linguists, recordings of poetry were understood as biological specimens,
data that guaranteed the veracity of the present moment against a perceived lingual
decadence or decay. In other words, an aim of these recordings was that people of the
future could look back on embalmed specimens of the high art of poetry and, through a
conservative deference to the past, protect their own pronunciations from decline, or
verfall. For poets like Ezra Pound and Apollinaire, the opportunity to experiment in
speech labs provided the opposite possibility, one shaped by Modernism: the possibility
of advancing poetry (and language) by using sound. Sound recording technology and the
22
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detached gaze of science could provide another “heave” “to break the pentameter,” to
borrow from Pound,23 of poetic tradition.

These recordings allowed poets and the first experimental phoneticians to question the
relationship between writing and speech. The chapter begins with Ezra Pound’s visit to
the lab of Abbe Jean-Pierre Rousselot, the father of experimental phonetics, and discusses
unplayable inscriptions the two made of Pound reading his poem “The Return.”
Rousselot possessed a device called a kymograph or phonoscope, which could score
nasal pressure, laryngeal vibration, and air pressure expelled from the mouth to a smokeblackened paper wrapped around a drum, allowing vowel sounds to be measured
empirically. Rousselot’s tools, built by the inventor Charles Verdin, are mechanical
forebears to today’s devices of linguistic measurement. Pound wrote of this experience
with the kymograph: “My working with Abbé Rousselot belongs to memoirs. He
invented a machine for measuring the length of spoken sound, that is a machine very
useful for getting the facts of quantitative verse disentangled from theory.”24
“Disentangled from theory” is key to apprehending the view of poetry that animates all of
these series: just as Greet wrote about poetry being “reduced to print” and Lindsay saw
printed texts as libretti, Pound exposes his view of a privative remediation that occurs
when a primarily sonic entity is converted to writing. The idea of “theory” here stands in
for the ideological inheritances of written poetic form. While traditional verse forms like
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iambic pentameter are partially modeled on the sounds of speech, they also import with
them a formal politics of inherited tradition. At worst, this inheritance can be deployed as
a hedge against the same kind of decadence the linguists feared. At best, it can be
modernized and redeployed as a conscious speech act. In any event, a belief in what I
might call de-mediating the written poem is what drove many of the actors discussed
here.

I want to pause here to discuss what I mean by the ideological inheritances of the written
poem. Perhaps the best example of the political intersectionality of written and spoken
poetic forms can be found in The Speech Lab Recordings, Robert Frost’s recording of his
famous “Mending Wall.”25 Of course, political reason for writing a poem in blank verse
in 1915, a speech act that serves as a rejoinder to the rise of poetic modernism. It would
be a mistake, though, to buy into discussions of how the unrhymed iambic pentameter is
meant to denote sound, to be representational of natural speech sounds (cf. Frost’s sound
of sense). Compare, for example, to Frost’s own statement of poetics, in which he boasts,
“I alone of English writers have consciously set myself to make music out of what I may
call the sound of sense.”26 But the imaginary idea of alternating prosodic stresses bears
little to no relation to the sound of the poem. As Bernstein notes, “regularizing systems of
prosodic analysis break down before the sonic profusion of a reading: it's as if ‘chaotic’
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sound patterns are being measured by grid-oriented coordinates whose reliance on
context-independent ratios is inadequate. The poetry reading is always at the edge of
semantic excess, even if any given reader stays on this side of the border.”27 And, as
Setsuko Yokoyama has argued, a descriptive prosody of “Mending Wall” highlights
numerous disjunctions between the iambic grid and the prosody of the language used.28
Further, I would argue that listening to Frost perform as part of The Speech Lab
Recordings brings out the modernist form of the poem, in contrast to the conservative
form of the text (a topic I discuss in Chapter 2). To borrow a term from Eliot, Frost “does
voices” in his performance, drawling out the famous “Good fences make good
neighbors.” The drawl connects with urban prejudices that locate tradition and the desire
to preserve the past in rurality, as heard through the slowing of time via drawling speech.
None of this is audible in the written text of the poem, which announces itself formally as
a vote in favor of traditional form (ironic, given the poem’s mockery of inherited dogma).
These hermeneutic affordances that arise from encountering a poem as sound give a
better sense of what Pound means by “disentangled from theory.” In addition to moving
out of the grid in favor of a fluid, unfurling time series of speech, “theory” could carry an
ideology that needed to be opposed. As such the Modernists’ experiments with the
phoneticians were deployed to these ends: to reveal the related though competing
ideologies caught in the gaps between sight and sound.
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In addition to historicizing ontological understandings of the audiotexts, attending to
these early collaborations also historicizes ways of hearing poetry. One view of listening
to poetry positions the voice of the poet as an auratic object, meant to bring the listener
“closer”: closer to the body of the poet, closer to the meaning of the poem, closer to an
unmediated (dismediated?), noumenal idea of the “poem itself.” This view of hearing
understands the recording as a relic, a saint’s bone to be carried to ensure the presence of
that which is defined by its lack. We can see the beginnings of this position in Greet’s
writings about the Lindsay recordings after the poet’s death: “To hear a dead poet recite
magnificently his immortal words is an experience that stirs the soul.”29 But the early
phoneticians and poets heard these recordings in the opposite way: as a device that
ensured distance. The idea of distance here becomes crucial, as it acknowledges the
seductive capabilities of the sounds of language—sonic form as extralexical meaning.
Rousselot and Pound created these unplayable visualizations of Pound’s voice to allow
for it to be studied with critical distance, outside the absorptive capabilities of the poem.
Even if it was this very absorption that is central to their interests, the listener needed to
get outside of its pull in order to apprehend its mechanics. The kymograph, then,
becomes a bodily prosthesis, one that creates a synaesthetic linkage between sight and
sound, in pursuit of distance and the modernist interest in anti-absorptive poetics.

The idea of absorption, which is central to this study, is complex and deserves some
discussion. Two of the key texts on this topic are Michael Fried’s Absorption and
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Theatricality: Painter and Beholder in the Age of Diderot and Charles Bernstein’s
“Artifice of Absorption,”31 which serves as a challenge to the way Fried treats
postmodern art. For Fried, the distinction between absorption and theatricality is the
degree to which a work of art acknowledges its beholder. Fried best describes absorption
and its contents in his discussion of Diderot: “…Diderot’s conception of painting rested
ultimately upon the supreme fiction that the beholder did not exist, that he was not really
there, standing before the canvas; and that the dramatic representation of action and
passion, and the causal and instantaneous mode of unity that came with it, provided the
best available medium for establishing that fiction in the painting itself.”32 One can easily
see the parallels to the Victorian ballad poetry that dominated the popular consciousness
in the early years of sound recording. Rather than striving for a poetics meant to lay bare
lacunae, aporias, and disjunction, this poetry used the absorptive rhythms of its regular
poetic form to suggest an Aristotelian unity for its narrative content.

While Fried’s discussion of absorption seems to be primarily descriptive of an era of art,
one must turn to his essay “Art and Objecthood”33 to fully understand what he means by
“theatricality” and the negative valence he ascribes to the term. Discussing minimalism,
or what he reductively terms “literalist art,” Fried works to differentiate art from “the
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condition of non-art,” or objecthood. He argues that “the literalist espousal of
objecthood amounts to nothing other than a plea for a new genre of theatre; and theatre is
now the negation of art. Literalist sensibility is theatrical because, to begin with, it is
concerned with the actual circumstances in which the beholder encounters literalist
work…Whereas in previous art ‘what is to be had from the work is located strictly within
[it],’ the experience of literalist art is of an object in a situation – one that, virtually by
definition, includes the beholder.”35 As we will come to see such distinctions of art and
objecthood, albeit avant le lettre, are at work in differentiating the kinds of content that
appeared, or did not, in these early poetry audio archives.

For Bernstein, arguing in favor of a poetics that foregrounds its own materiality—a
poetics that Fried would call “theatrical” and others might call postmodern—the greatest
artifice is a poetics that seeks to pass itself off as natural and unmarked, to close the
distance between subject and object by refusing to acknowledge its own processes of
mediation. In other words realism and representational aesthetics, a work’s performance
of absorption in itself, are more performative than any work that acknowledges the
beholder. This is in opposition to the view that so-called postmodern poetry, and
abstraction more generally, is somehow less ingenuous because it doesn’t aspire to the
same kind of realism as representational works. The idea of absorption, then, becomes a
crucial political point and the negotiation of it in these early archives is the predecessor to
the fierce debates in the age of Theory.
34
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While this question of absorption as an aesthetic philosophy certainly animates
understandings of the ways of hearing, the phoneticians’ approach to absorption more
closely resembles views of the term used by linguistics, psychologists, and
psychoacousticians. For these scholars, absorption is less an aesthetic device and more a
quality of the beholder—the degree to which a perceiving subject sutures herself within a
work when experiencing it. In other words, a measure of absorption is the amount of
critical distance that is applied when experiencing an aesthetic work. On the one end of
this spectrum, one can imagine someone who fully identifies with the characters of a
work and loses the distinction between artifice and reality. On the other end of the
spectrum might be a subject that cannot engage thematically with a work for the inability
to get past perceiving it as a set of moving parts. For a subject experiencing a sonic work,
we can imagine an unabsorbed listener as a person who is engaged in close listening to
such an extent that the sonic materiality of a poem overshadows its content (should we
temporarily posit a distinction between the two).

Part of my interest in this work is to bridge this divide between scientific understandings
of absorption and those from the domain of aesthetic philosophy. A recent linguistic
study provides a sense of the divide: “Since most absorption research focuses primarily
on popular media, virtually no attention has been paid to the possibility that literary
devices such as deviation could elicit absorption experiences or that absorption could be
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aesthetic in nature.” While this essay states similar aims to the present text, it does not
acknowledge these longstanding debates in the humanities. Rather, it seeks to present the
idea of a work negotiating the distance between subject and object as new. And it may be
new to the field where the essay seeks to intervene. But the problem with many scientific
approaches to literature is that they ignore prior literary research. In seeking to delineate a
history of collaborations between poets—and their poetics as aesthetic philosophies—and
scientists, I aim to describe a moment when techne and poiesis came together, truly
together, through collaborative research.

The scientific ways of hearing poetry, codeveloped by the French phoneticians and poets,
bring these two valences of absorption together. Pound’s interest in disentangling poetry
from theory addresses distance in the text and how its formal qualities attempt to
negotiate that distance with the reader. This negotiation of distance is what Edward
Bullough has termed “the antinomy of distance.” Owing to the capacities of the beholder
(cf. absorption in the linguists’ sense of the term) and qualities intrinsic to the art itself, a
work can become “over-distanced” or “under-distanced.” Attempting to chart a “centrist”
course, Bullough describes the stakes of such telescopic distance as such: “The
consequence of a loss of Distance through one or other cause is familiar: the verdict in
the case of under-distancing is that the work is 'crudely naturalistic,' 'harrowing,'
'repulsive in its realism.' An excess of distance produces the impression of improbability,
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artificiality, emptiness or absurdity.” These conditions correlated to the aforesaid
dynamics of absorption. The early phoneticians also saw the text as operating on the
reader, but are more attuned to the reader’s (dis)fluency in perceiving the poem through
its seductive sounds. For them, the recordings offered a possibility of using machinic
processes as prostheses to gain visibility into the voiced poem by circumventing its
absorptive capabilities. Apprehending these two axes of absorption—a metric of reader
identification and a description of the formal qualities of a work—led the poetphonetician teams toward complex understandings of the poetic audiotext, views which
can later be seen in writings like Bernstein’s “Artifice of Absorption”:

Absorption & its many converses, reverses, is at heart a measure
of the relationship between
a reader &
a work: any attempt to isolate
this dynamic in terms exclusively of
reading
or composition
will fail on this account.38

In addition to highlighting scientific ways of hearing that would animate later poetry
audio archives, I begin with the French archives, Brunot’s in particular, because they
enjoyed the support of the largest commercial record company in France, Disque Pathé.
As we make the transatlantic pivot to the speech labs of the U.S., we will see that The
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Speech Lab Recordings defined itself in opposition to the commercial record companies,
which the founders felt had been derelict in preserving the poetic spoken word. Pathé not
only supported Brunot through equipment and expertise, but the label also ceded the
editorial right to the speech scientists, who were free to select which poets to record and
distribute. This meant that the early recordings in the series, during Brunot’s tenure as
editor, tended toward experimental poets, including Apollinaire and André Salmon. We
can say that this selection of poets also results from scientific ways of hearing vis-à-vis
literary absorption and distance: these poems tilted away from traditional narrative
absorption and toward a distancing aesthetic; they aimed for edification rather than
entertainment. In other words, the archivists were selecting works outside of traditional
lyric narrative poetry, and the labels indulged them—unlike in the U.S.

II. Discourse Networks & Transatlantic Reverberations
Before discussing the recordings made in U.S. speech labs, this study looks at the early
period of sound recording in the U.S. and tests Greet’s claim that American labels, unlike
their French counterparts, had ignored poetry in the curation of their catalogs. To borrow
a term from Wolfgang Ernst, I am interested in the academic archives’ anarchives, or the
set of materials deemed to be outside or unworthy of archiving.39 Thus Chapter 2 takes up
a different way of hearing: that of the American record companies, which were not
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animated by a preservational or critical stance, but rather by the search for profitable
content, as we saw in the discussion of the (non-)recordings of Lindsay. There is indeed a
correlation between the ear for profit and works that are highly absorptive or, in
Bullough’s term, under-distance themselves.

I began by searching the Discography of American Historical Recordings (DAHR) for
recordings of poetry, and it is the case that recordings of poets had been made by the
labels. The roster of recordings, however, suggests a very different aesthetic
circumscription than the French and American academic archives. The labels recorded
poets like James Whitcomb Riley and Edgar A. Guest, poets Paul H. Gray has referred to
as “poet-performers” and “self-consciously and deliberately ‘low-brow’” for their use of
dialect and stage-inflected aesthetics.40 These poets wrote during the period of 1870 to
1930, which correlates with the popularity of vaudeville. This aesthetic preference for
performativity and the blurry line between the page and the stage again raises the
question of sonic genre: what is the difference between a vaudevillian vocal act and a
performance given the status of Poetry? What becomes apparent is that the very idea of a
poetry recording is historically defined and contingent. Through the distinctions made in
this early period of sound recording, vocal monologues that shared similarities with what
we recognize as poetic performance were severed into separate categories, partially
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because of the lack of presence of an antecedent text, and partially because of aesthetic
preferences that revolved around distancing effects.

The most straightforward course with this chapter would have been to make the argument
that record labels favored works of narrative absorption and the pleasure of storytelling,
while the academic archives sought out works that required the professors’ skills as
interpreters endowed with the hermeneutic right. While I think this is true to some
degree, the more interesting question is what affordances there are for literary studies for
listening as the label A&Rs did. In a world where there are no scriptural, written
documents to subsume primacy over performance—where the performance is the text—
how can we reimagine what a poetic recording is? By refusing differentiations between
academic and mass culture, so-called “difficult poetry” and the absorptive lyric, we are
free to apprehend the trade winds that tessellated written poetry with the aesthetics of the
popular stage and vice versa. And such an importation of sonic genre also highlights
some of the more problematic elements American modernist poetry. For example, one of
the poets who stood at the intersection of theatricality and the printed word was Lindsay,
whose poem “The Congo” took its cues from minstrel shows so engrained in vaudeville.
At the same time, platform performers like Cal Stewart, often written off into the
category of “comedic monologue,” were sometimes practicing sophisticated shtick that
drew from literary history. In short, Greet’s too-easy opposition to the labels allows for a
discussion of the confluences between vocal arts recognized as poetry, the vaudeville and
Chautauqua stages, and the history of the platform performer.
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I work to bring together a number of different fields and interlocutors in this discussion.
Much of the research in this area has been done by folklorists and ethnomusicologists like
Patrick Feaster, John S. Gentile, and Richard Bauman. Feaster41 and Jason Camlot42
provide the historical background of the recording industry at the time, building the
bridge between Victorian culture and the rise of Modernism, as it played out on the
phonograph. Richard Bauman’s discussion of the “mock sermon” directly engages with
the question of sonic genre. In a later project, I intend to trace this out further, but suffice
it to say for now that there is much to learn about (re)orderings of Modern poetry by
attending to what kinds of sonic genres—sermons, political radio speeches, vaudeville
monologues—work to shape them. By linking the unlikely pair of James Weldon
Johnson and Cal Stewart, Bauman traces out a history of aesthetic works that are
modeled on sermons, with varying degrees of sincerity.43 These discussions fit within the
history of the platform performer as delineated by John S. Gentile,44 and it is indeed
revelatory to consider the poet as platform performer. To what degree are heteroglossic
poets like Eliot literally doing voices—embodying the monopolylogue tradition of a
single performer playing multiple parts on the stage—when we encounter their
performances as sound?
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Overall, the chapter revolves around the importation of the vernacular into American
poetry, as heard through the performances of vocal recordings. It builds on work like
Nadia Nurhussein’s Rhetorics of Literacy: The Cultivation of American Dialect Poetry,
which argues that the audience of written dialect poetry was primarily readers with a high
degree of literacy, due to the demands placed on the reader to move fluidly between
nonstandard phonetic representations and meaning.45 If these works were not intended for
working class people they often depicted, then they engage in a politics that risks
burlesquing and caricaturizing people based on race, class, and ethnicity. As Gavin Jones
has discussed, an interest in dialect works in a rapidly changing America during periods
of increased immigration resulted in a surge in works that depicted American dialects.46
The performances in sound recordings refuse to let any voice go unmarked, unlike the
sonic standardization that can occur in written texts (which is not unmarked, yet demands
a conformity that seeks to pass itself as natural). From the conscious performance of
ethnicity by Fanny Bryce through the exogenous mockeries like Life with Luigi, sound
recording brought the heteroglossic practice of doing voices to the fore. Of course, no
voice is natural—even the “voice” I am using right now is contingently shaped by the
genre, as well as your imagination of how this sounds. The discussion of voices with
more foregrounded artifice exposes a kind of limit point, a point of departure that leads
toward one of my claims: that the poems recorded as part of the academic archives were
45
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somewhere between dialect recordings (attempts to preserve the speech of a particular
group) and the practice of doing voices. Part of the distinction is shaped by sincerity and
objectification, to borrow from Zukofksy, or perhaps absorption and distance.

I am also interested in how the multiplicity of performance disrupt notions of a printed
text as a singular, original document, as scripture. I borrow this latter term from a
framework developed by the great classicist Gregory Nagy, whose approach informs
much of my method to apprehending the medial vicissitudes of the transcendental,
noumenal poem. Describing the process of solidification from orality to textuality of the
Homeric works, Nagy identifies three stages of decreasing fluidity. He regards the early
era of written copies of The Iliad and The Odyssey as a time of transcript: the rhapsode’s
performance was the poem, with all primacy in the performance, and written documents
were accounts of what transpired, descriptive notations. Following this was the time of
script, when the written document provided a framework for how performers might
interpret a work. The written document began to guide performance and create a flowing
current with banks the performance should stay within. Finally, writing took primacy: the
written document became scripture, with all of the weight of religiosity and the need for
hermeneutic interpretation.47 Following from works of the theatrical anarchive published
by the record companies, one notices multiple recordings of “the same” performances
released—e.g. a particular comedic monologue rerecorded for different labels. As I argue
that this is a return to a sort of orality, it is also clear that such dynamics can be used to
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understand multiple performances of the same poem by its author. If this is the case, then
there are affordances to considering the written version of a poem as each of Nagy’s
stages of solidity—we’ve lived with “scripture” for some time now; what’s to be made of
transcript and script?

Part of what I want to argue across this work, though especially in this chapter, is that the
advent of sound recording had the potential to walk back this process of solidification and
the primacy of the text, the influence of the printing press, and associations of writing
with documentation and juridical evidence. For works that were intended to be
distributed as records, including the actor performances of poetry that were among the
first records ever released by Victor Records, any written document was, at most, a script.
This constituted a different way of hearing than would be demanded by the academic
contexts of the Columbia and Harvard collections: while those archives asked listeners to
imagine a pre-mediated poem before it was “reduced to print,” the presence of print still
served to define what poetry was. The labels had no such attachment to cultural works
that bore a textual a priori, and this sound-centered approach provides the opportunity for
contemporary poetry scholars to reconsider the kinds of works that are a part of poetic
modernism.

In Chapter 3, we encounter the rise of the academic poetry audio archive, featuring The
Speech Lab Recordings and the Harvard Vocarium label, both founded by professors of
Speech. These archives return us to the question of the linguistic politics of the
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ethnographers that recorded the series, along with scientific ways of listening. The most
fascinating aspect of examining these recordings within the frames of their conditions of
production is the tension between radical experimental aesthetics and the elocutionary
function of standardization that was the labs’ raison d’être. In examining this collision
between the politics of the archivist and that of the archives’ content, I turn to Jacques
Derrida’s Mal d’Archive, or Archive Fever.48 While Greet figures the record labels as the
Derridean archons, the curators endowed with the hermeneutic right, and positions
himself as the David to their Goliath, a significant aspect of the power dynamic is elided:
Greet was an Ivy League professor, journal editor, and consultant to CBS Radio, all of
these roles suggesting that he bore tremendous cultural capital in his own right.
Moreover, Greet could be said to be an archon of language itself: he taught elocution,
was involved with a study of which U.S. dialect signified “the true American tongue,”
and was employed to correct the on-air pronunciations of all CBS broadcasters (including
Walter Cronkite). Greet’s colleague and collaborator George W. Hibbitt was similarly
employed by the U.S. Navy to standardize pronunciations by servicepeople from
different regions. Returning to an earlier question, how do we reconcile these processes
of prescriptivist standardization with the recording of many poems that could themselves
be understood as dialect poems (even if not overtly)?

The answer lies in a kind of lingual pragmatism. While Greet, Hibbitt, and Packard did
not conceive of their work as a project of assimilation, they believed that understanding
48
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was a paramount concern in communications. This interest in clear communications was
partially inflected by the pre-professional aims of their universities and the historical
view of elocution as a form of self-betterment. Their work thus stood at the interchange
between philology and elocution that we previously encountered in the French archives.
Perhaps this explains the focus on so-called “difficult poetry,” like Stein’s and Eliot’s,
too. On the eve of the rise of the New Critics, Greet and Hibbitt were interested in similar
kinds of pragmatic communication: the sound recordings were meant to bring the listener
closer to the unoccluded meaning of the poems, to serve as a device of translation
through the additional information provided by the presence of the poets’ voices. If the
text proved intransigent, then the voice might allow for the negotiation of meaning, and,
as scholars of speech, the archivists would be in position to suggest exactly what these
meanings were.

At the same time, aside from the hermeneutic right and elocutionary teleology, I argue
that the archives were philological and meant to be a description of the sounds of earlytwentieth-century America. The Speech Lab Recordings included a significant amount of
content aside from poetry, including recordings of Presidential radio speeches and events
at Columbia. In fact, the way the archive is currently stored makes no distinction between
the voices in the collection. If one flips through the card catalog drawer that enumerates
the collection, dialect recordings of various human subjects are interspersed with
recordings of poets. Such a juxtaposition returns us to the question of the hieratic versus
the demotic. In this case, for modernist poets like Edgar Lee Masters, who had an interest
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in documenting the vernacular in poetic form, there could be no higher compliment than
to have the records quite literally stored among everyday speech (that of the dialect
samples taken from average Americans). Along these lines, while Greet and Hibbitt
understood their poetry project to be distinct from their work as dialectologists, I argue
that they selected poets whose work, focusing on the voice and everyday speech, was
ethnographic: recordings like those of Masters and Johnson constituted poetic projects of
lingual preservation and documentation. In other words, the poets and archivists were
partners in the same linguistic aims. At the same time, problematic ethnographic methods
also make themselves legible when considering the poems as linguistic research. For one,
the minstrel-show inflected faux-ethnography of “The Congo” takes on a different
valence than when we see it outside its vaudeville frame—it purports to document and
study (as its subtitle notes) rather than burlesque, rendering it all the more troubling. The
historical idea of the need for scientists to preserve endangered voices due to the
inexorable march of “civilization” that would surely erase them from existence comes
into view. This dynamic is best discussed by Brian Hochman’s Savage Preservation.49
All said, much is to be gained by refusing the distinction between ethnographic content
and poetry recordings, just as that between poetry and other apposite vocal arts.

As for performance, in this new era of the academic poetry audio archive and the early
years of the use of electrical recording (e.g. the use of microphones), poetic performance
began to take on the conversational, understated tones that Marit MacArthur identifies in
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the contemporary academic poetry recording, what she playfully terms “monotonous
incantation,” or Poet Voice.50 As we moved from the projecting voices of the first poetry
recordings made by Victor records through threshold to theatricality audible in The
Speech Lab Recordings to the booming voice of Pound in the early Vocarium and finally
to the understated, confessional tone of Robert Lowell in the late Vocarium, studying
these archives takes us into the current moment of poetic performance. Presently, when
“vaudeville” is used to connote Greet’s “cheap theatre,” just as Fried used “theatrical” to
describe the undesirable condition of “non-art,” the term belies an academic preference
for the understated, the idea that a contemplative voice connotes intellectualism and
performativity/theatricality something less so. One way to escape this vocal interpellation
of the current moment is to historicize the dynamics of the voice, which is an aim of this
work.

Finally, Chapter 4 is dedicated to the technologists and technology that brought poets and
linguists together to make these early archives. It was indeed the technological demands
of inscribing sound that caused poets to seek out the linguists, but further examination is
owed to the technologies that stood under—to borrow John Durham Peters’ etymology of
infrastructure51—the archivists’ projects. While the speech scientists were specialists in
the study of language, they required the assistance of technologists and tradespeople to
design, build, and operate their labs. This chapter, deeply influenced by Harold Innis’
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Empire and Communications, aims to expose the “monopolies of knowledge” that
defined and guarded access to the sonic record.52 If the history of technology is a history
of tradespeople who create technologies and then guard access to them to preserve their
social standing, as Innis argues, then the aluminum records and recording engineers that
allowed for the earliest poetry audio archives follow from the history of writing,
amanuenses, scribes, and religious interpretation. I have here endeavored to delineate this
stage of sound recording as a historical rupture that unsettled the power dynamics of the
time.

The chapter begins with a media archaeology of the aluminum transcription disc format,
which was designed for home recordings and the recording of ephemera, like radio ads.
Even though the technology didn’t provide the same kind of sonic fidelity as did cutting
wax, the medium was much simpler to operate and allowed for amateur recording and
DIY practices. While Greet would have preferred to have the higher-fidelity equipment,
which he felt was monopolized by the commercial record companies, he and Hibbitt
made do with what they had and used the amateur format to record dialect samples and
poets alike. Similar to their notions of lingual pragmatism, their technological approach
was shaped by what I might term a medial pragmatism, the will to bypass the
fetishization of pure, crystalline sound and use an amateur, DIY ethos if need be—
existence over perfection. What I want to bring out here is that, while the archives were
oppositional to the commercial record companies, they were not necessarily opposed to
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professional methods of recording. That said, given their exclusion from the machinery of
professional production, they built their oppositions using homemade processes. As such,
they constitute what Abigail De Kosnik has called a rogue archive, an archive created
outside of professional memory institutions.53 The use of makeshift recording spaces like
faculty offices and the Harvard chapel and amateur recording equipment like the
aluminum records, embodied the rogue archive, both in content and form. Such a view of
these archives that were simultaneously institutionally supported yet culturally marginal
provides a different view into the publication of sound during this period.

In addition to the media archaeology of the records, new discourse networks come into
view by discussing the technologists who invented and operated the recording equipment.
The most significant example of this is Walter C. Garwick, the self-taught recording
engineer for Greet’s lab. In addition to operating Greet’s equipment and serving as a
producer for the records, Garwick also invented the portable field recording device used
in John A. Lomax’s famous recordings of cowboy songs and African American spirituals.
Garwick thus links Greet’s vernacular archive with the folkloric recordings that serve as
inspiration to many of the poets in the series. This linkage between recording in lab
spaces and field recording also connects with the ongoing conversations around ways of
hearing, in particular the difference between the ear of the collector and the ear of the
archivist. If the labels listened for absorptive content and the labs listened with an ear for
distance, the ear of the collector was more attuned toward genre and assembling a corpus
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with aspirations toward comprehensiveness. All of this comes into view when we
consider the extended conditions of the production of these early recordings.

III. Crossfading: A Word on Structure
Finally, I would like to comment on the structure of this work. Most chapters contain a
coda section that speaks to contemporary digital sound studies methods. I think of this as
a kind of cross-stitching or cross-fading between the period of this study and our current
moment, where there is a real risk of engaging in similar experiments to these historical
antecedents without learning from the processes of the past. While it is true that some
current methodologies—like Tanya Clement’s distant listening54—are unprecedented due
to the availability of new tools, the ideas that underwrite them have historical precedent.
By attending to the work done by Rousselot, Brunot, and the others discussed here, we
can better historicize and contextualize the work we are doing today, which is my
primary interest in this study.55

I would also point readers to a new reading-listening methodology I term Machine-Aided
Close Listening,56 which is heavily indebted to Rousselot’s work. In my essay, which can
serve as a kind of postscript to this study, I present new digital tools to align the text of a
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poem with the audio of a poet reading it and a visualization of the poet’s voice, in the
vein of Rousselot’s kymograph. Rather than attempting to circumvent the absorptive
capabilities of the poem, my aim here is to allow us to speak about the poem is new
ways: to leap the aforementioned chasm between visual form and sonic form. With
performance metrics like tempo pitch, I seek to use the same tools that might be used to
discuss speech samples in a phonetics lab to analyze a cultural object. So I use these
historical precedents both as inspiration and as cautionary tales. My hope is that this work
will prove similarly useful to others who wish to work in this new way with poetic
recordings and that it may also prove useful to linguists and speech scientists who may
sometimes be estranged from questions of the aesthetic and of sonic genre.

All in all, despite my embrace of Derrida’s caution that there are no origins in the
archive, no beginnings, only fragments of a non-narrative encountered in media res,
Speech Labs is an attempt to locate the origins of the ideas that underwrite archives like
PennSound. In many ways, Greet and Hibbitt parallel Filreis and Bernstein’s founding of
PennSound, both in their complicated relationships to powerful institutions and their
embrace of DIY methods in pursuit of the remediation of a historical lacuna. For my part,
having come to Penn to help them launch the project, I find parallels with Garwick’s
position as a technological interpreter and translator, as well as a conduit to a monopoly
of knowledge. I try to touch on these topics, especially in the conclusion to the fourth
chapter, yet shy away from too much analysis, to leave open the possibility that my
proximity to PennSound might not allow for the critical distance necessary to speak about
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it, the possibility that I might be too absorbed. My hope is that Speech Labs will provide
others with the background necessary to write these analyses.

I hope readers will listen to these recordings carefully and repeatedly, sometimes with a
critical distance and sometimes allowing oneself to be absorbed into the pleasure of the
speech sounds. As the poets’ voices speak from and on the record, they will come to
haunt any future readings of the texts of the poems, such that, in the absence of the sound,
one may look at the text and say, eye can almost hear it. If so, all of the efforts outlined
here to resist poetry’s being cast out of the Platonic Republic of Recording will have been
worth it.
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CHAPTER 1: “La parole au timbre juste”: Experimental Phonetics, Modernism,
and the Poetic Voice as Data

I. Introduction: Descriptivist Futurism
1913: in a year that Marjorie Perloff locates within the Futurist Moment, just 4 years after
F.T. Marinetti assaulted the front page of Le Figaro with his Futurist Manifesto and the
same year Luigi Russolo published L’Arte Dei Rumori (The Art of Noise), a turn to sound
was occurring in both Transatlantic poetic modernism(s) and the discipline of linguistics.
A then-Imagist, almost Vorticist, Ezra Pound was searching for the “first heave” “to
break the pentameter,”57 to advance the new poetry past a reliance on traditional verse
forms, while still respecting the tradition of poetry. He had recently become the foreign
correspondent for Harriet Monroe’s new Poetry: A Magazine of Verse and would publish
his canonical “A Few Don’ts By an Imagiste” in the magazine in this watershed year
during the Balkan Wars and on the eve of the Great War. In pursuit of an empirically
grounded theory of free verse prosody, one that would mirror his famous dictum “to
compose in the sequence of the musical phrase, not in the sequence of the metronome,”58
Pound visited the speech lab of the father of experimental phonetics, l’abbe Jean-Pierre
Rousselot (1846-1924).
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Figure 3: Jean-Pierre Rousselot, 1924

Pound was introduced to Rousselot by the poet André Spire, and both make an
appearance in Canto LXXVII, where “old André/ preached vers libre with Isaiaic fury,
and sent me to old Rousselot/ who fished for sound in the Seine.”59 The conceit of
Rousselot fishing for sound in the Seine refers to the experimental work Rousselot
pioneered, using a device called the phonoscope or kymograph to measure vowel
durations in pursuit of a descriptive study of regional French pronunciations, particularly
the rural dialects he saw as endangered. The device presented speech as a kind of writing,
scoring to smoke-blackened paper representations of the physiological dimensions of
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speaking: vibrations of the larynx, as well as air pressure in the nose and mouth, as
speech is formed (Figure 4). For Pound and Rousselot, the poetry and speech needed to
be deconstructed to their mechanical, functional systems, by prosthetically extending the
body to be able to see sound, to make the body legible. If systemic processes like
poems—“a small (or large) machine made out of language,” to quote William Carlos
Williams60—and speech were to be examined for the telos of the components that
comprised them, then poems needed to become data.

Figure 4: Rousselot's machinic representation of La Chanson de Roland61
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The concept of visibility is central to the audio archive—both in the literal sense of
seeing sound, and in the metaphorical sense of making an abstract concept apprehensible.
Pound’s use of fishing is a perfect metaphor for the kind of interest modernist poets had
in the depth and opacity of language. Vachel Lindsay had referred to language’s
“subterranean rhythm” as something that could be made audible/visible/legible through
the pairing of poetry and interpretive dance,62 which mirrors Pound’s aphorism that
“Music begins to atrophy when it departs too far from the dance…poetry begins to
atrophy when it gets too far from music.”63 In both cases, language is figured as an object
with depth, to be searched, plumbed, and probed in the hopes something true and
reproducible would emerge—and for this to happen, language must be distilled into
examinable entities, more like specimens than auratic objects. Working in the discipline
of a physiology-inflected linguistics, Rousselot sought a visible and measurable
epiphenomenon that might point to a deeper truth about the morphology of speech sounds
and how they are produced via bodily states of aeration. Richard Sieburth argues that
Rousselot sought out poets like Pound and Spire “to conduct experiments on the
phonological analysis of poetic diction.”64 In other words, he was interested in how
studying the mechanics of poetry could cast light on his primary interest, everyday
speech.
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Pound, in contrast, was “presumably eager to find out whether Rousselot’s modern
recording devices (which produced what look like intricate seismographs of vowels,
consonants, pitch, and tempo) could provide scientific proof that free verse was, in its
own way, just as ‘regular’ or ‘formal’ (in terms of the patternings of accents or quantities)
as, say, the traditional alexandrine.”65 Sieburth’s assessment is fairly restrained. Rather
than seeking a scientifically guaranteed parity between free verse and the forms blessed
by tradition, Pound was seeking a structuralist cleavage that would differentiate the
ideological and imaginary dimensions of poetic form in the abstract from the lived and
embodied dimensions of the performed poem. If the hexameter of the alexandrine was
analogous to a system, or langue, then the performed poem was parole. And more
importantly, the spoken utterances could be visualized by Rousselot’s kymograph, laying
bare the aesthetic functionality of the poem. In this sense, the recordings, even though
they cannot be played back, laid the groundwork for contemporary sound studies, the
notion of poetry as data, and scientific ways of hearing and interpretation of aesthetic
objects.

Pound’s experiments with Rousselot highlight a central claim of this chapter: that poets
and experimental linguists were collaborators in linguistic research that relied on
experimentation with sound. Indeed, the advent of sound recording would not only
change both fields; henceforth, it would intertwine them. In his groundbreaking Rhythm
and Race in Modernist Poetry and Science, Michael Golston argues that Rousselot’s
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sonic inscriptions “—and more importantly, the body of scientific work that produced
them—motivated many of the formal innovations of Modernist poetry.”66 I would push
this assertion further and claim that poets influenced linguistic study—and the politics of
its application—as much as the converse. Poets and linguists became collaborators in the
study of applied language, beginning from the idea that language has variant sounds
connected to politics and culture, sounds that can be measured and deployed for aesthetic
and communicative effect. (Chapter 3 will detail this partnership further into its
development, twenty years after Rousselot and Pound’s work, in the strain of linguistics
that came to be called dialectology, a field that would later be known as sociolinguistics,
pioneered by William Labov.) In this study, I seek to locate the beginnings of these
collaborations. Indeed, ethnographers like Frances Densmore used sound recording to
study aesthetic works from the very beginning of phonography. But Pound’s work with
Rousselot and Guillaume Apollinaire’s experiments with Ferdinand Brunot were not
structured with the same kind of anthropological distance between observer and
observed. Distance—in the sense of anti-absorption and objectification—certainly was at
play, but the poets and the ethnographers were on the same side of the lens: their object
was language itself, manifest as categorized and taxonomized speech samples.

In addition to demonstrating the intertwined development of poetics and linguistics
during the period, this chapter explores the questions of how the politics and poetics of
the linguists—who can, in a sense, be seen as record producers—intertwine with those of
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the poets. A crude way to approach such a politics is a binary of descriptivism to
prescriptivism. Linguistic descriptivism of the period was haunted by a teleology of
lingual assimilation and standardization, and these archives prove no exception.

***

Pound’s work with Rousselot is only half the story. In the same year, Apollinaire met
with the speech scientist, and disciple of Rousselot’s methods, Ferdinand Brunot (18601938), to make recordings of his poems (see Figure 5). Unlike the measurements taken by
Rousselot’s kyomgraph, which could only etch pictures of sound for visual study,
Brunot’s recordings were playable. His lab was outfitted with recording equipment and
he was provided with sound recording expertise through a partnership with Disque Pathé,
the largest record label in France.67 Brunot’s most important poetic recordings were those
of Apollinaire, part of his work to create a “library of voices,” Les Archives de la Parole,
now available as part of the Gallica archive of the Bibliothèque National de France
(BNF).68 Founded by Brunot in 1911, Les Archives de la Parole was a project to create a
linguistic map of the dialects of France, as well as to construct an archive of voices to be
preserved for scientific study. It thus functioned as a bridge between the kind of sonic
linguistic research performed by Rousselot and the archival drive of preservationists, who
67
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sought to use sound recording as a way to mitigate loss. The archives were inspired by
the much older Vienna Phonogrammarchiv, perhaps the world’s oldest sound archive
(1899).

Brunot’s library of voices was a different conception of the Vienna Phonogrammarchiv’s
notion of the Stimmporträt, or “voice portrait.” The concept of sound recording figured
through the visual metaphor of pictorial representation is generative. Just as portraits are
painted from a specific angle with decisions made as to what features to foreground by
lighting and shading, the sound recordings of voices relied on the selection of content and
performative dynamics (pitch, tempo, and phrasing of the performances) to construct a
sonic memorial to prominent figures of the time. This preservationist drive is bound up
with ethnographical methods of the time, including problematic notions of the need to
preserve the languages of indigenous peoples, due to a colonialist-deterministic sense that
more “advanced” cultures were soon to complete their dominance and erasure of what
was seen as primitive. (This is a view that descends from the linguistics of the early-tomid nineteenth century, rooted in Darwinian notions of extant languages as the survival
of the fittest.) Linguistic descriptivism and archival preservation underwrite Les Archives
de la Parole, as they intertwine with the poetics of the poets that were recorded.
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Figure 5: Disque Pathé's edition of Apollinaire's "Le Voyageur," produced by Brunot. See
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k1310983j

I think of the pairing of these archives as a descriptivist futurism, as they, like the poetry
of Pound, simultaneously look backward (in the sense of trying to describe), and are
predicated on notions of futurity (imagining what will need to be preserved for the future,
as well as new kinds of research that will be possible). Both attempt to write sound in
different ways, as a hedge against its fugitivity and as a prosthetic (and synaesthetic)
extension of the ear and the larynx. But they are also caught up in the Futurist Moment, a
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time of faith in machinery and the mechanical, which is inextricable from the age of
machine warfare. The same masculinist death drive that animates Marinetti drives Pound
to Rousselot and creates an archival imagination that is figured around the need to
preserve that which is about to be destroyed. This dynamic would replay itself, in a sense,
two decades later, when The Speech Lab Recordings and the Harvard Vocarium were
founded on the eve of the Second World War.

The founders of those archives looked to Europe for models for their work. So this
chapter attempts to start near the beginning of a long collaboration between speech
scientists and researchers who wrote in poetry. What will become clear is how the
practice of creating and preserving poets’ voices in archival containers originates in
notions of the voice as data to be studied as a hedge against the perceived decadence and
inevitable degeneration of language—the recordings stood as a sort of quilting point
where an imagined futurity could turn to right itself. These early twentieth-century poetry
audio archives were shaped as a biological collection of specimens and then morphed
toward being an archive of cultural objects. Such a conception historicizes later
understandings of recorded poetry as a device to elucidate a printed text. New Critical
methods that arose in the early period of the American archives have become so
dominant that they have occluded prior histories that mark audio archives more as a kind
of museum of natural history than as a hermeneutic device. In what follows, I detail the
pre-history of our contemporary archives (which begins with unplayable recordings) and
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trace out the genealogy that leads to contemporary understandings of the telos of poetry
recordings.

I end with a brief coda section that marks a historical short-circuit between the work done
by Rousselot and Brunot and contemporary sound studies research into language and
poetics. Research like Tanya Clement’s distant listening, Marit MacArthur’s work on
“poet voice,” and my work on Machine-Aided Close Listening owes its existence to these
earlier collaborations. In the contemporary moment, collaborative work between poetscholars and linguists is repairing a disciplinary cleavage that occurred in both fields. As
linguistics was split into the camps of phonetics, phonology, and “general linguistics,” so
too has literary studies grappled with a rift between empirical methods (seen as
formalism, with all of the negative valence of ahistoricism) and cultural studies. New
work in sound studies and poetics is attempting to recognizing poetry as sonically
material—containing measurable dynamics, like pitch and tempo—as well as culturally
and historically situated.

II. Linguistic History & Its Aesthetic Underpinnings
Katherine Bergeron describes the period from 1880 through 1920 as producing “the
greatest advance in the understanding of the material and physical properties of the
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French

tongue.”69

Such advances occurred because the discipline of linguistics was

swerving away from an intense interest in comparative and historical linguistics, which
had taken center stage in the early part of the nineteenth century. This period, not
coincidentally, correlates with the invention and rise of sound recording, as well as the
first half of literary modernism. Poets’ and linguists’ imaginations of the textures and
histories of language were being refigured by the ability to make the fugitive nature of
sound both legible (as in the case of Rousselot’s phonoscope) and reproducible. While
this dissertation is dedicated to how the invention of sound recording changed the art of
poetry by establishing a phono-archival imagination, similar disciplinary shifts were
occurring in the field of linguistics, which had been concerned with the idea of phonetic
articulations since Antiquity but lacked the machinery that would come to establish the
field of experimental phonetics. L’abbe Jean-Pierre Rousselot founded the world’s first
phonetics lab at l’Institut Catholique in 1882, and moved to the Collège de France in
1897, where he would eventually come to meet Ezra Pound.70 Rousselot’s and Pound’s
work shared affinities, including pairing a retrospective gaze with a prospective (not to
say prescriptive) cast. To set Rousselot within his discipline and to examine the politics
and poetics of his work will also resituate our understandings of Pound. Before moving
on to the collaboration between Rousselot and Pound, it will be important to sketch out a
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very brief history of phonetics, to appreciate how it shifted its historical trajectory from
lexical-alphabetic methods toward those rooted in physiology and acoustics.

The field of phonetics dates to Indian attempts to preserve the pronunciations of sacred
texts. As R.H. Robins notes, “So far as we can tell, the original inspiration for linguistics
in India was the need that was felt to preserve certain ritual and religious orally
transmitted texts coming from the Vedic period (c. 1200-1000 B.C.), the oldest known
stage of Sanskrit literature, from the effects of time and what was feared as dialectical
contamination.”71 Thus from the very beginning, attempts to document articulatory
precision through descriptive means have been steeped with prescriptivist and originalist
ideas of preservation. The writing of an imagined ur-body, replete with sound generated
by this ur-larynx and ur-tongue, stands in as a sort of theological phonetics rooted in
physiology. Such an ideology would come to suffuse the linguistics of the nineteenth
century, especially in the philology developed in Germany.72 Before getting to
nationalistic and preservational affordances of phonetic research, it is worth discussing
the historical and comparative methodologies that characterized early-to-mid nineteenth
century linguistics, including the work of August Schleicher (1821-1868). Schleicher was
interested in the genesis of modern languages, as well as the relationships between them.
He believed that language change could be categorized using diachronic, historical
methods to explain its evolution. This sets the stage for the entrance of the
71
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Neogrammarian school of linguistics, perhaps best characterized by a methodological
turn to the physical sciences, away from using biological metaphors of natural selection
and evolution to conceptualize language. Rousselot’s work, which is exemplified by an
insistence on the contemporary, synchronic, data-driven study of language (versus the
deep historical lens used by linguists of the prior century), thus forms an altogether new
discipline. At the same time that Rousselot was building the field of experimental
phonetics, the most important change of the twentieth-century to so-called General
Linguistics was also occurring: Ferdinand de Saussure was giving his lectures at the
University of Geneva, which would come to be the posthumously published founding
text of structuralism: Course in General Linguistics (1916). While phonetics and general
linguistics are often figured as separate camps, the linguistic study of poetry and the
aesthetic study of language bound them together: Rousselot and Pound’s recordings were
haunted by notions of langue and parole and lexical gestalt.

The early nineteenth century saw the formal establishment of the field of Indo-European
studies, with the confirmation that European languages and Sanskrit shared common
origins. While this idea had been conjectured for some time, linguistics had been
grappling with the same theological baggage that animated Leibniz’s struggle against the
idea that Hebrew was the ur-language of all mankind. The biblical origin story of the
monogenesis of language, when God gave the gift of language to Adam before figuring
linguistic difference as a punishment for hubris—and thus that monolingualism is a
condition to be aspired to—underwrote Leibniz’s creation of word atlases (an endeavor
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that both Rousselot and Brunot would be engaged in centuries later, though using sound
recordings as their medium).73 But the discovery that European languages and Sanskrit
shared a common ancestry was accomplished not through visual, lexical comparisons, but
rather through a pivot to the domain of sound. By comparing the sounds of the languages,
morphologies that were obscured in the lexical-visual domain became apparent. Such was
the beginning of what we can call the pivot to sound in linguistics. If the ancient
languages were related, the allure of plumbing the diachronic archive of language for an
originary source would need to be sated. In German linguistics of the nineteenth century,
August Schleicher (1821-1868) used biological data structures of classifications to treat
languages as flora and fauna to be mapped through an evolutionary hierarchy. (It’s no
wonder Schleicher came to be taken with Darwin’s work.) Through a biological system
of classification, Schleicher ordered languages in a tree structure, which gives his
theory—stammbaumtheorie—its name. Of course, ordering anything as a tree begs the
question of what lies at the root, the mother tongue from which all else is descended.
Fascinatingly, Schleicher attempted to use this tree data structure to perform a reverse
morphology, one that would lead back to a hypothetical mother tongue. He
(re)constructed a language, which would later come to be known as Proto-Indo-European
(PIE), which he referred to as the Ursprache. This ur-speech, definitively anti-biblical,
had its own syntax, grammar, and phonology. Schleicher went so far as to compose an
aesthetic work in the language, a fable whose title translates as “The Sheep and the
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Horses” and has come to be known as Schleicher’s

Fable.74

Schleicher’s 1868 version of

the fable in PIE show in Figure 6.75

Figure 6: Schleicher's Fable in PIE.

The text as translated to English from PIE is as follows:

A sheep that had no wool saw horses, one of them pulling a
heavy wagon, one carrying a big load, and one carrying a
man quickly. The sheep said to the horses: "My heart pains
me, seeing a man driving horses." The horses said: "Listen,
sheep, our hearts pain us when we see this: a man, the
master, makes the wool of the sheep into a warm garment
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for himself. And the sheep has no wool." Having heard this,
the sheep fled into the plain.76

In addition to setting the linguistic background for Rousselot’s and Brunot’s work and
for detailing the swerve to sound in linguistics, I discuss Schleicher’s work for several
reasons. The first is that it is presented as an aesthetic composition, in writing,
representing an oral civilization. The process of composition is key here, as it marks
sonic experimentation using aesthetics as the vehicle for scientific research. Rather than
composition and empiricism being at odds (as constructed vs. positivist), the two cofunction to allow for the generation of new knowledge. In other words, Schleicher
engages in a kind of sound experiment, albeit in the period immediately preceding the
invention of sound recording. The second reason I recount this sound experiment is that it
links the fields of philology and linguistics to the collection of folk tales. The gold
standard of such a disciplinary intersection was set in the previous generation by the
Brothers Grimm, linguists and philologists who have come to be known solely as
collectors of the oral tradition. As Konrad Koerner argues, “Apart from establishing the
field of Germanistik [German philology], [Jacob Grimm] laid the grounds for fields such
as Volkskunde, which goes far beyond 'folklore' and includes legal traditions of a people
for instance, the historical study of the lexicon of a given language, and a variety of other
linguistic and literary interests.”77 Grimm’s work was important to Schleicher, though
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“unlike Schleicher and most scholars of the period, Grimm did not hold the view that the
loss of morphological complexity of languages was to be deplored and seen as decline
('Verfall'), but that language is shaped to respond to the requirements of its speakers and
may develop differently at different times.”78

These two reasons for discussing Schleicher form the basis for the third and most crucial
reason: that in the act of composition of a purer language (the Ursprache) and
representing a folktale that carries the implication of a prior existence in an oral tradition
(like the Grimms’ tales), Schleicher lays out a politics and poetics that would come to
inflect German thought and the history of linguistics. Long before the term volk would
take on its disastrous political connotation in post-Weimar Germany, German linguists
like Schleicher (in wake of predecessors like Franz Bopp and Friederich Schelgel) sought
the idea of an original, purer language that could be reached by plumbing the archives.
The political dimensions of the work are apparent on the surface of Schleicher’s Fable,
which is primarily concerned with dominance and alterity. What does it mean to compose
such a work suggesting that different groups of people (the anthropomorphized sheep and
horses) are under a common yoke, and to do so in an originary language that the author
understood to be purer than the present day’s? The sheep and the horses also speak a
standardized language, shaped around print. Nonetheless, print and all of its fixity and
reproducibility shaped speech in the fable, and the afterlives of Schleicher’s Fable
continue to build on this. Schleicher’s Fable has been rewritten over the years since its
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composition, into the current day, with each iteration formed by the latest understandings
of PIE. But to read the fable within the concept of verfall, which Koerner argued
Schleicher subscribed to, is to introduce the idea of decadence to language.

Of course, to raise the question of decadence and its relation to modernity points the way
toward the forging of modernism. Baudelaire first used the word “decadence” in 1857, in
one of the founding works of modernism, Les Fleurs du Mal. If on one hand Schleicher
and many German linguists were turning toward the sciences in search of progress,
Baudelaire serves as a counterweight, skeptical of the possibility of progress and
interested in transvaluation (which would become a cornerstone of modernism). A
property that the two shared, however, was a belief in the idea of a reproducible Truth
(through Symbolism for Baudelaire and through empiricism for Schleicher). And,
crucially, this pursuit of Truth was underwritten not by absorption, but by objectification,
the cold, scopophilic gaze of the disinterested observer, the scientist. As Baudelaire the
flâneur strolled Paris to be simultaneously one with the multitudes but distanced by a
voyeuristic fetishization of disinterest, Schleicher placed entire language systems and the
people they represented into evolutionary tree structures. The looming specter that haunts
conceptualizing languages as evolutionary is the Social Darwinism that posits different
languages as struggling for survival, with the fittest surviving and assimilating the others.
This idea of survival of the fittest seems to be at odds with the idea of verfall. If language
is degrading and decaying, how can the contemporary be the most fit to survive? We
must draw from this that either language has a (proto-)Freudian death drive that marches
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inexorably forward toward the fall of the empire (this is what Patrick Brantlinger refers to
as “negative classicism,” comparing the state of decay of the contemporary to the fall of
Rome79), or that only a coordinated, conservative push toward the distant past can pull us
out of such a descent, akin to Brantlinger’s “positive classicism.” Both of these politics
can be seen in the development of poetic modernism, from the decadence of the
Symbolists through the return to the classics in the High-Modernism of Pound and Eliot.
We must describe the past to prescribe the future.

While Stammbaumtheorie modeled language on Darwinian understandings of biological
systems, it laid the groundwork for linguistic theories that approached comparative and
historical linguistics through physics and acoustics.80 The Neogrammarians, a group of
German linguists based in Leipzig working in the last quarter of the nineteenth century,
turned their interest to a topic that had been of great concern to Grimm: the regularity of
sound change in language. The Neogrammarians began a turn toward current, living
languages in the hopes of understanding the change of speech sounds between dialects.
Such an approach needs to be read within its historical frame, emanating from Germany
during a time immediately following the Franco-Prussian War and the Siege of Paris in
1870, and more importantly, the unification of Germany in 1871, the same year that the
Risorgimento resulted in the unification of Italy. Underwriting such unifications was the
idea of a common mother tongue. Complicating them was the fact that a common
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language is a theoretical concept (langue) that, in practice, manifests with gradations of
speech sounds, ranging from dialects through idiolects (though these topics wouldn’t be
raised as such until Saussure). Add to this that there is a constant flux in speech sounds
that results from individual innovations through geographic mobility of dialects, and the
fixity of any given mother tongue becomes a fantasy. It became apparent during this
period that tree models like Schleicher’s suffered from distinctions that were too clean:
there is no singular point at which one language branches off from another. In response,
in 1872, Johannes Schmidt published his Wellentheorie, or wave theory, the concept that
speech sounds diffuse in wave-like patterns emanating from central geographic location
and attenuating as they move farther from their points of origin—like soundwaves.

While the wave model is generally believed to better describe sound change than the tree
model, Robins notes one place where the tree model is a better fit: colonial language
imposition.81 Unlike contiguous land areas that support language diffusion through
waves, the colonization of foreign lands and imposition of language begins a new branch
of the tree and its own successive waves. The most famous discussion of the political
consequences of such linguistic relations is Frantz Fanon’s Black Skin, White Masks,
which details the holding forth of an arbitrary dialect (the French of the metropole) as the
standard for citizenship, versus the waves of patois that begin to emanate from
colonization in French West Indies. The idea of creole marking the speaker as other and
linguistic pronunciation being used to form racial and social hierarchies is a politics that
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remained outside the discussions of sound change during the period and would not come
to the fore until the students of the Neogrammarians (Franz Boas and Edward Sapir)
developed their theories of dialectology. I note the lingual dynamics of colonization here
to set the stage for entrance of the French linguists and the rise of experimental phonetics,
which after the Siege of Paris and emphases on unification and standardization,
positioned itself against German linguistics. The relationship between linguistics as a
discipline and lingual colonization also begins to form at this historical moment because
of the turn away from historical linguistics to the study of living languages, which
connects it directly to nationalistic politics. In support of such linguistic applications,
examples of speech would become data to be interpreted, categorized, and taxonomized.
If speech was data, and for many modernists, poetry was wrought from demotic speech,
then poetry, too, would become data, requiring new forms of distanced hearing and
objectification in pursuit of interpretation. In other words, scientific ways of hearing
could convert poems and speech from data to information, analytics to support political
projects.

III. Physiological Philology, or Organ Music
The turn to sound in linguistics, German attempts to model sound change within the
frame of political unification, the rise of the natural sciences in linguistics: these
developments formed the backdrop for Pound’s meeting with Rousselot. French linguists,
in opposition to the Germans, turned to physiology and bodily embedded processes for
producing speech sounds. Rather than treating the sounds as somehow exterior and
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transcendental, the development of French experimental phonetics was concerned with
the very material process of how the body generates the pressure in the air audible as a
speech. Experimental phonetics sought to measure and inscribe “the movements of the
lips, the mandible, the tongue, the larynx, the contacts of the tongue against the palate.”82
At the same time, an abundance of attention was given to writing sound through various
protocols and systems of notation, in visually representing sound with a greater degree of
fidelity to the voice than is possible with the alphabet alone. A primary example of these
extra-textual representations of speech sounds is Alexander Melville Bell’s Visible
Speech, which included an alphabet shaped around physiological positioning of the
mouth (1867).83 These foci—a materialist interest in the physiology of sound and
technological innovations in writing sound—would form the ground for the collaboration
between poets and linguists. In this section, I will start by detailing the work of ÉtienneJules Marey and l’abbe Jean-Pierre Rousselot in founding the discipline of experimental
phonetics. This will make visible the linguistic politics that suffused the creation of poetic
recordings. For the modernist descendants of Mallarmé, who rejected the idea of a
divinely inspired composition of a poem in favor of understanding poetry as a craft that
requires materials to make and a process of composition to arrange, physiological
experiments grounded poetry in an embodied practice of composition. They also mark
the recording of poetry, from its infancy, as a process of data collection, which is to say
82
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that modern sound studies methods like distant listening are far from the first attempts to
consider poetic audio objects as components in a dataset.

While a focus on the embodied materiality of language was changing both the discipline
of linguistics and the art of poetry, the importation of physiology into both would imbue
the collaboration with a biopolitics that carried with it the juridical cast of the medical
gaze. If Marey and Rousselot treated language as something to be measured, a tissue
sample to be harvested from human subjects, then the captured language in the petri dish
of sonic inscriptions was a specimen to be studied. If we understand these collaborations
between poets and linguists to be the founding of the practice of recording poetry, then
poetic recordings, from the very beginning, are characterized by a distancing effect that
resists absorption, as discussed in the introduction. This section of the chapter focuses on
sound inscriptions as measurements of the body and how unplayable inscriptions like
those of Rousselot’s kymograph represent a phase of development of the practice of
recording poetry. The very fact that the recordings were not playable makes visible a
dynamic otherwise occluded by the aura of the recorded voice: that recordings of the
poetic voice are always medical in nature, bodily measurements written to substrate, like
an EKG.

This disciplinary investment in physiology (and more specifically, writing the body)
came when the Société de Linguistique de Paris (SLP) contacted the physician and
professor Étienne-Jules Marey in 1875, interested in applying Marey’s “graphical
method,” or writing bodily functionality for later study, to the study of speech, with a
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particular interest in the speech education of deaf-mutes. As Mara Mills writes of Marey
and the graphical method:

Deaf education established close ties to experimental
phonetics. Étienne-Jules Marey, whose La Methode
Graphique dans les Sciences Expérimentales (The Graphic
Method in the Experimental Sciences) gave an
encyclopedic account of the graphic method, began to work
on visualizing language in 1875, at the request of a
delegation of linguists who visited his laboratory. With one
of these linguists, the expert on deafness Charles Rosapelly,
Marey coauthored an article on ‘graphic phonetics’ in
Scientific American; this publication influenced Thomas
Edison as he worked on the phonograph. A stated goal of
their research was “a more scientific method of education
for deaf mutes, by conveying to the mind of the latter the
necessary instruction through the medium of graphic
traces.”84
Marey, Rosapelly, and Louis Havet used a kymograph, a device comprised of smokeblackened paper wrapped around a drum with a hovering recording needle, based on the
phonautograph invented in the 1850s by Édouard-Léon Scott.85 Working together to
apply the graphical method to speech, the three “gave priority to the chronological
relationships between four physiological parameters: vibrations of the larynx (voicing),
movement of the tongue and lips (labial aperture), the emission of air through the nostrils
(nasality).”86 And Rosapelly built the first machine to measure each, with tubes that
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would run to the nose, lips, and neck to record air pressure and

vibrations.87

Teston also

glosses on the fact that Marey invited musicians, a singer and a violinist, to the lab to test
the machine. Once again, as with Schleicher, speech scientists imagine aesthetic content
as the basis for linguistic research, in this case as a mode of machine calibration.88 If
voices of the people were to be measured and compared as a figure to a control ground,
the latter would be aesthetic content deemed to be of the high culture.

I would pause here to note one of the key reasons that poets and linguists have such a
long history of collaboration: linguists like Rousselot subscribed to the belief that poetry
was an elevated, even model, form of speech, due to a perceived notion that the
composing poet uses rhythm more thoughtfully (dare we say intentionally) than a
layperson does in extemporaneous speech. As Marey’s lab used the musicians to calibrate
his machines, the institution of poetry was a kind of calibration for the idealized language
of the people. Of course, all of the representational politics that come with such a belief
are foregrounded when we think of writers as “the guardians of language,” as does
Hélène Cixous: “…writers who are conscious are guardians, not only of the res publica,
the common wealth, which is only one aspect of their work, but above all—it is their role,
it is their mission—they are the guardians of language, that is to say of the richness of
language, of its freedom, of its strangeness, strangerness.”89 There is a kind of anti-
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democratic, gatekeeper function in this idea, in that only those recognized as writers
guard the language (from whom?). Certain strains of linguistics of the time would push
against the idea of a class of language guardians. Wilhelm von Humboldt (1767-1835),
one of the most important linguists of his day and a major influencer of the development
of the field, argued that language change and diffusion begins with the individual, not the
group. A single person sets a morphology in action through the use of idiolect, which can
then become a dialect and possibly even modify the system recognized as the language.
These two points—seeing writers as shapers of language and recognizing individuals as
capable of setting morphologies in motion—come together in the poetry audio archive,
where listeners could model their speech on the sounds of the poets. In short, the
language of the poet could be the language of the future and bear with it all of the cultural
capital of poetry’s position as a high art. Spoken poetry here guarantees tradition, using
this cultural capital as its collateral.

Phonetics could be said to be a purely formalist discipline. If the modernists were looking
for the limit point of valuing form over content, there was no better place to search than
among the methods of the experimental phoneticians. For the discipline of linguistics, to
this day, there is no notion of a work: a sacred object to be poured over with all of the
“theological” attention Moretti ascribes to close reading. The object of study is language
systems (langue) and the closest one might get to an aesthetic work, and I use term to
include orally composed and transmitted works, are the inscriptions and transcriptions
made of the speech of human subjects, always seen through an anti-absorptive,
objectifying distance. Such an approach would change with later generations of linguists,
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like Franz Boas and William Cabell Greet, who ushered in a return to Schleicher’s and
Grimm’s attention to folk culture as the object of linguistic study. But for phoneticians,
form was everything.

It’s interesting, then, that poets were valued for their abilities to craft aesthetic works: the
linguists didn’t seek to inscribe the poet engaged in conversational speech that
foregrounded his or her regionality or spontaneous composition, but rather the poem as
aesthetic composition. But to do that, a new object would need to be created: the visual
representation of the speech of the poet (parole) that approximated what we might called
the poem’s system (langue), or what was seen as the transcendental poem. The textual
form of the poem, to be studied as idiolect, must be converted to sound (read) and then
must be reconverted back to an alternate writing system that transcends the lexical
boundaries of alphabetic characters (what Kittler and Wolfgang Ernst would locate in
Lacan’s symbolic order).90 In short, the poetic object must be recreated (or
reconstituted—just add voice!) as a new work in order to be objectified.

Rousselot makes at least four appearances in Pound’s writing: in the Pisan Cantos
(discussed earlier), in the Polite Essays, in a letter to Mary Barnard, and in an
introduction he was writing for the republication of his “Study of French Poets” in 1934.
In the last item, Pound writes, “My working with Abbé Rousselot belongs to memoirs.
He invented a machine for measuring the length of spoken sound, that is a machine very
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useful for getting the facts of quantitative verse disentangled from

theory.”91

Here is the

heart of the materialist poetics of Modernism: “disentangled from theory” marks
traditional understandings of meter as imaginary units (feet)—we could say langue—and
the spoken poem as no less measurable though materially grounded in approximations of
speech sounds—or parole. This is to say that the vers libre, despite its eschewal of the
“metronome” as compositional framework, bears a rhythm that is both intentional—
composed—and describable through scientific apparatus, reproducible. Of course, the
problem with such an approach is that the very idea of reproducibility and empiricism is
itself theory, as in practice no two performances are identical. Nonetheless, Pound’s and
Rousselot’s location of poetry (and speech more generally) in sonic materials—duration
in particular—marks the modernist turn that began with Mallarmé and which ran through
the poetics of Stein. In other words, the sonic materiality of the signifier was coming to
the fore—in both linguistics and poetics. And it was data that would be its realization and
definition.

Rousselot, too, writes about his interest in systems of poetics: “Poetry, song, vocal arts
use, for our enjoyment, the musical and rhythmic elements of speech, and can, in this
regard, be of use to topics and works of the highest benefit.” He then recalls a study on
poetics he worked on with Ferdinand Brunot and two points he took away from it: “1)
Syllables that, when pronounced in isolation, have almost the same duration, arrange
themselves in verse in regular feet; 2) the regularity of these feet and of these hemistichs
is all the more perfect as the reader is unaware of them, which is to say less influenced by
91
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the psychological

elements.”92

Here we encounter Pound’s “theory”—the relation

between poetry as an imaginary system of notation and duration (feet/langue) and its
material existence (speech sounds/parole) backgrounds the conceptual units in the service
of absorption. In short, the rubric of perfection for poetic form is rendering itself
transparent so it appears to the reader-listener that only content is present. This is
precisely the poetics of absorption discussed in relation to Michael Fried’s writing on the
topic in the introduction. Rousselot’s poetics of occlusion explicates Pound’s writing on
their collaboration: fishing for sound in the Seine suggests that the murky though
enthralling surface of the poem obstructs the view of the diverse ecosystem of sounds that
comprise it. Read another way, the surface is both consciousness of aesthetic effects and
that which is within the apprehension of the unextended body—the naked ear, unaided by
technological prostheses.

Rousselot’s oblique reference to absorption is absolutely crucial and foreshadows fields
like psychoacoustics, empirical aesthetics,93 and Reuven Tsur’s notion of cognitive
poetics.94 At the heart of Rousselot’s assertion and the nature of absorption is the
question of critical distance and how it brings meaning in and out of focus through the
juxtaposition of weighted proportions of form and content. Charles Bernstein discusses
the romantic fetishization of content over form in “Artifice of Absorption”:

The artificiality of a poem may be more or less
foregrounded, but it is necessarily part of
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the “poetic” reading of any document. If the artifice
is recessed, the resulting textual transparency
yields an apparent, if misleading, content.
Content never equals meaning. If the artifice is
foregrounded, there’s a tendency to say that there
is no content or meaning, as if the poem were a
formal or decorative exercise concerned only with
representing its own mechanisms.95

Bernstein here touches on Edward Bullough’s concept of aesthetic distance and brings
out (partially by structuring his essay formally as a poem) the conjuncture between
formal visibility and over-distancing. Put another way, Reuven Tsur once described to me
under-distancing as the chapter from Don Quixote where the protagonist “destroys the
puppet show in order to rescue the heroine,” and compares this to the over-distancing he
locates in “a chapter from Tolstoy’s War and Peace, where Natasha at the opera sees on
the stage not a forest, but a painted cardboard that represents a forest.”96 Rousselot’s
conception of how poetry works is much closer the under-distancing Tsur describes and
the default perception of art critiqued by Bernstein in his rejoinder to Michael Fried. The
kymograph then serves as a sort of adjustable lens, in the sense that it can increase
aesthetic distance past the extreme Tsur locates in Tolstoy. To carry forth that thought as
a metaphor, it would be as if Natasha went beyond recognizing the cardboard forest as
painted cardboard and sought to see it the paint as an amalgamation of chemically bonded
elements smeared over a piece of matter constituted by particular grains of wood pulp.
Rousselot seeks to use the kymograph to resist the absorption the aesthetic object pleads
for (cf. Bullough’s notion that art is the confluence of the object setting a distance vs. the
95
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perceiving subject’s doing so, the “antimony” of distance) and to see it at its overdistanced limit point: pure form, or data.

Part of what animates Rousselot’s quest to inscribe spoken poetry is what drove his
founding of the field of experimental phonetics, which “must take as a basis not dead
texts but the living and speaking man.”97 The counterweight to Rousselot’s position (a
position adopted by many modernist poets of the day, including Pound and Lindsay) is a
lack of objectivity—in terms of the lack of a material object to study, as well as what he
saw as the deficiency and subjectivity of the unaided ear. He continues at length on this
point:

…the ear is not enough to tell us everything we need to
know. It does not hear everything [...], the scale of sounds
is not the same for all, and we lack the fixed note that
would serve as a basis for our assessments. Here again, the
search for experimental processes, which allow us to reach
reality outside of ourselves, is essential for the phonetician
[...] who wants to increase his visual and auditory power,
and to extend the field of view of his studies beyond the
narrow limits assigned to our senses.98

As Giusy Pisano interprets these comments, “Objectively, the ear and the eye are not
sufficient for phonetic description, they need an ‘auxiliary.’ Auxiliary and not a
substitute, because for Rousselot, descriptive and experimental phonetics cannot do
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without historical phonetics and vice versa. The former provides the latter with a
positivist base of interpretation, the latter raises the questions that attract attention and
track the progress of evolution.”99

We arrive at a kind of Kantian idea of phenomenon and noumenon: the phenomenal
surface of the poetic object is tied to the idea of the antimony of distance, but the
scientific apparatus used to extend the ear via the eye can allow the limited body to
access a representation of the noumenal core of the poem. Mark Liberman critiques what
he sees as a reductive binary construction in Pound’s attempts to find an empirical
grounding for poetry: “The relationship between our subjective impressions and the
objective facts of sound—between what we hear and what we measure—is a complex
and subtle one. The colors we perceive in a scene are determined by the distribution in
space and time of wavelengths of light, but the mapping is not a simple one, and a flux of
photons that seems bright white in one context can appear deep black in another. The
same can be said for pitches and vowel qualities and what Pound called ‘the duration of
verbal components.’"100 But even if oversimplified, the idea of an objective poetic object
shrouded in the veil of an absorptive surface helps to explain what brought Pound and
Rousselot together as partners in linguistic research. The ability to write sound, even if
not for playback, could create an object of study from speech for the linguists and the
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structure of modernist progress toward a hidden Truth for poets like Pound and Lindsay,
interested in the submerged or subterranean mechanics of their craft.

But let us make no mistake: there is no such thing as the pure study of
mechanics/poetics/ontology detached from its application and social function. Rousselot
and Pound were not merely working in the methodological tradition of linguists like von
Humboldt and Schleicher; they were inheriting their ideas (whether liberal like von
Humboldt’s investment in idiolect, or conservative as Schleicher’s belief in verfall) and
adapting them to the current historical moment—using gathered sound and the
philosophy of sound as the locus of their politics. As Catherine Bergeron notes, France
understood its defeat to Prussia in the Franco-Prussian War as a deficiency in language—
a trope we will see return in Chapter 3, when I turn to George W. Hibbitt being hired by
the U.S. government to standardize the dialect of troops. Bergeron argues that “as of
1863, at least a quarter of the population was said to know no French at all,” and that “the
next generation of republican instructors would be expected not just to teach French but
to make the patoisant population of France embrace this ‘other’ language—la langue
française…”101 This project was partially overseen by Michel Bréal, the same linguist
who brought Rousselot to the College de France. Bergeron claims that Bréal saw the
“people,” or those living in the countryside, as needing to be refined by a bourgeois
vision that would place them in “the field” or “the shop.” But they would need a new
language to create this “pastoral idyll.” Because of Bréal’s—and the field of linguistics’
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more generally—emphasis on sound and orality, the dissemination of the French
language was undertaken via spoken exercises recited by children. In one striking
example, Bergeron details a sentence that the children of the French countryside were
asked to repeat: “Though you may be poor, do not envy another’s fortune.”102 She
summarizes the politics of this cogently: “As the little peasant learned some advanced
syntax, he also learned to know his place.”103 We’re here reminded of “Schleicher’s
Fable,” with its themes of domination backgrounded (or submerged in the Seine!).
Language training is not only an attempt to standardize via an imposition of the speaking
habits of the dominant class; it also prepares the people of the countryside for military
conflict—to die for their country, and to do it speaking the “correct” way. Here is the
scholastic implementation Wilfred Owen refers to in his famous poem: “My friend, you
would not tell with such high zest/ To children ardent for some desperate glory, / The old
Lie: Dulce et decorum est / Pro patria mori.”104

Rousselot came to be fascinated by the phonograph, but seems to have made no playable
records of poets. His collaboration with Pound—who would go on to make his famous
Vocarium recordings, and his infamous radio speeches—is crucial nonetheless for our
understanding of the history of poetic recordings. For one, it highlights poetry recordings,
from their very start, as data. As the trend in poetry audio scholarship tends toward seeing
poetry audio archives as a dataset, it is important to note that these ideas are as old as the
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practice of recording poets, and that seeing (literally) the voice as bodily inscriptions that
can be as predictive (and prescriptive) as they are descriptive highlights the coeval
politics that always accompanies the study of speech. Mark Liberman notes that “L'abbé
Rousselot was one of the first to attempt systematic measurement of the physical facts of
speech in relation to their linguistic function. For example, he was the first to describe the
(universal) phenomenon now known as ‘pre-boundary lengthening.’"105 Pre-boundary
lengthening is a prosodic, intonational phenomenon whereby a speaker extends the
duration of a phoneme before a phrase boundary and which changes the meaning of an
utterance based on where it occurs. Such data is currently being used to study poetic
prosody, as in the work of Marit MacArthur, and has implications for modeling machinic
speech to sound “natural.” In essence, every audio file is a physiological measurement of
the speaker’s body, as well as a democratic “vote” toward how a group of people
speaks/spoke: it’s the collision of idiolect, dialect, and language.

As such, poetry recordings are and have always been through one frame, pedagogical
devices. In the current era, they are used to train machines as much as humans, but they
still bear the trace of descriptivism turned prescriptive, or what I term here a descriptive
futurism (with all of the dystopian weight of the inevitable collapse between Il Futurismo
and Italian Fascism). Wolfgang Ernst argues that phonography is always a process of
scientific measurement, and such a position is supported by Rousselot’s experiments with
Pound. The more radical aspect of Ernst’s position is that audio recordings become less
bodily measurement (Lacan’s Real) and more of the symbolic order at the advent of
105
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magnetic tape recording. He states, “While phonographic recording (basically working
without any current at all) somewhat self-referentially belongs to the world of mechanical
pressures (the world of the ear), magnetic recording and its electromagnetic replay
belongs to a different world of almost non-material elementary particles called
electrons…. While phonographic recording appropriately is explicit ‘sound’ recording,
the magnetic latency of recorded audio signals exists in implicit ‘sonicity.’”106 The idea
that digital recording is less embodied or real because it entails an encoding schema
(translating a signal into bits) is arguable, but Rousselot’s seeing the phonograph as an
extension of his kymograph lends credence to Ernst’s claim. At the heart of this question
is what it means for writing to be legible—and what kind of prostheses are necessary to
decode and play it back. Today, it is true that we require the prosthesis of the computer to
see sound. But reading sound as Rousselot did is crucial to the new ways of working with
poetic recordings (distant listening, machine-aided close listening). In order to “teach the
machine” to locate patterns, scholars must themselves be able to read writings of sound:
spectrograms, waveforms, and sometimes, numerical representations of sound.

But it would be Ferdinand Brunot, a collaborator of Rousselot’s, who would advance the
idea of treating poetry audio as data to be collected. Brunot, who founded Les Archives
de la Parole, applied the archival imagination to storing the voices of his time, with an
eye toward posterity. Of course, there were others before him who undertook such
ventures, not the least of which being the institution that inspired Brunot to begin
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collecting, the Vienna Phonogrammarchiv, which dates to the late nineteenth century.
The reason Brunot’s collection is significant is because he builds the collection not as a
museum curator, but rather as a speech scientist who followed in the footsteps of
Rousselot. The next section is dedicated to how Les Archives de la Parole ushered in the
era of the poetry audio archive and imbued it, from the very start, with a scientific
framing of objectification.

IV. Libraries of Voices
If Rousselot’s work, inspired by Marey’s physiology, attended to writing bodily states,
then it was only a small step to engage with phonography’s inevitable associations with
preserving the body in the face of mortality. Ferdinand Brunot (1860-1938) stood at the
nexus of the experimental phonetics of Rousselot and the preservationist-philological
drive of Sigmund Exner, the physiologist at the Imperial Academy of Sciences in Vienna
who founded the world’s first sound archive, the Vienna Phonogrammarchiv, in 1899. It
is worth pausing here to take stock of what such a claim means. When scholars refer to
the Vienna Phonogrammarchiv as “the very first sound archive,”107 it foregrounds a
particular understanding of the archive, one that gives primacy to the intentionality of
collecting and storing—we might say editorial intent—a dynamic that was not as present
in Rousselot’s work. The second chapter of this dissertation examines what Wolfgang
Ernst might call an “anarchive,” though his use of the term floats from software
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circulating in piracy through the digital detritus of the internet through sonic artifacts not
considered part of the content stream, e.g. recording noise captured alongside the voice. I
use the term closer to the second connotation to suggest that American record companies’
catalogs were not considered archives, though they were, in a sense, curated. The
distinguishing feature of the archive in this sense is a conscious drive to preserve, to
hedge against the corruption of verfall or the total loss of death. Up until this point,
experimental phonetics treated the vox populii as an archive to be curated, shaped around
elocutionary training through the collection of descriptive data. Think of it as training a
machinic voice (what Bernstein calls “synthetic voices”) through the use of captured
speech data. The dominant dialect, bearing the title “the language” and thus creating a
slippage between langue and parole, the system and its implementation, could be
considered the archive: alternative dialects and idiolects were the anarchive, the noise to
be pruned from the signal. With the Vienna archive, and one year later with the founding
of the Berlin Phonograrammarchiv by Karl Stumpf, archiving sound came to be defined
by a curatorial view toward futurity, a hedge against sonic loss, and prescriptivist
insurance against verfall. The perceptional scientists—Stumpf, Exner, Rousselot,
Brunot—also gained the concept of a stable object to be studied and stored as data, a
confluence of a work (e.g. a poem) and a text (the sound recordings themselves).

Given that Brunot’s archive was the first sound archive in France (again, leaving aside
record catalogs as archives), he was forced to grapple with two factors: defining what it
means to preserve and distribute sound seen as permanently relevant, versus the
“ephemerality” that characterized popular recordings. As the battle to teach the “proper”
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French raged on, Brunot’s partially descriptivist emphasis on modernity located him in
opposition to the conservative parties of the time. In fact, because he was open to
recording and studying dialects, foreign languages, and even the most (from the French
perspective) obscure language systems, an article in Le Figaro—the same newspaper that
had, two years earlier, published “The Futurist Manifesto” on its front page—referenced
“M. Brunot, ennemi juré des traditions françaises”: “Mr. Brunot, sworn enemy of French
traditions.”108 The article referenced the reactionary-conservative positions of groups like
Les amis de latin and La ligue pour la culture française. Prefiguring Greet and Hibbitt’s
Columbia archive, which would be founded twenty years later, Les Archives de la Parole
was founded with an oppositional framing. Unlike The Speech Lab Recordings, the
opposition was not commercial record companies who refused to distribute “poetry” (the
topic of Chapter 2), nor was it those who refused to subscribe to the belief that sound
recordings could elucidate a primary, written text. Brunot’s archive recognized a need for
linguistic standardization as a pragmatic necessity for communication and coordination,
but opposed itself to the explicit cultural supremacy that positioned other ways of
speaking as corrupt or decadent.

In fact, this is the locus of intersection between Rousselot and Marey’s physiology of
language and Exner’s philological curation. Les Archives de la Parole sought to create a
linguistic atlas of the world capturing what I would call specimens of each language and
dialect. The founding documents of the archive note that it will be “educational, without a
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doubt, [but] they will be above all else

scientific.”109

In pursuit of such a multivalent telos

of the archive, Brunot segmented it into several sections, as described by Cordereix: 1) a
section of recordings of recordings of proper French, meant to aid in pronunciation (what
Cordereix calls a “normative dimension” of the archive); 2) a section of recordings of
famous people of the time, “les voix célèbres” and which included recordings of poets
like Apollinaire; 3) recordings of foreign languages, as samples to be preserved; 4) a
section on speech and auditory pathologies (worth noting here that such a framing also
inflects the Harvard Vocarium recordings), which connects with Rousselot’s work on
teaching language to the deaf; and 5) a section of dialects from around the world, with a
particular emphasis on French dialects.110

Brunot’s menagerie of voices is taxidermic: we can locate the politics of his work at the
intersection of Schleicher’s stammbaumtheorie—with all of its Darwinian assumptions—
and the Neogrammarians turn to studying living, spoken languages. Most crucially,
though, Brunot describes the founding of Les Archives de la Parole as an opening of the
scientific lab to the public. He insists that his work is not a “gallery” or “museum,” but
rather the site of scientific research pointed toward futurity. In fact, Brunot registers as a
kind of presentist: he is opposed to the reactionary efforts of Les amis de Latin but resists
futurist (or even modernist) notions of regular progress in favor of the idea that the future
will benefit from learning correct pronunciations from his own time. This present-future
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(or future, present) seems to pair with the paternalist preservationism of cultures and
dialects seen as primitive, or “savage” in Brunot’s term. Sound recording technology also
allowed for capturing the language of groups that existed outside of systems of graphical
writing and notation, and as Brian Hochman discusses, the use of the technology of
writing was used by ethnologists to differentiate the “civilized” from the “barbaric” or
“savage.” The role of the fin-de-siècle anthropologist is thus to preserve that which will
be erased by the “march of progress.”111 It’s fascinating then to consider the dimension of
the archive that deals with voices of poets as “le voix célèbres”—what are we to make of
the decision to preserve the particular aesthetics that Brunot selects? Are these poets
meant to be emblematic of the best poetry of the time, or did Brunot, and if so, was this
assessment based on the textual reception of their poems or the poets ability to perform
them as a kind of living speech?

During the period when Brunot oversaw Les Archives de la Parole (1911-1914), he
recorded a number of poets, including Paul Fort, André Salmon, and Apollinaire. What’s
striking about this coterie of poets is that they are all non-traditional, experimental poets,
mostly working in and after Symbolism. Apollinaire had just published his seminal
collection Alcools, and selected three poems from the collection to read for Brunot’s
archive: “Le Pont Mirabeau,” “Le Voyageur,” and “Marie.”112 He is a fascinating choice
for a poet to record, as some of his primary interventions in modernist poetics came by
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way of his experimentation with visual form, including in two of the poems recorded by
Brunot, “Le Voyageur” and “Le Pont Mirabeau.” Listening to the recordings, though, one
is stuck by the idea that Apollinaire is aware of the transmediation of his poetry from
visual space to rhythmic time and that he performs his poems with a meta-formal
awareness of the media being used to capture his performance. While not as a direct an
engagement as, say, William Carlos Williams’ “The Defective Record,” Apollinaire’s
“Le Pont Mirabeau” lends itself well to the domain of sound. The refrain, which sways
on the visual page, connotes an awareness that his poem has transmogrified: “The night
sounds the hour/ The days flee, I stay.”113 This version of Apollinaire’s poem will
henceforth exist in the temporal logic of sound, and thus the juxtaposition of time and
sound in these intoned lines, a translation of their sway on the printed page. One is also
tempted to read the “I” that refuses the change of the days to be the lyric I, seeking to
retain its place as a composed subjectivity even as the march of modernity continues on.
Paul Fort, too, performs a poem in dialogue with the nascent practice of making sound
recordings of the poetic voice. His performance of “The Voices of Oxen” engages with
the disembodied voice of the poet on the record.114 His asking the oxen—which can be
understood as a symbolist meta-reference to the speaking poet—whether they “claim life
or death” highlights the use of sound recording as an embalming fluid for the living
poetic voice, as distinct from the death of the visual page (cf. Rousselot’s study of living
speech).
113
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As Chapter 2 details, these were not the aesthetics being recorded by American record
companies of the time, who mostly eschewed printed poetry in favor of other vocal arts,
like vaudeville. The few poets who were recorded in America were selected for their
associations with entertainment and theatricality, rather than introspective, hieratic
intonations found in Les Archives de la Parole. The year before the symbolist coterie was
recorded at the Sorbonne, Victor Records released recordings of Hoosier Poet James
Whitcomb Riley performing dialect poetry and sentimental ballads that drew their
aesthetics from the vaudeville stages. Brunot had selected poets that were both just
forming their reputations (as in the case of Apollinaire) and located their poetics within a
lineage of formal experimentation and poetic metacommentary that began with Mallarmé
and Baudelaire. They didn’t seek, as Riley did, to attract audiences through sincerity or
theatricality, but rather strove for an aesthetic distance in the treatment of their objects, a
distance that intertwined with the scientific framing of Brunot’s pinned vocal butterflies.

It’s worth noting that Brunot was not choosing poetic luminaries to enshrine on the
record, but rather selected the most oppositional and innovative poets of his day. Such an
approach extends the presentism of his scientific philosophy, the same quality that made
him “an enemy of French traditions.” Rather than recording actor readings of Victor
Hugo as his successors would do, Brunot selected the poets from the avant-gardes that
came to be metonymic of the Avant-Guerre and the Great War. If Brunot’s lingual
politics can be said to suffuse the poetics of the collection, then perhaps he was selecting
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the poets that most spoke to his contemporary modernity, a historical mooring point that
future generations could look to as models for both their speech and their aesthetic
philosophies. The open scientific lab of the collection, then, would serve as a hedge
against lingual and aesthetic verfall, a material set of votes against aesthetic decadence.

After Brunot left Les Archives de la Parole in 1914, the archive began to transition away
from a focus on experimental poetics and toward more of a reliquary of voices. In the
early 1920s, when the phonetician Jean Poirot (1872-1924) ran the archive, it turned its
focus to poets of fame, including Rudyard Kipling and Anna de Noailles. Kipling is
closely tied to the history of sound technologies, in that is said that his poems were the
first ever broadcast over the radio from a sound recording, and, as Chapter 2 details,
Kipling’s poetry was a favorite of American record labels. The difference from the
American context, however, is that the American labels favored Kipling’s dialect poems
and the aesthetics of vernacular, mainly selecting poems from his popular Barrack-Room
Ballads. Les Archives de la Parole recorded an aged Kipling in 1921 reading “To the
True Romance,” the poetic preface to his collection of short stories, Many Inventions
(1896):
Thy face is far from this our war—
Our call and counter-cry.
I shall not find Thee quick and kind,
Nor know Thee till I die.
Enough for me in dreams to see
And touch Thy garments' hem—
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Thy feet have trod so near to God
I may not follow them.115

A cursory look at the first stanza shows a traditional, English-balladic Kipling and not the
populist, mass-culture Kipling so popular in Victorian America. I want to suggest that
this says more about the archival politics of curation of Les Archives de la Parole in 1921
than it does about Kipling per se. Perhaps in the years immediately following the Great
War, the archive sought a traditional predictability and subjective composition as a
healing gesture, rather than putting forth a poetics of fragmentation and disjuncture. But
whatever the reason, the archive began its shift toward vocal memorialization of already
celebrated poets.

Another instance of such a shift was Poirot’s recordings of famed poet Anna de Noailles,
whose notoriety could be considered on par with Edna St. Vincent Millay’s in America.
When Poirot recorded de Noailles, also in 1921, she read “J’écris pour que le jour,” a
lyric written in rhymed couplets of iambic pentameter. While it would be tempting to say
that the archive had made a fully conservative turn, a closer look at de Noailles’
recording suggests that while the visual form of her poem is traditional, it, like
Apollinaire’s reading of “Le Pont Mirabeau,” reaches for the sonic materiality of the
domain of sound recordings. A poem that speaks of what would be called, in German, the
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poet’s nachlass, or posthumous reception, “J’écris pour que le

jour…”116

imagines the

sonically embalmed voice of the poet returning to future generations:

I write for the day when I’ll no longer be
So you’ll know the deep pleasure I breathed,
And so this book carries to the future
How I loved life and lusted for nature.
I kept an eye on the house and on the fields,
Counted the days, the seasons, the years,
Because the water, the dirt, the fire
Is never as real as in my mind!
I told it like I saw it, called it how I felt,
Won’t shy from the truth or anything else.
And your reception made me long
To still be loved even after I’m gone,
And for a young guy someday reading what I write
Who feels himself moved, unsettled, surprised,
Thinks of his real wife and then he forgets her,
Invites me in because he likes me better.117

The 1902 poem, here rendered to recorded sound almost two decades later, connects
itself to its new medium through associations between breath and sound (as pressure in
the air) and through the relationship it constructs between writing (sound in the case) and
immortality. The mention of air in this context conjures images of Pound in Rousselot’s
lab,reading “The Return,” Havet’s device measuring the air pressure in Pound’s nose and
mouth and the vibrations of his larynx. In the end and in its most material form, spoken
poetry is air. de Noailles’ meta-poem is transformed by her reading it in a scientific lab
116
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that took measurements of air pressure and physical vibrations, in addition to producing
auratic objects like the one de Noailles releases to the “young guy” in the future. The
collection that Brunot started as an open scientific dataset with the undertones of a
museum (though he scorned the latter term for his project) had become, a decade later, a
gallery with stimmportäts adorning its medial whitespace (noise). The poem’s topic of
self-preservation—in the sense of preserving from decay—positions it well for the
collection’s turn from a lab to a gallery. These few lines of the poem contain references
to each: we here see the taxidermic specimens of language turn to the saint’s bone in a
reliquary. As the practice of recording poetry migrated across the Atlantic, American
poetry audio archives would bear the trace of this turn.

But beyond the aesthetic circumscriptions of his archive and its teleological aims, the
most crucial dimension of Brunot’s archive is that it was supported by the largest
recording company in France. When Brunot founded Les Archives de la Parole in 1911,
he did so with the support of Emile Pathé’s Disque Pathé. The label supported Brunot by
providing the equipment, recording staff, and distribution channels for the recordings.
The introduction to this work began with Vachel Lindsay approaching W. Cabell Greet
because the Victor Records, perhaps the American analogue to Pathé, refused to make
recordings of his poetry. And I claim that the technological demands—in terms of
equipment and “monopolies of knowledge”—of inscribing sound drove poets to
American universities to make sound recordings, as the universities had access to sound
recording equipment, mostly in speech labs. Part of the reason that I open this first
chapter of my study with the French archives is that their collaboration with commercial
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record labels differentiates them from the American context, even if their teloi remained
to inflect the American endeavors to collect voices. It is not just that Pathé supported
Brunot while Victor did much less for Greet. The manner of their support—providing the
equipment so that the speech scientists could make their own editorial decisions in the
curation of their archives—is also crucial. Rather than inquiring solely (or perhaps even
at all) about the profitability of the recordings, the label left open the possibility that these
recordings could serve a higher good, a public good, one that the archivist-scientists were
in a better position to shape than record company A&Rs.

Chapter 2 discusses the curatorial practices of American record labels as they relate to
poetry and apposite vocal arts like vaudeville. What becomes clear is that the labels had a
preference for strains for theatrical poetry that drew its aesthetics of the stages of
vaudeville, Chautauqua (to a degree), and dime store lecture halls. Poetry that might exist
in more of an understated performance or have close ties to the visual space of the page
(versus, say, that narrative structure of the ballad) was nonexistent in the record catalogs.
The labels preferred poetry that was absorptive and could close the gap between listening
subject and poetic object, as well as collapsing the distance between the body of the
speaking poet and receiving listener. And so, while guarding the means of production for
inscribed sonic publication/memory, the labels also imposed a curatorial practice that
foregrounded certain aesthetic strains. Because Pathé ceded editorial control of sound
recordings to Brunot and his successors, the French archive highlights poets that would
not have been recorded under the aesthetic sensibilities of most record company A&Rs.
As we consider the editor of such archives as the Derridean archon, it is vital to know
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who is setting the principles of inclusion and exclusion and the political standing of that
entity. Only then will we start to understand not just what is on the record, but what was
excluded and why.

V. Conclusion: Futurists Behind the Wheel

In the same year that Rousselot converted Pound’s “The Return” from a symbolicphonetic alphabetic system to an inscription of bodily signals, and the same year that
Apollinaire traded the visual dimension of his form for the semantic addition of tone,
tempo, and pitch, Luigi Russolo published “The Art of Noise.” Russolo wrote, “We must
break at all cost from this restrictive circle of pure sounds and conquer the infinite variety
of noise-sounds.”118 When Russolo here mentions pure sounds, what he means is the
ideological pure tones of the Western musical system—the idea that an A is precisely
440Hz (along with its logarithmic harmonics). Russolo is not against this harmonic
structure, but rather believed that the timbre of machinery was the proper register to
reflect the period we can now call the Avant Guerre. In making a move from the
imaginary—that an instrument provides pure tones—to the industrial reality of machine
sounds, Russolo parallels the break from “theory” Pound articulates in his collaboration
with Rousselot. As the imagined ideal of poetic meter—iambs as pure sounds—gave way
to the voiced rhythms of the vers libre, noise came to the fore. And as Russolo used
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machinic prostheses to bend machine sounds into the gestalt of recognizable tones, so too
did Rousselot rely on machinic prostheses to make the noise of the voice legible in
systematic terms. The idea of starting with raw materials rather than ideological concepts
is what binds the Parisian experiments with sound to those of Russolo and what
characterizes the poetry audio archive as distinct from its textual counterpart. From
Rousselot to Russolo and langue to parole: the accent matters.

Beyond guiding us toward how the poets’ experimentation with linguists shapes
ontological understandings of the phonotext, Brunot’s work highlights the reliance on
machinery that is necessary if poetry is going to make the leap from the codex to sonic
circulation. The voice of the poet would need to be prosthetically extended in order to be
cast into the future, as de Noailles articulates in her poem. And for such an apotheosis (as
Freud had discussed media as godlike prostheses to be donned as clothing) to occur,
machinery and technological expertise was necessary. If, as Marinetti had claimed, a race
car is more beautiful than the Victory of Samothrace, then mechanics would be necessary
to create the space for such beauty. Brunot found such technicians in Pathé and was thus
able to make a kind of Futurist leap from the “dead” words on the page to the “living
speech” in the curation of his archive. Even if the archival drive toward preservation
stands against Marinetti’s desire to burn down the museums (“Cemeteries!”), the idea
that poetic expression would be dependent on machinic bodily extension—for both
reading and writing—haunts these early archives.
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Richard Siebruth notes that Brunot sought to “illustrate ‘la parole au timbre juste, au
rythme impeccable, à l’accent pur’ (i.e. high standard French)” through his recordings.119
Even as the field of linguistics made its wide turn toward descriptivism, the idea of purity
and prescriptivism, and a telos of nationalistic elocution would shape most attempts to
create poetic sound archives in the beginning of the twentieth century, from Vienna and
Berlin Phonogrammarchivs, through Les Archives de la Parole, through The Speech Lab
Recordings, the Harvard Vocarium, and E.W. Scripture’s recordings at Yale. Thus, we
must grapple with the politics and poetics of the recorded poems and recognize them as
nested within those of the archival containers that not just store, but constitute the poems.
Just as Russolo’s concept of noise boiled down to forcing machinic sounds into a
Western notational system, so too did these early archives liberate poetry from the
phonetic bounds of the page, only to transduce it into the politics of speech and its
attendant institutions. The next chapter is dedicated to poetry not recognized as such and
thus operating in a different system than that of the academic archives.

VI. Coda: The Ghost of Rousselot and Digital Sound Studies
If the inscriptions made by the father of experimental phonetics look familiar, it is
because they prefigure the era of digital signal processing and computational attempts to
process the voice. Rousselot’s kymograph was a precursor to software applications like
Praat, which can visualize the fundamental pitch of the human voice, in order to make the
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sonic materiality of the voice legible. Such a legibility inscribes intonational patterns that
are just starting to make their value to poetry studies known. For example, Marit
MacArthur uses pitch traces to show the influence of the White Protestant sermon on the
contemporary academic poetry reading. In other words, what is being inscribed is not just
idiolect of the poet, but rather striations of sonic genre overlayed on the poem—the
sermonic in James Weldon Johnson, the political address in F.T. Marinetti, etc. None of
this work would be possible without the experimentation of poets and linguists working
together in the early twentieth century.

At the same time, this research carries all of the risk that these early collaborations bore.
Most importantly is the potential loss of hermeneutic affordances if primarily aesthetic
objects are converted back from gallery object to dataset. Of course, contemporary digital
methods can do very much to answer new questions about poetic phonotexts, as
MacArthur and Tanya E. Clement have done. But the risk of such a conversion to data is
the reduction of poetry to a positivistic set of “rules” favored because they are
processable by the machine. Some contemporary projects to use super-computers to do
machine-learning on poetry audio via neural networks favor poetry that neatly slots into
machine-logic (read: regular poetic meter). As radical as it seems to use machinic
prostheses to “read” poetry, the conservative threat of reinforcing traditional notions of
poetics is ever-present. It is the same threat that seeks to turn linguistic descriptivism into
elocution, in the service of nationalistic and colonial politics. Rousselot’s and Brunot’s
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experimentation was valuable and crucial, but bears the marks of an anti-hermeneutic
technological determinism that can serve as a cautionary tale.
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CHAPTER 2: “The Higher Vaudeville,” or The Political-Economy of Verse:
American Record Labels’ Relationship to the Spoken Word

I. Safe Spaces / Vaulting Poetry
The history of how the authorial voice of poets came to be regarded as worthy of
perseveration and distribution in the U.S. is complicated by generic boundaries, notions
of high and low culture, and issues surrounding the technologies of reproduction. Unlike
in the French context, in which Ferdinand Brunot partnered with Disque Pathè to release
recordings of Apollinaire and other experimental French poets, the American poetry
audio archive, from the very start, was imbued with an oppositional poetics—the
academic archives positioned themselves in opposition to American record labels’
perceived indifference to poetry. This opposition is visible not only through archival
documents, but also through the elisions in existing histories of poetic recordings. For
example, discussions of early, American-made recordings of poets reading their own
work usually begin with the famous Thomas Edison recordings of Tennyson and Robert
Browning. Then, as the narrative goes, the record goes silent until the early 1930s, when
Frederick C. Packard founded the Harvard Vocarium and made recordings of T.S. Eliot.

Such a chronology raises many questions. Is it true that American record companies
completely ignored poetry recordings in the curation of their catalogs for more than forty
years? In approaching this question, how are we to understand the generic distinctions in
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what kinds of sonic inscriptions constitute a poetic recording? Do these historical
ontologies shape our contemporary understandings of forms marked as literary and those
as other? Or is the entire enterprise of attempting to locate “poetry recordings” an
anachronistic process, rooted in years of interpellation to metadata practices and the
competing-though-complementary technologies of textuality and orality? How do these
archival and generic distinctions map onto literary histories of modernism, all of which
are predicated on textuality? Does studying sound on its own terms, using close listening
to categorize and taxonomize, complicate these received histories? And, if we do widen
or change our understandings of poetic recordings, are we then able to hear new kinds of
lingual experimentation and innovative poetics that tie into Pound’s experiments with
Rousselot or other attempts to use language to examine itself? This chapter sets out to
explore these questions and to provide the ground to the figure of the academic poetry
audio archive, which will be discussed in Chapter 3.

It is best to begin at a moment when the distinction between so-called “literary”
recordings of contemporary poets emerged as a genre distinct from popular vocal
recordings, a bifurcation that I locate in the founding of the academic poetry audio
archive. The introduction to this study began with William Cabell Greet, the lexicologist
and scholar of American dialects, who founded The Speech Lab Recordings and his 1931
recording session with Vachel Lindsay. Recalling that event, what can we make of
Lindsay’s having been “cruelly rebuffed” by Victor Talking Machine Company, when
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the label had agreed to make test recordings of him only to declare them insufficiently
commercial for release? One of the arguments this chapter makes is that Victor
understood poetry recordings through the lens of vaudeville recordings, a genre that had
proven profitable since the nineteenth century. Thus, the record labels selected poets
whose poetics foregrounded performance, rather than staid readings of the printed page—
poets who performed monologues rather than recitations, a distinction to which we will
return. Lindsay, who described his poetry as “the Higher Vaudeville,” fit this criterion
perfectly. His poems, which Victor would come to categorize as “chanting,”120 were
written for performance, and Lindsay speaks extensively in his poetics about his poems’
finding their realizations in performance, as a kind of communion between speaking poet
and meaning-making audience.121 A clue into the way Lindsay viewed his own poetry
comes in a letter he wrote to fellow poet Sara Teasdale, in which Lindsay expressed his
excitement about the Greet recordings and noted that he planned to meet with Greet
yearly to record “brand new tunes.”122 Could “tunes” suggest that the next recordings he
made would be without textual precedent—circulated only as sound recordings and
without a textual score, as vaudeville recordings had been? If so, then Lindsay here
proposed the apotheosis of his “Higher Vaudeville.” So it is, in a way, ironic that the
labels spurned Lindsay, but also telling, as he is one of the liminal figures that would
shape the distinction between popular recordings and literary recordings. His near
inclusion in the commercial record companies’ catalogs and his role in initiating the
120
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academic poetry audio archive marks his poetics as a sort of boundary condition between
poetry and other vocal arts.

Victor’s test recordings of Lindsay may have been made because his performanceforward poetics aligned with a certain aesthetics of the stage, which could be brought into
the privacy of the home via the gramophone.123 The fact that Victor refused to release
the recordings after hearing them could have to do with the particular poems that Lindsay
recorded, “The Lame Boy and the Fairy” and the third section of “The Congo.” We will
return to this point later, but suffice it to say for now that, while the sonic form of the
poems is evocative of other vaudeville recordings, the poems’ content differed greatly
from the comedy sketches or comedic monologues that the labels found so profitable. In
other words, when sound is considered as an aspect of poetic form, it becomes a single
vector for comparison and generic formation, but not the only such rubric. As Lindsay’s
poetics signaled the path toward a Dada-inflected abstraction and away from a
hypotactic, absorptive narrative, the fault lines between his recordings and those of
vaudeville stars like Cal Stewart become visible. At the same time, Victor’s inability to
categorize his performance suggests that he did not fit cleanly into the category of
vaudeville “monologue.” The categorization of “chanting” locates Lindsay outside of
both recitation and song, somewhere in a sermonic hinterland.
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Such distinctions between the habitus of popular record consumers and those who sought
to hear poetic work elucidated by its composer are especially visible in Greet’s writings,
which mark the point of departure for this chapter. Writing in the wake of Lindsay’s
death, in a 1932 issue of The Elementary English Review, Greet boasts that “only now,
for the first time, on the death of a great poet do sufficient records remain to carry on his
work of creating truth and beauty for us and for our children.”124 After identifying this
origin point and historical rupture he continues his polemic with an attribution and
condemnation: “this is finally accomplished through the energy and vision of an
‘impractical’ poet and the inexpensive research apparatus of a professor of English—
without the perfection of machinery which is at the service of every ephemeral movie,
without the benefit of the technical experience of recording engineers.” Greet’s scathing
takedown culminates after he impugns “the great companies that control electrical
communications and amusements, who seem to care only for the cheap theatre and the
business application of science, who have done nothing to preserve our cultural heritage”
(emphasis added) and declares that “Without the help of any corporation that should help
us, we will issue a commercial release of the Vachel Lindsay records.”125 This founding
document of the Speech Lab Recordings raises many more questions than it answers.
What defines content as cheap, versus part of our cultural heritage? Whose cultural
heritage are we speaking about? What marks content as ephemeral, and what is the
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timeless alternative to ephemerality that makes material worthy of futurity (“our
children”), as well as a bearer of Truth?

These questions begin to come into focus when we understand Greet’s comments as a
demarcation of a space dedicated to sounded content recognizable as poetry—works that
are not founded on a textual a priori. This is an interesting contradiction of ontologies,
given Greet’s stance that written poetry had been “reduced to print” from “song.” It
appears that, while the written documents are reductive, the condition of poetry is
predicated on their existence.

The Speech Lab Recordings, like the Vocarium recordings, came into existence as a
space of self-encapsulation, firmly cordoned from this “cheap theatre,” with poets like
Vachel Lindsay and James Weldon Johnson standing at the interstices of the two. This
separation of poems from a wider culture is a dynamic strikingly similar to one
Bartholomew Brinkman identifies in Harriet Monroe’s 1912 founding of Poetry: A
Magazine of Verse. Brinkman claims that Harriet Monroe sought to move poetry out of
the pages of popular publications like Life and Harper’s and into the gallery-like framing
of thick, white margins where it would be considered as an objet d’art, rather than a
consumable commodity.126 Monroe took particular aim at The Century, which she felt did
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not dedicate enough space to poetry.

127

The Century surely is a curious example of how

poetry intermingled with other kinds of content. For example, a crucial poem that touches
on many of the topics raised here—the relationship between orality and literacy, the
question of authorial attribution, and the identification of the source of the voice of the
author—is James Weldon Johnson’s “O Black and Unknown Bards,” first published by
The Century in 1908. A closer look at the original publication shows that Johnson’s
poem, a key work of Afro-Modernity and one that works to bring the long history of
African-American oral culture into the written record, is flanked by The Century’s
publication of “an unpublished letter from Jefferson Davis,” the former president of the
Confederacy.128 An issue attendant to the insufficient space granted to poetry was also
editors’ inability or refusal to see the meanings created through the juxtaposition of
content (the topics Barthes would later discuss in “The Photographic Message”). On the
other hand, T.S. Eliot, writing in a review of the BBC’s The Listener, a weekly magazine
that included poetry and promoted content to be aired on the BBC, praised the
publication and noted that it contrasted with his “suspicion, aroused by most weeklies,
that the verse is there only to fill a vacant space at the foot of a column.”129 The
alternative was to create a dedicated space for poetry, one where a meticulous editor,
sensitive to the aesthetics of the work to be published, could create an archive with a
principle of inclusion and exclusion shaped around poetics. The cost of such a
127
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demarcated space was an anti-Modernist ethos of positioning the poetic as the hieratic,
understood as resistant to the demotic.

The same dynamic occurred with the sound recordings of poets, as they charted the space
between record company catalogs and the academically homed poetry audio archives.
When Greet and Frederick C. Packard, the founder of the Harvard Vocarium, created a
space for poetry recordings to flourish, as Monroe had done with printed poetry twenty
years earlier, they formed the frame through which we understand what a poetry
recording is, an ontological state that has survived through the Caedmon Records years,
the famous tape archives of Paul Blackburn,130 and into the digital era of PennSound and
SpokenWeb. I approach the problem of defining the negative space of these academic
archives by tarrying with the recordings made by companies like Victor Talking Machine
Company from the turn of the century through the establishment of The Speech Lab
Recordings. There certainly were recordings of poetry in the catalogs, but what strains of
poetry were represented? What aesthetic or medial characteristics separated them from
being recognized as a “preservation of our culture” and marked them as cheap theatre?
By refusing the accepted boundary conditions of what constitutes a poetry recording, can
we widen the field of materials we must include in our literary histories? And further, can
we begin to locate the traces of sonic aesthetics that reverberate between sound
recordings recognized as poetry and those categorized as apposite arts, like vaudeville?
130
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Charles Bernstein, discussing the movement of aesthetics between performed arts and
text, describes this period of time as “having produced an epic collage poem of
innovative and traditional poetry, popular verse, newly emerging styles of song lyrics
from blues to Tin Pan Alley, and the linguistically accented talk forms emerging from
vaudeville.”131 This chapter is interested in charting similar aesthetic traversals, but
staying rooted firmly in the medium of sound—from imaginations which have no textual
a priori to give them character.132

At the most basic level, such a study should begin with checking the veracity of Greet’s
claim: did American record labels ignore poetry in the curation of their catalogs? As a
way to begin, I examined the Discography of American Historical Recordings (DAHR),
“a database of master recordings made by American record companies during the 78rpm
era.”133 How to conduct such a search raises a point of method. What exactly was I
looking for in the logs? How could I identify which recordings in the database were
poetry, versus other kinds of spoken content, like vaudeville monologues? We’ve arrived
at the hermeneutic circle: for me to examine the logs for instances of poetry to make a
claim about the industry as a whole, each line would have to be interpreted through my
contemporary understanding of what poetry is. I went through the logs and identified
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only three names: James Whitcomb Riley,

134

Vachel Lindsay,

135

and Edgar A. Guest.

136

We know that the Lindsay records were never released, so that leaves only Riley and
Guest. Through this lens, we might conclude that while record companies did experiment
with recordings of poets reading their work: 1) there were not many recordings made,
relative to other kinds of content, and 2) the poets who were recorded were bound by a
certain strain of lyric ballad poetry. Paul H. Grey refers to this group of poets writing
between 1870 and 1930, the same period occupied by vaudeville, as “poet-performers”
and “self-consciously and deliberately ‘low-brow,’” for their use of dialect and their
stage-inflected aesthetics. In this cadre of poets, Gray includes Will Carleton, Ella
Wheeler Wilcox, Joaquin Miller, James Whitcomb Riley, Vachel Lindsay, Eugene Field,
Edgar Guest, and Lew Sarett.137 Of the poets Gray identifies, all of them except for
Sarett138 appear in the DAHR logs—in the cases of Carleton, Wilcox, and Miller, the
recordings are of actor readings, including the famous performer Len Spencer performing
Wilcox’s “How Salvator Won.” It is clear that there is a strong relationship between
poets that foregrounded performance and the vernacular and the record industry. This
would suggest an affinity between the ear of the record companies’ A&Rs and those of
these poets.
134
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But there is a problem with this act of searching and identification I performed: it is fully
wrought from thinking of poetry as primarily textual—looking for records that correlate
with performers who had published, in print, volumes of poetry. Such a model naturally
cordons off recordings of Riley and Lindsay from those of vaudeville performers like Cal
Stewart or Ada Jones, with whom these poet-performers bear more aesthetic affinity than
with some printed-word poets (cf. Lindsay’s “brand new tunes”). Record catalogs, dating
back to the cylinder era, are stocked with performances that derive their aesthetics from
the vaudeville stage, and performers like Stewart are credited as being among the first
recording stars. Thus, I would like to propose here that the poetry that record companies
did record and release was selected as potentially profitable through the record
companies’ understanding of the lucrative art of vaudeville, which was always
experienced as a performed, oral art. And testing Greet’s claim brings us face-to-face
with the technicity of poetry; foregrounding sound as a primary medium/material
highlights the mutually constitutive relation between practice of poetry in the modern
period and the apposite arts that Bernstein references. In essence, the assumptions that
undergird Greet’s claims as to the dearth of poetry recordings lead us into the question of
what kinds of content were “ephemeral” and “cheap.” Such an examination will require
that we take a close look at the relationship between American record labels and the
performed word. Doing so will expose the roots of American poetic performance, which
are locatable in the one-person platform shows of the nineteenth century, and how the
aesthetics crafted for physical spaces—theatres, Chautauqua stages, dime museum lecture
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halls—migrated onto the record and comingled with the poetic voice of textuality. These
recordings will also serve as an aesthetic foil to those recorded in the various speech labs:
as the product of the record companies was, for the most part, entertainment, poems that
foregrounded narrative content and used absorptive rhythms as their forms were
prioritized over poems that were themselves aesthetically distancing or required critical
distance for interpretation.

II. Disc Era: Your Poems Have Become Read-Only.
While it is well known that the era of sound recording found its beginnings in a nursery
rhyme, it is less known that Victor Talking Machine Company, the largest American
record label of the early 20th century, began with recordings of contemporary poetry. (It
should be noted, however, that historical poetry in the form of Shakespearean
declamations had been around as early as 1891, just a couple of years into the period
when sound recording became commercially viable due to the introduction of
“permanent” wax cylinders.139) On June 28, 1900, Consolidated Talking Machine
Company, which was founded by Eldridge Johnson and which would become Victor
Records, recorded singer George Broderick reading an obscure poem by Eugene Field,
“The Departure,” listed as record A-1,140 perhaps the first in the Victor line.141 The poem,
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written by one of the poets Gray identifies as a poet-performer, is a saccharine ballad
about a son moving away from his aging parents. The poem takes place on a train
platform, and we can hear the recording has been augmented by train sounds meant to
make use of the newfound scriptural economy of sound recording, harkening to sound
effects one might expect to hear during a staged performance of the time. The use of
these illustrative sounds, meant to orient the reader to a visual scene conveyed solely
through sound, mark Broderick’s recording as a genre known as a “descriptive.” As
Patrick Feaster notes, “This term appears to have been borrowed from music, in which it
designates a composition seeking to portray a scene or story through such devices as the
imitation of hunting horns or birdsong; for phonographic purposes, identifying something
as ‘descriptive’ implied the presence of sound effects of one sort of another.”142 And so
from early recordings of roughly contemporary poetry, we can perceive textual-literary
generic markers begin to dissolve into new, sound-based categorizations—the ballad
becomes the descriptive, if approached through sound production rather than textual
authority. Field’s ballad retains, perhaps even strengthens, its rhymes’ association with
memory, but casts off the visual politics of seeing a lineated ballad printed on a page. It
thus becomes something new, something protean.

The obscurity of “The Departure” is not the only reason it is a peculiar choice for a
founding poem. It also appears to be an uncollected work, not included in any anthology
as such, symbolically placing it as an origin point. See Tim Gracyk, Popular American Recording
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142
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of Field’s writing. And, as Tim Gracyk demonstrates, this was not the first recording of
“The Departure,” as it was part of the catalog of the first disc label, Berliner
Gramophone, dating to 1896.143 (It is worth noting here that Eldridge Johnson had
worked for Emile Berliner.) The only text available is Gracyk’s transcription of the
poem, which does not resemble a ballad formally.144 Johnson’s and Berliner’s choosing
this poem as a point of departure provides some insight into the record labels’
relationship to contemporary poetry and the sonic aesthetics that underwrite it: 1) the
labels were less interested than the academic archives in works that bore a clear textual
precedent, where a listener could read along to elucidate a text; 2) they modernized the
ballad form through a kind of proto-Imagism: using the sounds of the descriptive genre
for “casting images on the visual imagination,”145 as Pound would later define
phanopoeia; and 3) the use of the sonic affordances of the new medium mark the
speaking subject with dialect and vocal timbre that served simultaneously to burlesque
Field’s heavy-handed sentimentality with a dose of ironic theatricality (let’s call it setting
up camp) and to locate it in an imagined and nostalgic rural Americana.146 Also, due to
the poem’s obscurity, the labels were clearly not trying to tap into sales that followed
from a popular book.
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Broderick went on to read a series of dialect poems from Kipling’s Barrack-Room
Ballads, including “Mandalay,” “Danny Deever,” and “Fuzzy-Wuzzy,” though of these
only “Mandalay” was released, and named “On the Road to Mandalay,” which may have
been a confusion between the Kipling poem and a popular song by Oley Speaks based on
Kipling’s text. This case of mistaken identity is quite telling, as it sets Kipling, a
metonym for the so-called literary, within the frame of popular, performed content.
Kipling’s work is regarded primarily as sound, as both a spoken dialect to be
reconstituted on the record and as a song to be heard. In a way, these selections were
natural choices for the burgeoning medium of recorded sound: the poems were sonically
wrought from speech sounds that bore marks of difference from the pronunciations so
standardized in the print economy. As Gavin Jones writes of dialect, these voices
“registered the multifarious tensions and transitions that came from the incorporation of
minority cultures into the mainstream.”147 And the poems needed to be heard to
reanimate their content, which had been crammed into the phonetic-symbolic bounds of
the printed word. A promotional document for Henry Allan Price, a “dramatic reader” of
the time, lists Kipling’s work as part of the performer’s repertoire, among a number of
writers and poets who are known for their stage performances and lecture tours: “His
rendering of the works of Charles Dickens, Rudyard Kipling, Austin Dobson, Mark
Twain, Paul Lawrence Dunbar, and other authors, emphasizes his versatility and gives to
his programs a refreshing variety.” The document goes on to promote Price’s ability to
perform works by the “two great delineators of child character – James Whitcomb Riley
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and the late Eugene Field.”

While the subject of this essay is recordings of poets

reading their own work, these actor readings begin to show the relationship between the
poetics favored by record companies and the recordings’ imagined audiences. As Paul
Grey writes of the poet-performers, their audiences consisted of the “merchants,
salesmen, and housewives…who hated poetry but flocked by the thousands to hear [poetperformers] perform and then bought their books by the millions” (emphasis added).149
The labels were less interested in poems that were popular as text and more interested in
works that lent themselves to being ported to sound, works that could sound like
monologues or could be made into descriptives.

Along these lines, it is worth comparing the selection of Kipling’s wartime dialect poetry
and Field’s ballad to the first poetry recordings ever made, those of Tennyson and Robert
Browning, sponsored ten years earlier by Edison. Writing of the Tennyson cylinder,
Jason Camlot reminds us that “[w]hile the main purpose of this particular ‘voice
demonstration’ was to raise funds for the British soldiers who survived the battle [at
Balaclava in 1854], the ulterior motive was, as always, to display the wonderful potential
of this new technology, its ability to capture time and character.”150 I would push
Camlot’s assertion further, suggesting that Edison’s recordings made their case for the
value of phonography through an appeal to poetry recognizable as a high art and born
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from the printed page. The recordings were meant to do a different kind of work than the
recordings Johnson produced. The former used the printed word with all of the authority
of the liturgical Word to bestow phonography with a historical a priori, necessary for the
introduction of any new technology. Johnson, on the other hand, listening with an ear for
the popular taste, selected a number of unconventional poems because, I would argue,
they bear formal and medial affinities with oral works, traditions like vaudeville and
staged performances that are more the aesthetic forebears for recorded poetry of the
period than are Tennyson and Browning. As the cylinder era was giving way to the disc
format that would become dominant, Johnson benefitted from Edison’s earlier work to
situate phonography within Victorian respectability politics. He was thus free to choose
the poetries that would be represented on the record based on performance and sound on
their own terms, treating the texts of these poems as scripts. This dichotomy of Edison’s
Tennsyon recordings to Johnson’s Broderick session would come to form a kind of
dialectical synthesis, when Rose Coghlan and the Victor Orchestra recorded a 1909
performance of “The Charge of the Light Brigade” as a descriptive, replete with “the
sound of trumpet charges and percussive effects.”151 If poetry was going to survive on the
record, it was going to need to be theatricalized.

This discussion sets up a number of binaries to be navigated: textuality and orality,
sincerity and theatricality (and perhaps objectification if we want to make this ternary),
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and the divide between the physical stages of Chautauqua and vaudeville. These actor
recordings naturally tilt toward theatricality, as most actor readings do, because of the
actors’ elocutionary training. Too, the early sound recording acoustical technology
(which precedes the introduction of the microphone in the electrical recording era)
favored these kinds of declamations over the subdued tones associated with poets reading
their own work and punished the latter (see discussion of Riley below). Just as Frank
Sinatra and Bing Crosby perfected the art of crooning by mastering the physicality of the
microphone, the microphone helped to invent contemporary, understated reading
styles.152 While Edison, in trying to establish the place of phonography foregrounded the
writing in both the name of the art and his selection of poets, the more established art
could favor the technology of speech, using writing as a script rather than as scripture, to
borrow from Gregory Nagy.153 And the established art of vaudeville was about to merge
its aesthetics with the oppositionally defined Chautauqua stage. Identifications of
sentimentality with intellectualism and theatricality with the anti-intellectual were about
to become more complicated, both on stages and on records.154

Standing in the lingual hinterlands somewhere between textuality and orality was the
Hoosier Poet, James Whitcomb Riley (1849-1916), who was known for his animated
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readings as much as for his nostalgic ballad poems that rendered rural American life into
a Blakean pastoral. Riley had developed his poetry for performance on the stages of the
late nineteenth century medicine show,155 and followed in the wake of poet-performers
like Will Carleton. He is often overlooked today because the content of his (relatively)
most known poems doesn’t age well (a past’s nostalgia for an imagination of a past) and
because he appears, at first glance, formally conservative—on the printed page. But there
is a history to be told that sets Riley in a Modernist lineage that passes through poets like
Paul Laurence Dunbar, Vachel Lindsay, Charles Olson, and perhaps even to Language
Poets like David Antin, if a primary rubric of inclusion is the process of foregrounding
the sonic materiality of poetry through performance. In fact, Paul Laurence Dunbar was
influenced to write in dialect by his admiration for Riley, a respect legible in his paean to
the older poet, “James Whitcomb Riley”:
So let the others build their songs
An’ strive to polish highly,—
There’s none of them kin tech the heart
Like our own Whitcomb Riley.”156

Alongside Dunbar, Riley’s poetics is audible in the poetry of his fellow Midwestern poet,
Vachel Lindsay. In addition to a performance-forward, stage-crafted poetics that binds
the two poets, both were known for traveling around the country to perform their work,
constituting unique instances of their poems based on the contexts of each performance.
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Lindsay, known as “the Troubadour Poet,” perhaps best captured this aesthetic in the title
of his Rhymes to Be Traded for Bread, inspired by his 1912 “tramp” “from Illinois to
New Mexico, during which he lived off his art (supplemented by physical labor), trading
copies of his poetry and drawings for food and shelter.”157 While both poets were
strongly associated with particular localities (Indiana for Riley and Springfield, Illinois,
for Lindsay), their poetics derive from their travels around the country and from
attempting to anticipate topics and performance styles that would be widely appealing to
American theatregoers of the time. Unfortunately, this use of sound to appeal to
audiences sometimes aligned their work with minstrelsy in their treatments of race, class,
and ethnicity. Such a treatment, counterintuitively to today’s reader, may have made
them more attractive to record labels of the time, given the tradition of the minstrel record
and its associations with vaudeville.

Also, both poets were contemptuous of poetry as high art. In fact, to return to the topic of
the Robert Browning cylinder made by Edison, the very poem that Browning
(unsuccessfully, as he had forgotten the words) tried to record was “How They Brought
the Good News from Ghent to Aix,” a poem Riley would burlesque in his parodic
version, “Another Ride from Ghent to Aix”:
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We sprang for the side-holts—my gripsack and I—
It dangled—I dangled—-we both dangled by.
"Good speed!" cried mine host, as we landed at last—
"Speed?" chuckled the watch we went lumbering past;
Behind shut the switch, and out through the rear door
I glared while we waited a half hour more.
I had missed the express that went thundering down
Ten minutes before to my next lecture town,158

Here, Riley displays a strain (and a train) of poetics that is at once self-referential of the
performance of poetry on a reading tour—he would perform to an audience this poem
about trying to get to his performance on time—and emblematic of the kind of burlesque
shaped in Music Hall, the British equivalent of Vaudeville. And so Riley had a much
wider range of poetics than he is often credited for, and many of the poems are born of
and for performance, rather than for the printed page alone. It’s no wonder he became
one of the few poets to be recorded and distributed on records in the early twentieth
century, even if those records do not reflect the clever satirical force present in Riley’s
Browning.

Riley’s popularity in the day was such that Victor Records sent a recording engineer to
the homebound poet’s Indianapolis residence not once, but twice, to record him reading
his work. The memoir of Harry O. Sooy, Victor’s recording engineer, states that he first
went to Riley’s home in April of 1912, when Riley was to be recorded because he could
no longer perform the lively readings of his poems he was known for on the lecture
158
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circuit. Sooy said of the encounter, “Upon my arrival at Mr. Riley’s home I was very sad
to see him almost an invalid, after having an attack of paralysis, affecting his entire right
side, and, naturally, leaving him in a very weak condition.” Given the nature of acoustical
recording (it would be another 13 years until the electrical recording era) and its demands
on the body, Riley was unable to project his voice sufficiently to make a clear recording,
even though Sooy tried his best to optimize the recordings “by having [Riley] recline in
an easy chair” and placing the recording horn very near to him. After determining that the
quality of the records was too poor to “have commercial value,” Victor opted to bear the
expense of returning to Riley’s home to try again, at Riley’s request, which Sooy did in
June of the same year. Riley’s health had improved, and while the records would be
critiqued for poor sound quality, Victor did release a number of them for sale, mainly the
dialect poems.159

It is worth noting here that while recording Riley at his own home may have alleviated
the bodily stress of traveling the lecture circuit, it did not obviate the need to project his
voice, even if in a less exaggerated manner than when on the stage. The recordings’
having been deemed to be of poor sound quality highlights the slippage between quality
and bodily ability/health in views of acoustically made records. Johnson had started his
company with the booming voice of George Broderick performing a poem by one of
Riley’s contemporaries (in terms of age and aesthetics), but the sonic rendering of the
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poems could not have been more different, which may have been a surprise to Victor.
The label likely expected the tongue-in-cheek, high-energy Riley who parodied
Browning, rather than the frail, gushingly sentimental poet giving a wistful reading of
“An Old Sweetheart of Mine.” The idea that Riley’s disability could be mitigated by the
listening machine, that the foregrounding of his body at performances could be replicated
through the temporal bending and vocal prosthesis of sound recording, turned out to be
vexed in one sense. But the Victor recordings marked one of the earliest examples of
commercial recordings of the poetic authorial voice. Riley’s voice is of interest today
because he is recognized as a poet, due to his legacy in writing. But he was likely of
interest to Victor because of his associations with performance.

Riley’s poetry was representative of the kinds of poetry Victor considered distributing
(including the recordings of poems by Field and Kipling), works that bordered on the oral
art of storytelling and included vocal performances with audible resonances of the stages
found in dime museum lecture halls and vaudeville theatres. The Riley recordings were
made at a time when the Chautauqua platforms were blending with the vaudeville stages
in terms of finding a dialectical balance of aesthetics. His poetry was one that could bring
the two performance spaces together for the home phonograph listener, providing the
textual, intellectual tradition of capital-P Poetry (or the literary) and the spoken aesthetics
of the stage. The recordings, in a way, stand at the midpoint, temporally and aesthetically,
between Johnson’s recording of Broderick and Greet’s founding of The Speech Lab
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Recordings. We can understand them as plotting a middle ground within all of the
aforementioned binaries: theatricality-sincerity, vaudeville-Chautauqua, speech-writing,
dialect-standardization, ethnicized-naturalized.

Aside from vocal performance style, another formal aspect of the Riley poems that Victor
distributed (a subset of those recorded) is that they tilted heavily toward Riley’s dialect
poetry. Like Field’s “The Departure” and Kipling’s Barrack-Room Ballads recorded by
Broderick, the label continued to show an interest in regionally and racially marked
speech. Whether dialect poetry is wrought from textuality or orality is a fraught matter.
Nadia Nurhussein persuasively argues that dialect poetry is a demanding visual art, not a
simplification accessible with basic literary skills.160 Her reading of the visual poetics of
dialect is precisely right, but for the purposes of this discussion, I would argue that Victor
sought to record the older poet to capture a slippage between poet and poetic persona.
Riley speaking the invented dialect that passed for authentic Indiana speech to
exogenous, bourgeois listeners (primarily from the Northeastern U.S.) allowed listeners
to believe they were encountering the authentic Riley himself, rather than a performer
doing a kind of minstrelsy of whiteness for other whites. The labels were well versed in
the popularity of regionally marked speech in vaudeville recordings, and would have
understood these recordings to be a part of that tradition.
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A 1912 Victor ad, released to promote the newly available recordings, promises that
“James Whitcomb Riley Will Read His Own Poems For You When You Will,” and it
continues on to note “Ill health has of late prevented Mr. Riley’s appearance upon the
lecture platform. Those who have taken such delight in his periodical visits may now
have Mr. Riley in voice and heart in their own parlors.”161 In other words, both Riley and
Victor hoped the record would be just like being there, not just like reading it. While
Victor made a number of recordings of Riley, including of many standard-English poems,
the few records they released skewed heavily toward his works of dialect, especially
those Nurhussein refers to as “low readability” (or difficult to read) because of their high
degree of variance from standard spelling and increased ellipsis. Conversely, her
comprehensive review of Riley’s appearances in print anthologies shows the opposite
dynamic: textual anthologies overwhelmingly preferred Riley’s standard English
works.162 So Victor was looking for something different, something that evoked orality
without regard for the guarantor of cultural capital that is a text, something that connected
with the popularity of culturally marked voices, and something that carried more
theatricality than sentimentality.

According to Nurhussein’s research, the opposite dynamic appeared in recitation books
and elocution manuals: these works that served as scores for oratory and performance
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favored Riley’s dialect poems.

Her work here intersects with Jason Camlot’s writing

on recitation books, which “functioned as elocution manuals and public-speaking primers
for educated upper- and upper-middleclass males who would be pursuing careers that
might involve public speaking.”164 He goes on to point that out that “Most recitation
anthologies presented both high literary works and dialect pieces as necessary for the
expansion of one’s range as a cultured elocutionist.”165 So the manuals functioned as a
medium to disseminate a kind of literary-oratorical voice that could be mimetic of a
number of registers, including, disturbingly, stereotypical portrayals of immigrant voices,
steeped in the minstrel tradition. In a way, this kind of autodidactical framing, especially
paired with sounded examples from recordings (I’m thinking here of modern-day foreign
language training that relies on hearing recordings of pronunciation), was a training
ground to allow bourgeois Americans to aspire to the declamatory performance voices
portrayed by actors such as George Broderick. But it was also a poetics of mastery. As
the vortex of assimilation churned, attempting to erase the particularity and cultural
difference of new immigrant groups, primarily white audiences were being offered
pedagogical materials on how to mime these other cultures by mastering their speech
sounds. While consuming Riley’s dialect poetry, these listeners could choose whether to
subsume Riley’s rural, working class, white persona into their mental repertoires. But the
selection of Riley’s dialect poetry that Victor distributed would locate the poet closer to
the pathos end of the pathos-to-humor dichotomy. This would differ from how dialect
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was received when performed under the auspices of vaudeville or Chautauqua, or the
recording category of “monologues.”

In fact, this brings us face to face with the categorization “monologue” used to describe
some early recordings (as distinct from “recitation”). I will come back to this question of
metadata at the end of the chapter, but for now I would ask this question: what becomes
of a reader-listener who takes the mastery of a number of different monologues as
training material to be imitated and mastered, as Camlot discusses? The consumption of a
number of different single voices and their amalgamation, not to say assimilation, into a
single performing subject creates, to use an anachronistic term, a kind of heteroglossia, or
“another’s speech in another’s language, serving to express authorial intentions but in a
refracted way,” to borrow from Bakhtin.166 If the listening subject is to consume the
speech sounds of alterity and perform a mastery of them (and the people from whom
they’re taken), then the training materials aspire to constructing a Goffmanian
performance of self in everyday life, one where a single subject performs different
identities based on the context of the social situation. I detail this explanation because it
will become crucial for apprehending the rise of the academic poetry audio archive that
defines itself in opposition to the lyric dialect poets we are discussing here. The academic
archives, especially The Speech Lab Recordings, are defined by a modernist disjuncture
of collaged, murmuring voices (like The Waste Land). While these recordings produced
166
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by record labels seem simpler in their monologic construction of a lyric I, their fitting
into the elocutionary training grounds described by Camlot suggests their singular voices
are meant to be absorbed en masse and be taken together as a set of disjointed voices that
resist the transcendental subject (we think therefore I am) and point toward rise of
modernist rupture. Hearing the recordings as such sets them within the lineage of
modernist poetics and not as a simple foil, the pentameter Pound sought to break.

We will return to the idea of how the collaging of multiple voices—understood in terms
of the literary voice, and in voiced speech—changed its aesthetic associations over time.
For now, suffice it to say that Riley’s poetry found itself at the intersection of the
dramatic monologue genre and a kind of platform performance that John S. Gentile refers
to as a “monopolylogue,” or a single-person platform act where the performer “does” all
the voices—cf. “He Do the Police in Different Voices,” Eliot’s first title for “The Waste
Land.” Within each poem, Riley performs a single persona that suggests a unified, lyric-I.
Such subjectivity was associated with sincerity and understood to be the speaking voice
of the poet. The view that the poetic authorial voice provided privileged access to the
sonic contours of a poem, a poem whose teleology was to be “solved” or understood, was
developed by academic-pedagogical framings of poetry audio. Victor’s selection of Riley
held no such pretentions. These earlier recordings of the poetic voice were meant to bring
together the auratic qualities of the bodies/presence of famous poets with the ability to
entertain.
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The question then arises of what happens if we return to the recording logs of the period
and search for poetic performances based on these factors—the presence of a unified
speaking voice (always understood as a persona), storytelling forms, and the
foregrounding of dialect or intentionally marked speech. If we were to do so, comparing
sound with sound, voice with voice, rather than beginning with a list of recognizable
poets from established literary and textual histories, an entirely new genre might emerge,
one that lives in what Charles Bernstein called “the yammering gap between speech and
writing”167 and which finds itself along the axis of the poet-performer but inclusive of
works without textual precedent.

III. Vaudevillian Voices, or The Pleasure of the Textless
What if we take Riley’s poetics as a new search parameter with which to approach the
recording logs of the period? If we look for recordings that are narrative, aesthetically
wrought from the sonic cadences of a lived speech that signals locality and alterity, and
which suggest an emotive performance of a unified, lyric voice, the amount of content
dramatically increases. Take for example one of America’s first recording stars, Cal
Stewart (1856-1919), the creator of the Uncle Josh From Punk’n’ Center series. Stewart,
who was nearly the same age as Riley, began his career on the vaudeville stages of the
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late nineteenth century before being hired to make his first cylinder recordings in 1897.168
By the time his death in 1919, he had been signed to every major American record label,
and his hundreds of recordings stayed in circulation until 1936.169 The Uncle Josh stories
he was so known for are a series of monologues that chronicle the misadventures of
Uncle Josh Weathersby from Punkin Center, a fictitious New England town (probably
somewhere North of Boston). The performances, stereotypical of white rural Americans,
are marked by a storytelling form, wherein the works’ speaker addresses his Talking
Machine audience directly and recounts situations where he breached a social norm or
had a misunderstanding due to his lack of interpellation into bourgeois American
normativity—i.e. the habitus of the people who could afford to pay the modern-day
equivalent of $500-$2,500 to own a phonograph (Edison phonograph ad).

While it is easy to discount having this conversation about Stewart—how could the
Punkin Center stories possibly be considered as apposite to or, shockingly, a part of
American poetry?—a closer examination of some of the recordings shows that Stewart
was not the eponymous “rube” of the so-called “rube humor” his work was classified as.
Stewart got his start acting in a late nineteenth century play The Old Homestead tapping
into a trend of interest in rural America. He served as the understudy for the actor who
played the character Uncle Josh Whitcomb, who is purported to be the model for Uncle
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Josh Weathersby.

170

In addition to the fact that the character who inspired Uncle Josh

seems to take his name from Riley. (And what a choice for a name—if the character is
meant to be metonymic of a rural America of the time, what better choice than the
Hoosier poet and his constructed dialect?) It is worth noting that Stewart and Riley
performed at the same venues.171 While Riley was perfecting the persona that was
implicitly read as expressing Riley’s own subjectivity, Stewart was using the same stages
to sharpen a shtick that was no less authentic than Riley’s. I say this to note that the
firewall constructed between the “literary” and “entertainment” is not just a matter of the
former being consecrated by a textual a priori; at the same time, the poetic expressions
deemed literary are understood to be the voice of the author, the collapse of subjectivity
between the romantic poet and the lyric I discovering itself by traversing the external
world. Returning to the Bakhtinian notion of heteroglossia, the Josh stories as performed
on the stage would have been marked by the intertwining of multiple different voices—
the paratextual material of Stewart coming onto the stage and exiting, his mimesis of
Uncle Josh, and any other characters voiced as part of the act. No such distinctions would
have been made for Riley the poet versus the lyric I of the poems—the wistful nostalgia
could easily be read as the poet’s own, rather than that of the performance persona he
adopted, as described by Nurhussein in her discussion of Riley’s view of his
performances. Even on record, where Riley’s and Stewart’s performances would migrate
and continue to reverberate, a similar collapse takes place. The Uncle Josh recordings are
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noted as being performed by Stewart, which immediately marks them with a bifurcated
subjectivity, easily read as “inauthenticity.” Riley’s poems are attributed to Riley, further
occluding the distinction between poet and poetic subjectivity that would have been at
least visibly legible on the stage (to one degree or another). This question of sincerity and
objectification that haunts the modernist period is at the heart of categorizations of the
poetic from the non and feeds into modern-day fetishizations of the poet’s own voice as
auratic object. It’s not just that the voice of the poet who originally spoke to you in text
“brings us closer” (in the sense of a reliquary) to a compositional intentionality of sound;
the poet’s voice also implies a sincerity (one that runs countercurrent to modernist
aesthetics) and functions to demarcate the poetic from the non.

Richard Bauman discusses one of Stewart’s performances, where Uncle Josh attends a
church sermon and the preacher means to open with the line “The world is a fleeting
show,” a line from the Irish poet Thomas Moore (1779-1852). The scene is painted
humorous as the preacher improvises on the phonemic slips and slides in language. Here
is a transcription Bauman made of the recording, using linebreaks to suggest pauses,
much as James Weldon Johnson (another subject of Bauman’s article) did in God’s
Trombones, his collection of sermon-poems:

And he said, “‘This world is but a flowing sheet.’
I should’ve said, ‘This world is but a shoating flea.’
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I mean, dear brothers and sisters,
‘This world is but a fleeing shoat.’”172

Before looking at this excerpt, I would note the difficulty of locating a fixed text to speak
about, a difficulty arising from the entwinement of textuality and orality. In Bauman’s
citation to the recording, he notes that the recording dates to 1909-1913, the same
information given about the recording in the UCSB Cylinder Audio Archive.173 But this
is only one recording of the poem—I’m going to call it a poem. In archive.org’s
Collected Works of Cal Stewart, Part 1, there are two recordings of Stewart performing
“Revival Meeting at Punkin Center,” one from 1911 and one from 1912.174 The recording
Bauman transcribed is the 1912 recording. In the 1911 recording, Stewart performs
roughly the same setups and punchlines (each demarcated by his trademark laugh). But
the idea of sameness soon becomes vexed. In the 1911 recording, his performance of the
sermonic audiotext names the preacher as Deacon Witherspoon (versus Obadiah White in
the 1912), and Stewart/Uncle Josh presents the punchlines in a different order. I will here
use the same transcription schema detailed by Bauman, for the purposes of an easy
comparison:
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And he went to say “This world is but a fleeting show.”
And he said “This world is but a sheeting flow”
I should have said “This world is but a floating sheet”
I mean, dear brothers, this world is a but a fleeting shoat.
[Laughs]
What I intended to say is “This world is but a shoating flea”

Given the variable order and differing permutations in this transformation poem, it
becomes clear that Stewart is not working from a stable text or script—that is to say, he is
not reading. Stewart’s performance is much closer to the kind of pre-textual orality
described by Albert Lord in The Singer of Tales. As Lord notes, “Oral epics are
performed orally, it is true, but so can any other poem be performed orally. What is
important is not the oral performance, but rather the composition during oral
performance.”175 (It’s fascinating to consider Uncle Josh as epic [anti]-hero.) Lord’s
comment suggests that we should think about Stewart’s having honed his craft on stages
for a live audience. He likely knew the gestalt of this work, but assembled it on the fly,
substituting the character names that came to mind and varying the structure of the work.
It thus functions very differently than when works recognized as poetry are read from the
page, or even recited from memory. It would be a mistake to suggest that Stewart
participated in a true oral tradition, as doing so is impossible once one is interpellated into
the technology of the written word, as Walter Ong discusses in his coinage of the term
“secondary orality.”176 Also, we don’t know if Stewart composed these acts on the
written page, even if he eventually memorized them and reconstituted them in the
175
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performance. But, as Lord notes about the oral tradition, “Our greatest error is to attempt
to make ‘scientifically’ rigid a phenomenon that is fluid.”177 One of the factors standing
in the way of recognizing vaudeville voices as poetry is that the lack of a fixed text
makes them difficult to speak about as a cohered entity rather than a constellation of
performances. Of course, the same dynamic is true of poetry performances and even the
written text (which is a version of a work that we choose to call final), but the implication
of a textual fixity that murmurs its performances from a composed singularity (not to say
subjectivity) allows them to be rooted in an object. In the same way that literary scholars
were outraged that Parry and Lord sought to prove that the Homeric works, cornerstone
of Western literary tradition, were composed in speech by illiterates (the word that would
have been used at the time), to this day the vaudeville voice is excluded from literary
histories.

As an interesting illustration of the oral-textual hybridity of Stewart’s work, one that runs
countercurrent to what we’ve been discussing, Stewart released a printed book titled
Uncle Josh’s Punkin Center Stories: The Talking Machine Stories in 1905, where the
author is billed as “The Talking Machine Story Teller” on the title page.178 One can read
versions of the Uncle Josh performances in all the fixity of text even without having a
Talking Machine. The book marks a fascinating version of what Gregory Nagy would
refer to as transcript, when an oral work first comes into the written record and the text is
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temporarily figured as secondary to a performance it represents

179

—if you had a Talking

Machine. Otherwise, perhaps it was Nagy’s scripture, a text with full primacy and the
default mode of most poetry today—that is, the written word fixed the Josh stories in
place, stories that, like the Homeric orality identified by Parry and Lord, would be
different each time he told them in the recordings and on the stage. The Josh stories in the
book are mostly rendered as prose, or perhaps prose-poems, casting Josh in the role of a
mock Baudelarian flaneur. But there are some entries that are lineated as poems, such as
“It is Fall”:

The days are gettin’ shorter, and the summer birds are leaving,
The wind sighs in the tree tops, as though all nature was grieving;
The leaves they drop in showers, there’s a blue haze over all,
And a feller is reminded that once again it’s fall.180

Compare the Punkin’ Center poet with James Whitcomb Riley’s most famous poem,
which was recorded and released by Victor, “When the Frost is On the Punkin”:

When the frost is on the punkin and the fodder’s in the shock,
And you hear the kyouck and gobble of the struttin’ turkeycock,
And the clackin’ of the guineys, and the cluckin’ of the hens,
And the rooster’s hallylooyer as he tiptoes on the fence;
O, it’s then’s the times a feller is a-feelin’ at his best,
With the risin’ sun to greet him from a night of peaceful rest,
As he leaves the house, bareheaded, and goes out to feed the
stock,
179
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When the frost is on the punkin and the fodder’s in the
shock.181

What are we to make of these Riley-esque dialect poems? It appears that the first version
of this Stewart poem, which Stewart does not appear to have recorded as sound (even
though the volume is titled The Talking Machine Stories—perhaps here the human is the
talking machine?), was published as a textual poem in 1898 in The Phonoscope: A
Monthly Journal Devoted to Scientific and Amusement Inventions Appertaining to Sound
& Sight.182 It is given the byline “written by Cal Stewart,” to suggest that the work is a
poem because it derived from text. The poem is given no paratextual context as to its
inclusion in The Phonoscope, so one must assume that its presence in a magazine
dedicated to sound and sight innovations is due to Stewart’s reputation as a sound
recording star. In other words, in an inversion of a familiar dynamic, here the sound of
Stewart’s work sanctions the text. Also, it would be difficult for readers of this magazine
to read this poem without hearing it in the trademark Uncle Josh voice. The presence of
the Stewart poems alongside the Josh recordings exposes a complex negotiation of
textuality and orality taking place during these early years of commercial sound. It also
marks associations of poetry proper with sincerity and works circumscribed as other with
theatricality, mirroring historic divisions (that were already starting to dissolve) between
vaudeville and Chautauqua. These negotiations would continue through the modern
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period, and each side would have its descendants—Dada and its lineage from the
vaudeville tradition, and the populist modernism of Carl Sandburg from Chautauqua. The
two would coalesce into notions of irony and objectification so characteristic of poetic
modernism.

In Europe, the aesthetics of the performed word and the written word were also engaged
in a negotiation that further entwines the development poetry and sound recording. In
early 1877, just months before Edison announced the invention of his brand of
phonography, a French poet filed a patent for a machine, the paleophone, which sought to
inscribe and playback sound through a process of photoengraving. The poet was Charles
Cros (1842-1888), a member of the coterie that included Paul and Mathilde Verlaine and
later Rimbaud. One of Cros’ poems is remarkable for being a portent of the Dada
movement, which would flourish over 40 years later. “Le Hareng Saur,” or “The Smoked
Herring” was published in 1878, but reads as though could have been written during the
Great War by a poet like Hugo Ball. Here is Kenneth Rexroth’s translation of the poem:
Once upon a time there was a big white wall — bare, bare,
bare,
Against the wall there stood a ladder — high, high, high,
And on the ground a smoked herring — dry, dry, dry,
He comes, holding in his hands — dirty, dirty, dirty,
A heavy hammer and a big nail — sharp, sharp, sharp,
A ball of string — big, big, big,
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Then he climbs the ladder — high, high, high,
And drives the sharp nail — tock, tock, tock,
Way up on the big white wall — bare, bare, bare,

He drops the hammer — down, down, down,
To the nail he fastens a string — long, long, long,
And, at the end, the smoked herring — dry, dry, dry,
He comes down the ladder — high, high, high,
He picks up the hammer — heavy, heavy, heavy,
And goes off somewhere — far, far, far,
And ever afterwards the smoked herring — dry, dry, dry,
At the end of that string — long, long, long,
Very slowly sways — forever and ever and ever.
I made up this story — silly, silly, silly,
To infuriate the squares — solemn, solemn, solemn,
And to amuse the children — little, little, little.183

The poem asserts itself as an assault on normative sensibilities (“to infuriate the
squares”), which is to say against the idea of “sense.” Formally, the work uses repetition
to locate itself within a tradition of children’s rhymes/chants/songs, but as Scott Bates
argues, the poem is a polemical burlesquing of the “political,” the “theological,” and the
“physiological.”184 In using “nonsense as childish rebellion against sense,”185 the Dada
poem avant la lettre also lent itself well to performance. One could imagine Hugo Ball
clad in costume performing this at the Cabaret Voltaire during the War. But it was a stage
actor, not the poet himself, who would make the poem famous as a performance piece.
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French vaudeville star Coquelin cadet adopted Cros’ poem and made it a regular part of
his act when he performed at clubs. The poem was very popular and “is said to have
begun the rage of the so-called monologue fumiste (“humbug monologue”) that spread
through cabarets in the 1880s.”186 While Bates agrees with André Breton’s assertion that
“in the center of ‘Le Hareng saur’ “un revolver est braqué” [a revolver is pointed], he
notes that most critics and Coquelin cadet himself understood the poem as popular
because it presents as childish nonsense.187 If we read the poem as a political poem, as
Bates does, then we have to acknowledge the sly, knowing, Cheshire Cat grin it implies
through its satire: the specter of poetic irony that runs through certain poetic literary
histories, from Duchamp through Anne Waldman. This is not the grave irony of Eliot’s
Waste Land but the tongue-in-cheek assault of Ball’s “Gadji beri bimba.” We might say
Cros was trolling “the squares” to rally “the children,” the latter understood as those who
would resist the status quo. This aesthetic of the burlesque is positioned squarely against
the kind of sincerity that runs through the poems Riley recorded for Victor and works
recognized as poems in the American tradition. Apprehending this aesthetic allows us to
see the channels through which certain strains of performance-forward poetry could tack
back and forth between the page and the stage.

Returning to Stewart’s mock sermon-poem, we can perceive the same kind of
performative burlesque that powers “Le Hareng saur,” albeit it in a slightly more
186
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slapstick manner. One reason it’s difficult to hear the linguistic innovations in this work
is that they are punctuated by Stewart’s trademark laugh, serving simultaneously as the
laugh of Uncle Josh in the recounting of his tale and as an external laugh-track to the cue
the audience. But, if we allow ourselves to refuse the distinction between
comedy/entertainment and sentimental high art, we are free to understand the writing of
verse lines like Stewart’s, replete with transatlantic intertextual reference, as a kind of
modernism. Bauman is right to classify this work as a playful burlesquing of the sermon,
but it also burlesques notions of poetic sentimentality if the work is understood as a
poem. In doing so, it prefigures the avant-garde movements that would follow it over the
next twenty years, most strikingly, like Cros’ work, the willfully corrosive pageantry of
Dada. So it’s worth asking whether the vaudeville stage prefigures the Dada stage of the
Cabaret Voltaire or the anything-goes variety shows at Chicago’s Dil Pickle Club, which
featured denizens like Vachel Lindsay, Carl Sandburg, and Maxwell Bodenheim. During
a time when Margaret Anderson’s Little Review was importing Dada to the U.S.
Stewart’s disintegration of semantic units into their phonemic particles to be reassembled
reads as a precursor to the techniques Dadaists would use to burlesque language itself.
Once speech sounds are pried loose from each other and from intentionality (note the
“what I meant to say…”), it’s not a far path to get to the sound symbolism of Hugo Ball
or Vachel Lindsay. The deformations of language begin to look evocative of
transformation poems like Russian Futurist Velimir Khlebnikov’s “Incantation by
Laughter” and point toward later language experiments. Such comparisons are difficult to
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apprehend, since the generic categorization of “monologue” differentiates works from the
more serious category (perhaps one for the squares) of recitation.

But modernist scholars are loath to admit the likes of James Whitcomb Riley and Edgar
A. Guest into the literary histories that define themselves against such traditionalism,
regardless of what innovations these poets may have made. Figures like Stewart stand on
the periphery of the periphery, double relegated: if “vaudevillian” is often used as a
pejorative term for performance-forward poetics, then Stewart’s work marks the epitome
of the execrable. By returning to the very beginnings of the modern era and looking at
new scriptural economy of sound as a determinant of possibilities for innovation, we can
locate the formation of the fault lines that would come to define the modernist voice and
the aesthetic circumscriptions of later archives. If comparing sound to sound between
Riley and Stewart helps to erode the distinctions between recordings recognized as poetry
and those as vaudeville, then the next step is to ask the question of the affordances of
such an expansion.

IV. Conclusion: Modernism, Minstrel Shows, and Assimilation
Redrawing textually derived district lines of the poetic phonotext is not meant to suggest
that the vaudeville works are unproblematic. To the contrary, recognizing certain
vaudeville recordings as poetry imports with it vaudeville’s history in the minstrel
traditions that used ethnic and racial stereotypes to entertain. This lineage of the minstrel
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show vexed American modernist poetry from the very start, and including staged vocal
performances of the time in literary histories helps to explain the cultural source of such a
tradition. Vachel Lindsay’s infamous “The Congo” did not spring forth from the poetic
ether. It takes as its precedent the minstrel show’s characterizations of race that were the
bread and butter of the American entertainment industry in the late nineteenth century. So
when Lindsay categorizes his work as “the Higher Vaudeville,” he exposes the
importation of the heteroglossic stereotyped and appropriated voices of the vaudeville
stages into the textual tradition of poetry. At the same time, vaudeville’s minstrel legacy
imposed itself on authors who did not aspire to be associated with it. For example, as
Jean Wagner discusses, Paul Laurence Dunbar’s dialect poetry was liable to being read
within the frames of the minstrel or plantation traditions,188 or to put it in James Weldon
Johnson’s terms, as pathos or humor. Johnson uses these terms in the preface to God’s
Trombones to explain why he has eschewed writing in dialect,189 to which he would
return after seeing the dialect poetry of Sterling A. Brown’s 1932 Southern Road,190
published after the heyday of vaudeville.

This chapter started from the position that record producers heard poetry in a different
way than did academics, and I’ve argued that the reason for this was differing
investments in the technologies of orality and textuality. The academics’ views that the
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labels privileged “cheap” content stems from the fact that the labels were interested in
entertainment and as a result favored theatricality in vocal performances. The record
labels also had no interest in whether a vocal performance bore a textual a priori, a
scripture to be elucidated. Even the early Shakespearean recordings could be understood
to demonstrate performance rather than the text of the plays. As we will see in the next
chapter, the academic institutions were deeply invested in the practice of textual
interpretation. They sought recordings that would bolster already-established
understandings of generic classification and that could provide a window into the texts. If
the text is to be understood as a transcendental creation, on par with the liturgical Word,
then the voice of the composing poet, embalmed and preserved on the record, was a relic,
a saint’s bone to be stored in a reliquary and with all of the auratic power Benjamin
locates in the “original.” This is what Greet means when he calls content recorded by
commercial labels “ephemeral” and defines poetry as a bearer of “Truth.” One might
contrast spoken arts to Christianity’s notion of the “everlasting Word,” the immutable
and unambiguous Word of God. Academics, in their roles as secular priests, were still
very much invested in the idea that Truth was to be found in the written word, timeless
and infinite. Anything less would be ephemeral.

Without regard for the political-economy of verse, for how (phono)texts circulated within
their networks of cultural or economic capitals, we are free to perceive the codevelopment performance-forward aesthetics (those derived from the stage) and the
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understated, secular-sermonic readings favored by those who sought an exegesis of a text.
As we’ve seen, vaudeville’s effects on poetry are hard to overstate. But poetry’s effects
on vaudeville monologues are also significant. Thus the two forms existed in a dialectical
balance, one that would evolve over time to include radio plays and modernism’s and
postmodernism’s use of popular culture as material. The aesthetic lineage of the
“monopolylogue” of the platform performance would continue through performers like
Fanny Brice, doing Yiddish caricature for primarily Jewish audiences—a dynamic that is
quite different than the minstrel tradition of cultural appropriation by an outsider. This
latter category would also continue to exist in radio shows like Life with Luigi (1948),
where Italian-Americans are burlesqued by Joseph Patrick Carroll Naish, the firstgeneration Irish-American who played Luigi. The conceit of Life with Luigi is also telling
of the increasing drive toward assimilation at the time, one that figured lingual difference
not, as the previous generation had, as something to be mastered (as in the elocution
manuals that Camlot discusses) nor as a caricature passing as realism (as dialect poetry
had been). Rather, ethnically marked speech was something to be erased through
education and immersion in the new world.

Each episode of Life with Luigi, originally titled The Little Immigrant, was framed around
the conceit of Luigi, a new Italian immigrant to America, writing a letter to his mother
back in Italy to detail his (mis)adventures. From the start, one is struck by the collision of
textuality and orality. Listeners would hear Luigi’s voice and other characters but were
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asked to imagine this as writing. Writing functions as a mode of epistolary information
transmission, allowing the listener to eavesdrop on a private correspondence and also
serving as an aesthetic conveyance of Luigi’s life experiences in America. While Luigi’s
neighbor, Pasquale, worked to convince Luigi to marry Rosa, Pasquale’s (overweight)
daughter, Luigi’s love interest is…get ready…Miss Spaulding, his night school American
culture teacher. This is the heart of the exogenously constructed minstrel show of the
post-War: assimilation is eroticized yet unattainable. Luigi is pulled between his own
culture, figured as undesirable and one to be resisted, and what seeks to pass as a natural,
unmarked Americanism in the figure of the WASP Miss Spaulding. It’s important to
remember, too, that Italian-Americans were not considered white in the beginning of the
twentieth century, and so the show carries with it the implication of desired
miscegenation, physical and lingual. As Luigi struggles with learning his new language,
to the amusement of audiences of the time, when homophonic misunderstandings occur
(as in “sì” and “see”), the great joke is that he will always be marked as other by his
speech and his asymptotic aspiration to assimilation can only end in comedy. As
Lawrence E. Mintz notes in his discussion of ethnic humor popularized by vaudeville and
the minstrel traditions, “The core of the humor is the construction of caricatures based on
familiar ethnic stereotypes and linguistic humor—puns, malapropisms, double entendres,
and accent play, including broad exaggeration and misunderstandings which result in
faulty pronunciation.”191 The next chapter will be dedicated to “faulty pronunciation” and
efforts to correct it, through language research and poetry.
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If one wants to understand Life with Luigi, it should be heard alongside Louis Zukofsky’s
“Poem Beginning ‘The,’” a poem that simultaneously burlesques the High-Modernism of
The Waste Land (the poem beginning “The”) and narrates the imposed erasures of
assimilation. Zukofsky’s addressing his immigrant mother about how his education at
Columbia can only distance them describes the distance that requires Luigi to
communicate with his mother in writing. Of course, at the same time, immigrant cultures
were changing the way American English was spoken, insisting that some of their
cultures be sublated into the dialectic of American speech. Such a discussion of the
interrelation between arts recognized as poetry and those as “monologue” could continue
at length. The point here is that moving past the idea of an antecedent text will allow us
to make such comparisons, to create new, syncretic and miscegenated blends of text and
sound in histories, archives, and syllabi. In one sense, we should listen with the ear of the
record company A&Rs, and try to perceive the popular sounds that would have been of
interest to audiences at the time. In another sense, a knowledge of received literary
histories (e.g. the relationship between Dunbar and Riley, the various strains of
transatlantic poetic modernism described by Peter Nicholls) allows us to perceive the
specific and nuanced ways that the aesthetics of the stage and record manifested in
American poetic modernism.

(1996): 20, https://doi.org/10.2307/467640.
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As we will see in the next chapter, while The Speech Lab Recordings defined itself
against the “cheap theatre” implied by vaudeville, recordings that take their aesthetics
from fin-de-siècle stages and platforms are one part of the syncretic blend of aesthetics
that compose the academic poetry audio archives. The notion of entertainment and the
sounded representations of marked speech draw together with the speech research
discussed in Chapter 1. The Speech Lab Recordings and their conditions of production in
a facility of linguistic research connects it with Pound’s experiments with Rousselot. But
its beginnings with recordings of Vachel Lindsay and its progression through Eliot doing
the different voices and James Weldon Johnson performing theatrical poems like
“Brothers – American Drama” locates it within this lineage of the theatrical performance
of voices described in this chapter. The fact that the linguists who created these archives
worked to teach elocution and “correct” speech, all while studying the particularity of
dialect and regionally marked speech, needs careful examination.

Coda: Performances in Metadata
The pejorative use of “vaudeville” in describing poetry recordings has a long history of
use by critics. In an essay titled “A Kind of Vaudeville,” David Wojahn laments that
“Writers have become well-known not because of the value of their work, but because
they’re good performers. And in order to distinguish themselves as performers, some
have resorted to methods of delivery or gimmickry that owe more to show-biz than to
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literature.”

192

But many poets embraced the co-constitution of poetry and other staged

arts, as in evident in Vachel Lindsay’s “the Higher Vaudeville,” and in the case of James
Weldon Johnson, who wrote Tin Pan Alley musicals around the turn of the century,
including “Under the Bamboo Tree,” which found its way collaged into T.S. Eliot’s
“Sweeney Agonistes.” Record labels, unmoved by questions of cultural capital that go
beyond profit, understood spoken content, including poetry, through the aural frame of
vaudeville. The vocal markers of these acts constitute Greet’s “cheap theatre,” in
opposition to the more staid “poet voice” Marit MacArthur locates in the Protestant
sermon and which passes as unmarked.193 By examining the separation of vocal
signification from the beginning of the sound recording period, with special attention to
liminal figures like Riley and Stewart, we can widen the range of recordings we
understand as poetry and can perceive the development of poetic modernism of the early
twentieth century through a more inclusive lens.

To begin this process, metadata practices need to change: DAHR categorizes the Riley
and Guest recordings as “Recitation” and the Stewart, Jones, and Len Spencer recordings
as “Monologue” (suggesting a comic monologue). This is because the tagging schema
calls for poetry/literary recordings to be tagged as “Recitation,” distinct from other kinds
of vocal performances, including political speeches (tagged as “Speech”). The metadata
speaks with a clear politics of its own. If poetry is to be understood as a recitation, then it
192
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is the case that the archive places it within a textual practice, understanding poetry within
the frame of the technology of print. “Recitation” bears connotations of memory—a
remembered text or musical score—that is then performed, or converted to sound, for an
audience. I am not a proponent of etymological readings as evidence, but I do think it is
worth nothing the roots of “recitation” in recitare, to read out. If we return to the stages
of textual solidification defined by Gregory Nagy, how a work moves from orality to
textuality, the archive locates poetry somewhere between script and scripture, where
textuality has already begun or perhaps completed its dominance over the work. At the
same time, “Monologue” separates poetic performance in America from the one-person
shows from which it derived. This point is not just theoretical, but also vital to
understanding how poetry can be severed from its apposite arts. If we enter into our
historical archives with sound as a search parameter, rather than categorizations that cede
all cultural capital to the presence of a text, they might sound different. Ya know what
I’m sayin’?
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CHAPTER 3: For “teachers, students, and other lovers of literature”: The rise of
the academic poetry audio archive

I. Introduction, Reduced to Print
Almost twenty years after Jean-Pierre Rousselot and Ferdinand Brunot experimented
with poetry audio in their speech labs, the birth of the American poetry audio archive
took place under similar circumstances. And it was not just coincidence that led three
American Professors of Speech to envision libraries of poets’ voices and redeploy their
linguistic research equipment to this end. William Cabell Greet (1901-1972) and George
W. Hibbitt (1895-1965) of Columbia University, both scholars of American dialects, and
Frederick C. Packard, Jr. (1899-1985) of Harvard, who specialized in drama and
elocution, worked in the tradition of experimental linguistics that descended from
Rousselot and Brunot. Because their research provided them access to sound recording
equipment, they were able to repurpose this equipment as amateur recording studios and
thus founded poetry audio archives in America more than a decade before the Library of
Congress began its efforts to record and store literary recordings in 1943. In 1931 (the
same year the Woodberry Poetry Room at Harvard was established), Greet and Hibbitt
founded Columbia’s Speech Lab Recordings,194 which would become the largest Prewar
collection of poets’ voices. In 1932, Packard followed suit at Harvard, recording T.S.
Eliot as the inaugural poet of the Harvard Vocarium record label. In this pivotal historical
194
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moment, the mold for contemporary poetry audio archives (like PennSound and
SpokenWeb) was formed. The Speech Lab Recordings and the Vocarium label shaped
our current understandings of what a poetry recording is, how it functions, and how it can
be used. The following pages are dedicated to demonstrating how the pedagogical aims
of each archive, paired with their conditions of production in speech labs, came to
differentiate which voices were worth preserving from those that would be left to
ephemerality.

The two archives, taken together, form the birth not just of the American poetry audio
archive, but of the academic poetry audio archive. Because the American archive
emerged in a more comprehensively academic space than its European precursors, it was
resultantly shaped by the pedagogical imperatives of these institutions. While the
professors sought to create a safe space for poetry recordings to flourish, they also
severed the recordings from apposite vocal arts and reified the dominance of the text over
the performance. Further, the institutional dynamics and sensibilities of the archives’
producers shaped everything from the vocal intonations recognizable as poetry through
the most fundamental question of which voices would be remembered and studied and
which were better forgotten. In addition to connecting the American archives to their
European precursors, in what amounts to a transatlantic discourse network, this chapter
interrogates the particular inclusions and omissions of the archives. These curatorial
aesthetics demonstrate that the academic archives share a common telos, as pedagogical
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devices to aid in hermeneutic analysis, but also differ in their respective proximities to
popular verse culture. Part of this chapter focuses on the spectrum of theatricality to
understated performance and how these archives align with such performative
sensibilities.

If the European archives had initiated the convergence of conceptualizing the poetry
audio archive as a speech lab and a gallery of voices, the American archives, in
continuing this tradition, made legible the specter of the printed text. Because of the
archivists’ positions as linguists, and particularly as linguists working in the tradition of
the European schools discussed in Chapter 1, they saw poetry as primarily sound-based,
rather than as manifest in a transcendental written text. Such a view seems almost
anachronistic, given the perceived radicality of Bernstein’s 1998 call “to overthrow the
common presumption that the text of a poem—that is, the written document— is primary
and that the recitation or performance of a poem by the poet is secondary and
fundamentally inconsequential to the ‘poem itself.’”195 As the founding documents of
The Speech Lab Recordings show, William Cabell Greet shared a version of Bernstein’s
phonotextual philosophy, albeit as it existed in an Interwar, Depression-Era America.
Packard also valued poetic performance, though his view was more measured, in that he
saw poetry recordings as a “study aid,” which exposes the New Critical influence on
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Vocarium, which flourished later than The Speech Lab Recordings, in the heyday of the
New Critics.

These decisions about the ontology and teleology of the poetic audiotext, far from being
philosophy separated from praxis, determined which poets would be included in the
archives, and in turn which poets’ voices we have access to in our contemporary moment.
As the introduction described, the combination of Vachel Lindsay’s being spurned by
Victor Records, his successful recording session with Greet, and the poet’s untimely
death led Greet to the oppositional founding of The Speech Lab Recordings (the name
given to the overall archive at Columbia) and The Contemporary Poets Series, a series of
poetry recordings released on records by the National Council of Teachers of English
(NCTE) to be sold to schools on a subscription basis. As I argue in Chapter 2, in
positioning his efforts against the record labels, claiming that the corporations had
ignored poetry in the curation of their catalogs, Greet put forward a particular
understanding of the ontology of poetic recordings. After releasing the Lindsay
recordings, as he had promised in his polemic, Greet put out a call for suggestions for
poets to be included in his new Contemporary Poets Series. Writing in the journal
American Speech (of which he was the editor at the time) in 1934, Greet announced that
“Records of contemporary poets reading their work will be made by Erpi Picture
Consultants, Inc., under the auspices of The National Council of Teachers of English and
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American

Speech.”196

He goes on to note a democratic process of selection for poets to

be included in the series-- “[t]he subjects197 [(poets)] will be selected by the Committee
in the light of the wishes of all interested parties”—and in doing so reveals a great deal
about his ontological understanding of the poetic audiotext:

You are asked to give some thought to the use of records in
studying and teaching literature, to ask yourselves the following
questions:

What poems of present-day authors lose most when transferred to
the printed page, and should, therefore, be preserved as the poet
reads them?

What poets and what poems would I and my friends like most to
hear?

What poems would be most useful in emphasizing for students that
all poetry, not only the so-called lyric, exists first as song, in aural
terms, before it is reduced to print?198

Reduced to print, such a phrasing would be as radical today as it was when Greet put it
forward. The phrase suggests a view of poetry as wrought, primarily, from sound, which
is necessarily transmediated through a reductive process in order to store it. This is far
196
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from the view that took shape in the nineteenth century and which persisted until
Bernstein’s Close Listening that the object of poetic study should be a textual document. I
want to suggest here that Greet’s engaging in a kind of scientific hearing employed by
Rousselot and Brunot animated his series, that is that the ear of the ethnographer gave
The Speech Lab Recordings its unique shape.

Two factors influenced Greet’s understanding of sound as the primary medium of poetry.
The first was his exposure to Vachel Lindsay and the latter’s sonic, performance-forward
poetics. In her introduction to Linsday’s The Congo and Other Poems, Harriet Monroe
recalls “Mr. Lindsay's explanatory note which accompanied three of these poems when
they were first printed in 'Poetry.'” She recounts Lindsay’s preface as noting:

“Here is pictured a type of Greek work which survives in
American vaudeville, where every line may be two-thirds spoken
and one-third sung, the entire rendering, musical and elocutionary,
depending upon the improvising power and sure instinct of the
performer.
"I respectfully submit these poems as experiments in which I
endeavor to carry this vaudeville form back towards the old Greek
precedent of the half-chanted lyric. In this case the one-third of
music must be added by the instinct of the reader. He must be
Iophon. And he can easily be Iophon if he brings to bear upon the
piece what might be called the Higher Vaudeville imagination”199
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In addition to Lindsay’s use of “experiments” foreshadowing his time in the Speech Lab,
he here puts forth a view of paper as a necessary yet ersatz recording medium, the same
view that is apparent in Greet’s call for poets. Also, let us recall Lindsay’s letter to Sara
Teasdale, in which he reveals his plans to record “brand new tunes” yearly.200 One may
reasonably speculate that at least some of the poems would exist solely as sounded
entities, perhaps never being reduced to print.

The second reason why Greet might have understood sound as the primary medium of
poetry is that, at the same time Greet was using his research apparatus to cut metal
records of poets, Columbia University was the epicenter of the merger between linguistic
ethnography and anthropology. The turn to sound in linguistics had migrated across the
Atlantic and would shape the next generation of ethnographic speech scientists, including
Greet’s colleague Franz Boas and Boas’ student Zora Neale Hurston. Schleicher’s
aesthetic approach to linguistic research, as best exemplified by his composition of
“Schleicher’s Fable” in Proto-Indo-European/the Ursprache, found its apotheosis in the
work of Frances Densmore and John A. Lomax, two pioneers in bringing oral traditions
into the written record. As I will discuss in Chapter 4, Greet’s efforts were linked with
Lomax’s recordings for the Library of Congress in that Greet’s recording engineer,
Walter C. Garwick, built the portable field recording device Lomax used in his famous
recordings of cowboy songs and African-American spirituals. Another of Greet’s
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colleagues at Columbia was Dorothy Scarborough, the noted novelist and folklorist.
Scarborough, steeped in a fin-de-siècle tradition of introducing the vernacular into
literature, described herself as a “song catcher” for the work she did recording
Appalachian and African-American folk culture. Her preservationist focus on cultures
she saw as threatened (due in part to the proliferation of radio as an assimilating
technology)201 manifested both as ethnographic recordings and also as literary
production, as in her famous novel The Wind, which was eventually sanitized with a
happy ending and made into a Hollywood film starring Lillian Gish. Given this emphasis
on the oral tradition at Columbia and Greet’s exposure to the vaudeville-inflected strains
of poetics propounded by Lindsay, his speech lab morphed from a closed scientific lab,
something like Rousselot’s, into a pedagogical tool, meant to instruct students from afar
through the distribution of poetry as sound. The Contemporary Poets Series was to
become a serialized collection of records to be sold to schools at cost: a nonprofit form of
distance education based at Columbia.

Frederick C. Packard was not an experimental linguist in the manner of Greet and
Hibbitt, but instead worked at the intersection of dramatic performance and elocution. His
views on the ontology of the poetic audiotext focused more on the idea that the reading
could help to interpret a primary text through performance. But Packard, too, was at an
institution where sound recording and ethnography would change the face of a discipline.
201
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At the same time that Packard was launching the Vocarium, his colleague Milman Parry,
and later Parry’s student Albert B. Lord, was making his famous recordings of
Yugoslavian folk singers and studying living oral societies. These recordings led to the
groundbreaking realization that the Homeric epics were composed and transmitted orally,
before they were written down. The affordances of sound recording for studying culture
were coming to the fore at these major research institutions, and the technology—and
more specifically access to it—began to reshape disciplines through unlikely disciplinary
crossovers. Perhaps we might call these precursors to contemporary Digital Humanities
methods Mechanical Humanities.

The association between Greet and Rousselot here is more than incidental. Greet was
aware of the work happening in France, and most particularly of Disque Pathé’s support
of the project, which highlighted what he saw as a lack of support by American record
companies. Writing in a published letter to the New York Herald Tribune in 1932, the
year after the Lindsay recordings were made and the same year he recorded Harriet
Monroe,202 Greet expresses frustration:

Outside of the twelve records of the Victor American Speech Series
we have had nothing in America like the enlightened and generous
policy of the Pathé Company in France, which has cooperated so
admirably with the Phonetic Institute of the University of Paris.
There the French government founded Les Archives de la Parole et
du Geste for records and films some six years ago, when French
202
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finances were at their lowest. Even in prosperity we made, and
now make, almost no educational records, and we allow news
films to rot away. It is time something is done to make and
conserve the modern records of our culture. I do the best I can with
my equipment, but it is far beyond my powers.203

Within this quote lies the core of the oppositional founding of the American poetry audio
archive. Greet was aware of the work happening in France by Brunot’s successors at Les
Archives de la Parole and the corporate support for such an endeavor, and this support
was is in stark contrast to what he saw as an indifference towards poetry by the American
labels. He also notes the existence of the first Spanish audio archive, El Archivo de la
Palabra, founded by Spanish philologist and folklorist Ramón Menéndez Pidal. Thus a
discourse network comes into focus, a network that structures the argument of this entire
project. Recordings of poets arose from a struggle for access to sound recording and
distribution channels, and it was in a network of ethnographers, philologists, and
phoneticians—all with an interest in experimenting with language—that these archives
came into being.

Kittler describes a discourse network as “the network of technologies and institutions that
allow a given culture to select, store, and process relevant data,” and this included
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“technologies like that of book printing and the institutions coupled to

it.”204

In a sense,

Greet is simultaneously operating as a part of a transatlantic discourse network of rogue
archiving to borrow a term from Abigail De Kosnik, within the space of scientific
research labs and responding to the lack of publication platforms for the performed poem.
In France, the institutions of scientific research sponsored by major universities and
commercial record companies came together to allow for the recording and distribution
of the poetic authorial voice. In the U.S. context, Greet and Packard recognized that
commercial record companies’ failure to produce recordings of poets (with the generic
caveats noted in Chapter 2) is what formed the network between ethnographers and poets.
The technological demands of sound recording, for poems to be captured before “they are
reduced to print,” transformed the speech labs into publishers. And if they were to
become publishers, they would begin to exercise a kind of editorial curation on the
anthologization of poets’ voices.

When Greet asserts that “all poetry, not only the so-called lyric, exists first as song, in
aural terms,” he is declaring a curatorial principle. This guiding statement derives from
his interest in a free-verse prosody built on musical phrasing rather than traditional verse
forms, a return to Pound’s desire to disentangle poetry from “theory,” the aim of his
collaboration with Rousselot. Once again a relationship between speech and writing,
written score and performed instance, ideological visual form and aurality, langue and
204
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parole is exposed in Greet’s understanding of poetry’s transition from a transcendental,
aural composition to an ossified text. This motion from the fluidity of speech to the fixity
of text is the same fluid dynamic that animated Lord and Parry’s work at Harvard. Parry
was using the same recording technology as Greet and Packard, aluminum transcription
discs, to make his famous recordings of Yugoslavian folk singers, the same that he would
use to unsettle the literary world by showing that the basis of Western literature was
orality: the great Western epics composed by people who would have been called
“illiterates,” with all of the negative valence with which the term was/is used. As I
discussed in the introduction, Gregory Nagy, writing in the wake of Parry and Lord,
described the process of solidification of the Homeric epics. He traces out a path from
what he calls transcript (when the performance of poetry was primary and written as an
account of a particular performance) through script (when the text begins its dominance
of the performance in the sense of guiding it, as a score), through finally, scripture (the
text’s becoming authoritative, as the Word of God).205 In other words, these classicists
historicized the primacy of writing in their historical moment, and Greet was working
within the same theoretical model. If all poetry exists first as song before it is reduced to
print, every poem undergoes its own transition from an oral fluidity through a textual
fixity. But it is within the poet’s bodily process of inscription that the speech is
transmogrified to writing. In contrast to the Homeric cases, where an external scribe
would have been notating a performance in the transcript stage, the poet herself takes the
words that existed first as sound and pins them into a scriptural document that then takes
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on all of the fraught issues of intentionality and authorial intent, even though that
document is already a remediation. If the records could release the song that lies dormant
in the ossified textual object, then the technology of sound recording could walk back the
process of solidification, could render fluid a written poem by moving it from scripture
back to script, a guide for the performance being heard on the record. The importance of
pursuing the archivist-publishers’ ontological understandings of the orality of the poems
is that this understanding shaped the kinds of poetry that were recorded. For Greet and
Hibbitt’s archive, poetry that grappled with the performativity of speech and
foregrounded an anti-assimilationist understanding of identity made the sound recordings
operate simultaneously as dialect recordings and aesthetic objects, as this chapter will
demonstrate.

The Vocarium also reflects Packard’s views on the ontology of the poetic (audio)text.
Packard coined the term “vocarium,” which suggests a place where are voices kept—in
the model of “vivarium” or “aquarium.” Compare this metaphoric habitat with the
understandings of speech recordings in Chapter 2, where Brunot treats his recordings as
scientific specimens or pinned butterflies to be studied in his lab. The metaphor carries
through in Packard’s coinage, suggesting an artificial habitat meant to sustain the life of
the poems so they can be studied through the glass of empiricism and a medically
objectifying gaze. In Packard’s case, the scientific aura of “vocarium” is more of a miseen-scène than it is a reference to the kind of empirical activity that took place in the other
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speech labs. Rather than measuring vowels like Rousselot or comparing dialect sounds
like Greet, Packard was interested in the practice of collecting and preservation. As I will
discuss later in the chapter, Packard had no aspirations to become a literary tastemaker or
critic; in fact, he often based curatorial selections to an opportunistic process of recording
poets who happened to be visiting Harvard. His label provided the empty habitat, and it
was populated with voices that reflected the aesthetic preferences of Harvard’s language
departments of the time, preferences heavily inflected by the New Critics. And so these
recordings are much closer to contemporary understandings of what a literary recording
is.

Finally, these archives cannot be understood outside the roles of these scholars as
linguists and the linguistic politics their work carried, and idea I will explore later in this
chapter. Greet and Hibbitt only possessed the recording equipment necessary to make
recordings of poets because they needed it for the primary purpose of dialect research,
Greet’s on the Gullah language and Hibbitt’s on distinct regional accents in places like
Little Compton, Rhode Island. But they also used their equipment for the prescriptive
application of teaching elocution to Columbia students. Similarly, Packard, who became
the first Professor of Public Speaking at Harvard,206 also used his recording equipment to
train Harvard undergraduates to perform a particular identity through speech sounds.
Packard framed this elocution program for Harvard undergraduates as a way to cure
206
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pathologies of speech. A review of Packard’s program notes that “By far the greatest
portion of Professor Packard’s work is with average men whose ‘social effectiveness’ is
lessened by such habits as cluttering, nasality, and general indistinctness. . . .” It goes on
to describe a voluntary program through which these students could make phonograph
recordings of themselves over time for critique and correction. The review concludes by
announcing that “Newest among the special duties of the public speaking staff is that of
correcting foreign accents—sometimes, unintelligibility—in the speech of refugee
students,” or “refugees from lands of war.”207 The idea of treating “foreign accents” as a
pathology to be cured through Americanization connects Packard’s work with Brunot’s.
While Brunot’s linguistic atlases were used as a way to eradicate dialects through the
teaching of the Parisian dialect known as French, Packard’s program sought the finergrained process of massaging aberrant pronunciations into a homogenous whole. Such a
process would guarantee the “social effectiveness” of the upwardly mobile bourgeoisie
by giving them the ultimate shibboleth for access to the dominant classes: the ability to
mimic their speech sounds.

This juxtaposition of linguistic and aesthetic politics is even starker in the case of The
Speech Lab Recordings. The speech program Greet ran at Columbia was based on similar
elocutionary methodologies of using sound recording as a way to gain an external view of
one’s speech. But it was more holistic in that it was meant for all Columbia
207
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undergraduates. A Time magazine profile on Greet describes the descriptivistprescriptivist oscillations of his work. The 1934 article notes that “each and every
Columbia freshman will be required to make three phonograph records during the year,
by which his speech defects may be corrected.” It goes on to describe that the records
would include an extemporaneous response to a prompt (“How I Spent the Summer”), as
well as the recitation of an aesthetic work, “Grip, the Rat,” which is “packed with words
pronounced differently in different localities.”208 Most fascinating is the phonetic
transcription of an excerpt of the work (poem?) which includes alternative pronunciations
(see Figure 7).

Figure 7: "Grip, the Rat" from "Words & Woids," Time Magazine, August 27, 1934.

The first thing that is striking about “Grip, the Rat” is its similarity to “Schleicher’s
Fable,” the aesthetic work that served as the basis of the Usprache and the reconstruction
208
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of Proto-Indo-European (PIE), discussed in Chapter 1. In this instance, the aesthetic work
(which reads as a sort of sound poem) becomes a device of scientific measurement: on
keywords within the poem (key because of their multivariate, regionally inflected forms,
rather than any notion of semantic meaning), a reader’s degree of lingual normativity is
measured. Why normativity and not just philological description? Greet states the telos of
the overall project: “We want Americans to speak like Americans, not like a cross
between Walter Hampden and an Englishman.”209 The similarities to elocution in the
French context are also striking. Recall the recitation students from the French
countryside were asked to repeat—“Though you may be poor, do not envy another’s
fortune”—and Catherine Bergeron’s comment on the practice: “As the little peasant
learned some advanced syntax, he also learned to know his place.”210 “Grip, the Rat,” “a
fairy tale about a little rodent that shirked its duty,”211 goes on to show “how Grip lost his
life because of his vacillation.”212 One can picture the Columbia students reading this
cautionary tale with a moral describing a kind of Calvinist work ethic and its attendant
intermingling of morality and labor.

As the New York Times obituary on Greet notes, his work with elocution was a far cry
from the descriptive philology of his dialect research: “The idea behind the project was to
make the students ‘speech conscious’ and to uncover the true unadulterated tongue of the
209
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United States from all the twangs, drawls, nasalities, lifts and burrs of the several regional
dialects that Dr. Greet studied. In 1928, he assembled about 100 of his fellow Ph.D.'s on
the Columbia faculty to determine which recorded reading of the tale depicted the true
American tongue. They decided it belonged to a man born and bred in St. Louis.”213
Given this feeling that the “true American tongue” “belonged” to a (presumably white)
man from St. Louis, one gets an idea of the kind of standardization this project of lingual
Americanization was to take and the kinds of “defects” it was meant to correct.

These lingual politics are not distinct from the so-called content of the archives: they are
a dimension of the collections’ forms. As Derrida notes, “The archive always retains the
inscription of the first archivist,”214 and these collections are no exception. It is crucial to
understand the lingual politics of the producers of these archives and how they intertwine
with the politics and poetics of the poets recorded. Greet’s archive is especially
fascinating, as the linguistic backstory of the lab told here does not mesh at all with the
radical aesthetics that were captured as part of the archive. It could also be said that
Greet’s archive leads into the current historical moment in the sense that the poets
recorded have remained of great interest due to their status as antecedents to so-called
Language Poetry—poetry that renders its own materiality visible through reference to the
language that constitutes it. If these poems, especially works by Stein and the dialect
poetry of James Weldon Johnson, can be said to be language-focused, then we must
213
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discuss how they relate to Greet and Hibbitt’s work at large. To be more specific, what
does it mean to record syntactically radical work, such as Stein’s, or nonstandard English,
such as Johnson’s dialect poems, in a lab that functioned, in part, as a driver of linguistic
standardization? And relatedly, if Packard can be said to work at a similar intersection of
corrective elocution and drama, then how does his Vocarium relate to the Speech Lab
Recordings?

Access to the means of sonic reproduction and an interest in experimentation with
language led to the creation of the earliest poetry audio archives. These archives bear the
linguistic politics of their creators, politics shaped around both social philosophies and
understandings of the relationship between writing and speech. Taken together, the
archives form a continuum of sound that spans from the theatricality of The Speech Lab
Recordings through the understated sounds recognized as intellectualism in the
Vocarium. Of course, there are exceptions: Pound’s beyond-theatrical 1939 readings for
the Vocarium, replete with drum, the understated Frost reading in the Speech Lab, etc.
But overall, we might think of a gradient that begins with the anarchive described in
Chapter 2 (the recordings of vaudeville and other monologues not recognized as poetry)
into the theatrical threshold to The Speech Lab Recordings (Johnson and Lindsay), into
the Pound-era Vocarium, and finally terminating with the Confessional sounds of Robert
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Lowell.215

If it is true that theatricality is lost as the twentieth century marches toward the

privileging of understated, academic poetry readings, the style Marit MacArthur terms
“monotonous incantation,” then that turn begins here, or at least becomes audible here.

II. Principles (and Principals) of Inclusion and Exclusion
The Speech Lab Recordings, which spanned from 1931 through the early 1940s,
contained a wide range of poets and aesthetics. The collection included recordings of
Vachel Lindsay, Harriet Monroe, James Weldon Johnson, Gertrude Stein, Edgar Lee
Masters, William Carlos Williams, Mark Van Doren, Edna St. Vincent Millay, T.S. Eliot,
Robert Frost, W.H. Auden, Archibald MacLeish, Alfred Kreymborg, John Gould
Fletcher, Robert Tristram Coffin, Conrad Aiken, George “AE” Russell, Carl Sandburg,
John Crowe Ransom, Leonie Adams, John Malcolm Brinnin, Babette Deutsch, and John
Hall Wheelock.216 I have begun the process of digitizing and making the collection
available as a whole for the first time as part of PennSound.217
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Examining the archival surface of The Speech Lab Recordings reveals a wide breadth of
modernisms: the High-Modernism of Eliot and Harriet Monroe, as well as William
Carlos Williams’ reaction to it; the Afro-Modernism of James Weldon Johnson; the
populist modernism of Edgar Lee Masters, Carl Sandburg, and Vachel Lindsay; and the
proto-postmodernism of Gertrude Stein, to name a few. In many ways, it can be said that
the aesthetics of The Speech Lab Recordings follows from the particular linguistic bent of
the speech research being conducted in the lab. The collection represents a wide-range of
modernisms that take seriously the concept of the vernacular and the way it can be used
to reflect and negotiate power relations. Even with expatriate American authors like Eliot
and Stein as part of its centerpiece, the collection is concerned with what it means to be
and sound American during a period following waves of new immigrant groups of the
nineteenth century. In other words, the aesthetic circumscription of the collection is
related to Greet’s interest in locating the “true” American tongue: how can we hear the
sounds of America as a murmuring collection of poetic voices that import the vernacular
while performing an elocutionary mastery of language?

It is worth pausing here to note that Greet was the editor of the journal American Speech,
the first journal dedicated to the study of American English. The idea for this journal,
which was meant to appeal to a general audience, came from H.L. Mencken, and
Mencken recruited the great linguist Dr. Louise Pound to be its first editor. Pound was
one of the first linguists to study American English and its dialects in their own right,
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rather than as relative to a proper British English. She believed that the descriptive study
of linguistic patterns needed to include the study of literature, and as a result, she also
published important works on Whitman and the ballad form. The first issue of American
Speech, published in 1925, includes the following statement of curation: “AMERICAN
SPEECH is interested in material dealing with current usages, speech in the schools,
phenomena of vocabulary, pronunciation, lore of place-names, studies in style, studies in
local dialect, discussion of slang, special scientific and other nomenclatures, and nonEnglish languages in North America.”218 What better statement of poetics for The Speech
Lab Recordings?

Pound’s description of American Speech sounds like a description of American speech,
or the state of American poetry. She notes of the journal’s founding, in a retrospective
curated by Greet, “In the linguistic field, the colloquial and the sub-standard have place
as well as the standard, and valuable contributions may come from outside colleges and
universities.”219 Pound’s comments interact directly with the classic agon of the roles of
the demotic and the hieratic in poetry. One of Modernism’s key interventions was to
highlight non-standard forms and introduce the speech sounds of varying peoples into the
archive, moving beyond the sonnet qua sonnet and the view of poetry as an inaccessible
high art of the upper classes. But in furthering her recollection of the founding of
American Speech, Pound moves beyond notions of high and low, those that have been so
218
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well-tread in discussions of the poetry of the period, into a more nuanced understanding:
“When we launched [American Speech], it was difficult, for a time, to persuade the
public that our new magazine was not to be another dealing with ‘Better English’ or
‘Correct English’ or what used to be called ‘Elocution,’ but was to be philological.”220
Prescriptivism vs. philology: the same dynamics that animated the creation of the
European speech lab archives here resurface in the American context. And this push-pull
shaped the aesthetics of the first poetry audio archives in America, as well as their
application and use.

When Greet assumed editorship of the journal from Pound and Kemp Malone in 1932,
the same year he published his polemic on the Lindsay recordings and American record
labels’ failure to support poetry, he was working in the Emersonian/Whitmanian line of
linguistic thought imported into linguistics by Louise Pound (who remained a regular
contributor to the journal throughout her life). Put another way, the selection of poets to
be included in the archive was meant to highlight a multivariate America best
exemplified by the murmuring voices of a diverse populace, even if the diversity of the
poets included in the series leaves something to be desired. Writing was both
subordinated to speech and seen as a sound technology to represent a transcendent
audiotext—in other words, these recordings revealed that paper, for Greet and Hibbitt,
was a sound recording medium to be used in the absence of phonography. Given that the
primary distribution channel for language was text, it was necessary to down-convert the
220
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sonic cadences of speech to a lossy

encoding schema--to reduce to print. A point I will

return to is that the American poetry audio archive, forged in the sputtering and drawling
fires of linguistics, is shaped by the idea that many of the poems included in the series are
themselves dialect recordings; they seek to capture and represent, philologically, an
increasingly diverse America with a panoply of speech sounds.

The most logical and obvious way to make this point would be to go to the William
Carlos Williams recordings made for the series (though they occur relatively late in the
series, recorded in 1942).222 It is well understood that Williams’ primary interest in his
poetics was the development of a distinctly American idiom. But I would argue that the
key figures in The Speech Lab Recordings, those who best exemplify the archive’s
interest in the introduction of vernacular (arts) into the poetic record, are James Weldon
Johnson, Edgar Lee Masters, and Gertrude Stein. I would also include Vachel Lindsay
here and will return to him in the next section. Specifically, Masters’ recordings from The
Spoon River Anthology and The New Spoon River mark a form of dialect recordings
wherein Masters ventriloquizes the various voices that make up a fictitious rural town.
Similarly, Johnson’s opting to read some of his dialect poems in the series, returning to
the practice of writing dialect after he had renounced it, raises the fascinating question of
221
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what it means for Johnson to read dialect in a lab that was in part philological though
haunted by prescriptivist elocution. Stein’s portraits and her readings from The Making of
Americans offer a circular encounter with alternative syntaxes, which could be said to be
a Steinian dialect. For each of these poets, a self-aware language looks back upon itself
with the scopophilic gaze of the ethnographer, the same cold stare utilized by the French
phoneticians. Let’s take a look.

Edgar Lee Masters (1868-1950) visited the Speech Lab on March 16, 1934, and read a
wide range of poems that spanned several collections and phases of his career.223 In a
letter to Masters in preparation for his visit, Hibbitt provides a list of poems that the
department would like to have Masters read and requests that Masters provide “a
dissertation” on some of the poems. In particular, Hibbitt requests that Masters explicate
“The Hill,” the opening poem of Masters’ famous Spoon River Anthology, and then goes
on to enumerate a long list of poems from The Spoon River Anthology that he hopes
Masters will read for the archive (Figure 8).224
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Figure 8: Letter from George W. Hibbitt to Edgar Lee Masters

I include an image of the letter from Hibbitt to Masters because the list of poems, each
titled after a persona inhabiting Spoon River, resembles the lists of human subjects
invited to the Speech Lab to contribute dialect samples. In fact, in the Columbia cardcatalog drawer where records of the poetry recordings are kept interspersed with those of
the myriad dialect samples the lab recorded, this point is made even more palpable: while
the speech scientists running the lab did not consider the poets themselves to be human
subjects, they selected poets whose work sat apposite the lived speech of a diverse
American populace.

Masters’ reading of “The Hill” is illustrative of a particular view of ethnographers of the
time in that it utilizes a wistful, sentimental tone in its description of a people it regards as
endangered, in this case the rural people of Spoon River, figured as deceased but
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murmuring their identities in posthumous recollection. The text of the poem opens with a
question that frames the work’s call-and-response reprise:

Where are Elmer, Herman, Bert, Tom and Charley,
The weak of will, the strong of arm, the clown, the boozer, the fighter?
All, all are sleeping on the hill.
One passed in a fever,
One was burned in a mine,
One was killed in a brawl,
One died in a jail,
One fell from a bridge toiling for children and wife —
All, all are sleeping, sleeping, sleeping on the hill.225

In this brief stanza, inhabitants of the town (based on real people) are given Homeric
epithets as epitaphs, some, like “the fighter” bordering on “swift-footed Achilles” and
others, like “the boozer” seeming to suggest a kind of mock epic figure. The subsequent
lines, delineating how each figure perished, could each be a summary of a Robert W.
Service poem, a folk history of everyday citizens raised to the level of folk hero. The
poems dedicated to each citizen of Spoon River are written in an elevated standard
English. That’s what is so remarkable about these recordings: we can hear Masters’
Illinois accent, even if he doesn’t theatrically “do” different voices, which localizes the
poems in a way that the written texts do not. Masters eschews a James Whitcomb Riley
style of dialect poetry, which always risks burlesquing a people, but at the same time,
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loses the regional particularity (at least at the level of form) that the poems reach for. It is
only in the recordings that a dialogic balance is struck. Thus the recordings function as a
kind of dialect recording. Masters performs a poetic biographical reading of each figure,
in the same way that Greet’s dialect recordings included subjects giving statements of
biography (as in where their parents were born, in order to aid in locating dialect
morphology). As each poem is figured as a poetic epigraph, they are written in the past
tense. For example, Fiddler Jones says “I ended up with forty acres;/ I ended up with a
broken fiddle—/ And a broken laugh, and a thousand memories,/ And not a single
regret.”226 Jones’ narration of how he “ended up” marks a retrospective gaze from the
other side of extinction—the same kind of linguistic extinction ethnographers feared and
which they sought to combat with sound recording technology. And so the first strand
that binds the aesthetics of The Speech Lab Recordings is a focus on a kind of
ethnopoetics that allows the poets to register the sounds and identities of localities, while
also meta-referentially engaging with the idea of poetry as preservation (of presence, of
the voice, of place). The poet and the archivist have both come down with a case of mal
d’archive: “a compulsive, repetitive, and nostalgic desire for the archive, an irrepressible
desire to return to the origin, a homesickness, a nostalgia for the return to the most
archaic place of absolute commencement.”227
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Apposite to Masters’ recordings are those of James Weldon Johnson, which may be the
most important recordings for historicizing the aesthetic valence of the archive. Johnson’s
recording on Christmas Eve of 1935 showcases a spectacular range of his poetry, from
his early dialect poetry through the famous sermon-poems of God’s Trombones.228 The
selection of poems is crucial for a number of reasons. First, Johnson’s poems (paired with
Lindsay’s) mark the threshold (seuil), or perhaps interface, between the academic poetry
audio archive and that of its theatrical anarchive. Johnson’s role as a composer and
lyricist for Tin Pan Alley links his poetics to popular songs of the time and highlights the
fault lines between vocal arts recognized as poetry and those that are not, as discussed in
Chapter 2. Thus we could say that the politics and poetics of Johnson’s work is a kind of
Brechtian aesthetic of redirecting popular forms toward political ends, using the
absorptive powers of folk forms to transmit messages that would have otherwise been
seen as threatening to the status quo. In The Speech Lab Recordings, the precipice
between theatre and poetry is most audible in Johnson’s performance of “Brothers—
American Drama,”229 a pastiche of a Shakespearean tragedy, written in blank verse, that
depicts a lynching. In a dialogue between “The Mob,” a collective that functions as an
inverted Greek chorus, presenting the collective immorality of the Jim Crow South, and
“The Victim,” an eloquent black man whose erudite words are met with violence,
Johnson stakes out a ground that is at once theatrical, literary, and didactic. His reading of
228
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the work is particularly chilling, as he narrates the lynching through the words of the Mob
with a cold, clinical precision, a frenzy desiccated and presented with the detached
objectification of modernist aesthetics. His varied use of expression and theatrical reading
(which at times borders on the sermonic) provides the same disentangling from theory
Pound sought out in speech labs, in that the blank verse of the text transforms into a
particularized instantiation in speech, moving the visual prosody of the page squarely into
a political (rather than sonic) deployment; like Claude McKay in his famous sonnet “If
We Must Die,” Johnson knowingly appropriates the European sonnet form and ironically
uses it to target his oppressors. If Greet and Hibbitt were looking for works that were
“reduced to print,” one can see immediately why this dimension of Johnson’s work
would be appealing to them. At the same time, it carried the kind of literary cultural
capital that would make it appropriate for pedagogical purposes.

Secondly, Johnson’s reading of poems from God’s Trombones is the best example of the
entwinement of linguistic preservationism and poetry, as these poems are explicitly
dialect recordings, originally scored to paper and here remediated to sound. In the preface
to God’s Trombones, Johnson writes that “[t]he old-time Negro is rapidly passing” and
that in these poems, Johnson has “tried sincerely to fix something of him.”230 Here we reencounter the specter of extinction, both of language and of a community role. Writing,
then, is used for its abilities as a storage technology, one to admit voices into an archive,
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anticipating a time when only this representation will exist as a kind of simulacrum of a
bygone era, what Jed Rasula might call an American poetry wax museum. But prose
alone would not be good enough for such a preservation, as the writing needed to capture
the speech sounds of the preachers—it needed to function as a dialect recording scored to
the printed page. As such, Johnson adapted the formal dimensions of poetry to function
as a score for performance. He provides a kind of instruction manual for the
reconstitution of the language that had been reduced to text: “The tempos of the preacher
I have endeavored to indicate by the line arrangement of the poems, and a certain sort of
pause that is marked by a quick intaking and an audible expulsion of breath I have
indicated by dashes.”231 Johnson takes on the role of the ethnographer, as he attempts not
to capture the general gestalt of the sermons, but their lived, material manifestation as
utterances emanated from a breathing body. We are reminded of Rousselot’s and
Brunot’s attempts to visualize poetry as understood as an embodied process of vocal
production.

Johnson may have written these sermon poems in 1927 assuming that he would not have
access to sound recording equipment and thus that the paper would serve as the highest
fidelity form available to him. When he visits the speech lab in 1934, Johnson had the
opportunity, for the first time, to preserve his imagination of the speech sounds of the
early twentieth-century African American preachers. What’s so striking about these
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performances is that Johnson remains true to his score. For example, let’s look at the first
lines of “Go Down, Death,” modeled on the African American spiritual “Go Down,
Moses”:

Weep not, weep not,
She is not dead;
She’s resting in the bosom of Jesus.
Heart-broken husband--weep no more;
Grief-stricken son--weep no more;
Left-lonesome daughter --weep no more;
She only just gone home.232

Listening to Johnson’s performance in the Speech Lab alongside the text, we can hear
Johnson’s fidelity to the page, but it becomes apparent that the sermon is lineated based
on utterances that are intertwined with grammatical punctuation (pausing at commas or
semicolons, as we would when reading prose).233 Even though Johnson points us toward
these minute mechanics of how he captured sound, the real preservation taking place in
the work is the dynamic with which Johnson performs the salutatory sermon. We can
hear him crescendo up toward his mimetic bellowing of “Call Death!” and then
diminuendo back toward a conciliatory register. These pitch dynamics of the sermon are
the object of the preservation, that which must be preserved against the effacing passing
of time. The content of the sermon is interesting in that, like the vocal recordings
discussed in Chapter 2, it is a version, an inscribed instantiation of an oral work, one that
232
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would never take the same form twice. See, for example, how the text references a
particular locality and name of the deceased:

And God said: Go down, Death, go down,
Go down to Savannah, Georgia,
Down in Yamacraw,
And find Sister Caroline.234

This same sermon could have been given in any city and about any person, but Johnson
here performs a version about a girl named Caroline from a section of Savannah,
Georgia. While the two works have completely different aims, we may recall here the
orality of Cal Stewart’s burlesqued sermon, replete with interchangeable preacher names
and remixed subsections. I make this point to foreground the orality of Johnson’s work,
one that is lost when the sermon-poem is understood as writing. The recitation of the
work within the Speech Lab doesn’t just reanimate a work that is “reduced to print”; it
reifies the particularity of this representation of the “Go Down, Death” sermon and offers
it up as a dialect recording to contribute to linguistic study.

While these poems function as linguistic preservations of a particular way of speaking,
Johnson emphasizes that they are not written in dialect, at least not in the sense of a
traditional dialect poem, as understood by his earlier work in the vein of Dunbar and
Riley. One of his reasons for not writing the poems in a phonetic representation of
234
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demotic speech is that the preachers themselves eschewed everyday speech in favor of
the (literally) hieratic. He writes:

The old-time Negro preachers, though they actually used
dialect in their ordinary intercourse, stepped out from its
narrow confines when they preached. They were all
saturated with the sublime phraseology of the Hebrew
prophets and steeped in the idioms of King James English,
so when they preached and warmed to their work they
spoke another language, a language far removed from
traditional Negro dialect. It was really a fusion of Negro
idioms with Bible English; and in this there may have been,
after all, some kinship with the innate grandiloquence of
their old African tongues. To place in the mouths of the
talented old-time Negro preachers a language that is a
literary imitation of Mississippi cotton-field dialect is sheer
burlesque.235

And so Johnson presents a crucial disambiguation between dialect used to create
atmospherics and a kind of documentary poetics that strives for a verisimilitude to speech
sounds with the distanced ear of an ethnographer.

Even if the sermons themselves can be said to be absorptive, the poet-ethnographer must
listen with an objectifying distance so as to write sound, in much the way Rousselot did.
Johnson was also aware of the fine-grained nuance of different registers of language and
the power structures they reinforced. He refers to the preachers’ speech as a language
235
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(with the full political weight of differentiating language from dialect). One thing he does
not explicitly say, though, is that the use of the hieratic over the demotic is a performance
of authority: the preachers could be said to retain their authority over their congregations
by speaking a language meant to be of a higher order than the people’s dialect. The fact
the preachers spoke dialect in their everyday affairs means that the recordings made in
the speech lab were ahead of their time; they understand phonetics not as an absolute
correlation with a unified (Romantic) self, but rather as a performance that derives its
form from context, touching on issues such as code-switching, which would animate the
next generation of dialectology (with scholars such as William Labov). The preacher’s
use of an elevated dialect with the congregation, also creates the same pivot between
philology and elocution as in the archive. While Johnson documents, philologically, the
dialect of the preachers, the preachers perform a kind of prescriptive elocution that marks
their authority over the lay congregation. Compare this with the elocutionary methods
used to train the aspiring bourgeoisie at Columbia and Harvard to claim their social
positions via the mastery of speech. So Johnson’s primary reason for his eschewal of
dialect highlights the fact that he thought of his poetry as ethnography, and this kind of
ethnopoetics is what makes him so emblematic of the aesthetic valence of The Lab
Recordings.

The final reason the Johnson recordings are so important for defining The Speech Lab
Recordings is because of Johnson’s choice to read dialect poems, in the traditional sense,
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in a lab meant for the study of dialects. To return momentarily to God’s Trombones, the
second reason Johnson gave for not rendering the preachers’ voices in dialect is his
anticipation of dialect’s reception by primarily white audiences of the time. He writes:

although the dialect is the exact instrument for voicing
certain traditional phases of Negro life, it is, and perhaps by
that very exactness, a quite limited instrument. Indeed, it is
an instrument with but two complete stops, pathos and
humor. This limitation is not due to any defect of the
dialect as dialect, but to the mould of convention in which
Negro dialect in the United States has been set, to the fixing
effects of its long association with the Negro only as a
happy-go-lucky or a forlorn figure.236

It’s not just the case that dialect would detract from his attempt at lingual realism;
Johnson felt at the time that African American dialect poetry had, sadly, fully run its
course and unequivocally declares its death: “The passing of dialect as a medium for
Negro poetry will be an actual loss, for in it many beautiful things can be done, and done
best; however, in my opinion, traditional Negro dialect as a form for Aframerican poets
is absolutely dead.” (Perhaps “Go Down, Death” could be read as a metapoetic funeral
sermon for the art of writing dialect poetry.) Before returning the interesting aspect of
Johnson’s renouncing his renunciation of dialect poetry, it’s worth noting why he walked
away from it. As I discussed in Chapter 2, African American dialect poetry around the
turn of the century was vexed by associations with minstrelsy and the plantation tradition
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(a dynamic best discussed by Jean

Wagner237).

It can be said that Johnson’s two full stops

correlate with these crosswinds: humor with minstrelsy, pathos with the plantation
tradition that depicted African Americans as nostalgic and wistful for the days of slavery.
These also correlate, respectively, with Johnson’s use of “happy-go-lucky” and “forlorn.”
But Johnson reaffirmed the value of dialect poetry in his introduction to Sterling A.
Brown’s 1932 Southern Road: “Mr. Brown’s work is not only fine, it is also unique. He
began writing just after the Negro poets had generally discarded conventionalized dialect,
with its minstrel traditions of Negro life…He infused poetry with genuine characteristic
flavor by adopting as his medium the common, racy, living speech of the Negro in certain
phases of real life.”238 And so Brown is credited with having made a more accurate
dialect recording than had been made before him, to have performed a poet-mediated (vs.
machine-mediated) ethnography as wrought through an aesthetic object. Three years
later, in the Speech Lab, Johnson would seek to do the same.

Johnson reads three dialect poems in the dialect lab: “Ma Lady’s Lips Am Like De
Honey,” “Answer to Prayer,” and “Sence You Went Away.”239 In this space that is
dedicated to the descriptive study of dialects and also to the prescriptive and careeraspirational space of elocution, he prefaces his reading of “Sence You Went Away” by
describing it as “a little Negro dialect poem.” This diminutive descriptor downplays the
complex dynamic taking place in the reading. If one accepts the highly absorptive rhythm
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of this poem (which was originally accompanied by music), it feels like a wistful, bluesinflected song of loss, the kind of poem Johnson might have associated with “pathos” or
the state of being “forlorn.” But the ethnographic framing of the Speech Lab, paired with
the linguists’ interest in distributing the recordings for pedagogical purposes, shift the
meanings of the poem. For one, the bending of the front-vowel sound from “since” to
“sence,” the kind of slight regional variation the lab was interested in, does not just serve
as a dialectic mise-en-scene. It creates a Derridean slippage in which the word takes on a
polysemy with the valences of “since” and “sense.” A listener is asked to hear this pivot
as a simultaneous descriptor of time (since) and as a direct address to the subject’s mental
stability (“sense, you went away”). Of course, such lingual slippages always occur in
poems, the sonic phenomenon Garrett Stewart refers to as phonotextuality.240 But if
Johnson’s concerns were with audiences adopting a reductive view of black dialect
poetry, what better way to assert the aesthetic complexity of the craft than to read such
poems in a lab meant for serious linguistic study and with an avenue toward poetic
education in curricula? At the same time, the aesthetic distance offered through the
scientific charge of the lab (the same kind of absorption-resistive processes sought by
Rousselot) demands that the listener carefully consider the sonic cadences of the spoken
language that constitutes the poem. To listen to the recordings in the way Greet or Hibbitt
might is to hear linguistic variation as an intrinsic dimension of the poem’s form, one that
does not lose cultural capital through the ham-handed generic classification of “dialect
poem.” This poem raises one of the contradictions endemic to the Speech Lab: how do
240
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we reconcile the Lab’s study of linguistic variance with its attempts to flatten variation
through elocution? For now, I want to make the point that Johnson saw his poetry as a
form of linguistic study and preservation, as an ethnographer. The poet’s own speech was
not the object of study in the lab; the poet and ethnographers stood on the same side of
the lens and performed language experiments to advance our understanding of speech.
Johnson here is the poet-speech scientist.

No poet of the time performed more language experiments than Gertrude Stein. She is a
primary example of Greet and Hibbitt’s interest in poetry that could be said to
foreshadow Language Poetry, work preoccupied with its own materiality and metaexploration through anti-absorptive techniques. Stein’s work to drive a wedge into the
linkage between signifier and signified can be heard in these recordings, subsequently
made famous by Caedmon Records’ release of them, as constructive rather than
deconstructive. In other words, Stein offers her poems as examples as alternative
syntaxes, rather than as an attack on sense, in the Dadaist manner. She most clearly states
this in a comment appended to her reading of excerpts from The Making of Americans.
Stein describes the work as “an effort to make clear just what I felt about the whole world
and how it talked.”241 It’s hard to think a more cogent research statement for the kind of
work being done by the linguists. These comments, which had been inaccessible until the
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time I made the master recordings of Stein’s Speech Lab session available within
PennSound, cast a completely different light on the kind of work she is doing with her
poetry.

Hearing Stein’s repetitions and syntactic helices as scientific linguistic research follows
from her time studying psychology with William James at Harvard. In an article titled
“Gertrude Stein in the Psychology Laboratory,” Michael J. Hoffman credits Stein’s
experiments in James’ lab as forming the basis of her work, including The Making of
Americans. Hoffman discusses her lab experiments on Harvard students involving on
automatic writing (though only glosses on the relationship of these experiments with
Surrealist aesthetics), and concludes that “Gertrude Stein's deterministic theories of
personality had, if not their beginnings, then certainly a great part of their development in
William James' laboratory. Her concepts of consciousness and the deterministic type, the
two pillars of her theory of personality, were developed long before she began to publish
fictional constructs of her ideas.”242 In today’s academic disciplines, then, we might
categorize Stein’s writings as psycholinguistics, or how the brain processes and perceives
language (a field apposite to psychoacoustics, which focuses on many of the same
questions raised by Rousselot and the experimental phoneticians). Linguists working in
this field use a mix of human subjects experiments (like Greet) and the visualization of
speech (like Rousselot) to apprehend the relationship between the physical phenomena of
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speech (understood as measurable acoustic dynamics) and their complex relationship to
meaning-making. Stein’s visit to the Speech Lab highlights her work as a contribution to
these fields. In an excerpt from The Making of Americans, Stein reads, “Sometimes I like
that different ways of emphasizing can make very different meanings in a phrase or
sentence I have made and am rereading. Always in writing it is in me only one thing. A
little I like it. Sometimes there can be very different ways of reading the thing I have been
writing with only one feeling of a meaning.”243 Choosing to read this excerpt from such a
massive work suggests an awareness of the significance of reading her work in the lab:
Stein returns to the scientific backdrop Hoffman claims forged her aesthetic. And her
recordings here function both as dialect recordings of alternative syntaxes and also as
research statements on psycholinguistics, a stark difference from the kinds of recordings
made as part of the Vocarium.

Before moving onto a brief survey of the Vocarium, I would note that the kinds of poetic
ethnographies that form The Speech Lab Recordings are not devoid of the problematic
aspects of scientific ethnography. This is to say that discussing their scientific value is not
purely laudatory. Vachel Lindsay’s infamous “The Congo” is subtitled “A Study of the
Negro Race,” and it is ordered as an anthropological survey, with sections such as “I.
Their Basic Savagery,” “II. Their Irrepressible High Spirits,” and “III. The Hope of Their
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Religion.” One hears the echoes of nineteenth century anthropologists who sought to
distinguish the “civilized” from the “primitive” or “savage.” The work is most often
spoken about for how its haunting rhythms tie in with primitivist imagery, rather than its
science-report shape. While Lindsay is not mentioned in Michael Golston’s Rhythm and
Race in Modernist Poetry and Science, the links between scientific attempts to study
rhythm as epiphenomenal of race and ethnicity could not be more relevant to Lindsay’s
work. Golston notes that,

the ‘physiological fallacy’ of the period linked poetic
rhythm explicitly to bodily systems (pulse, heartbeat,
respiratory rates, metabolic ‘tempos,’ etc.) that are
understood to inscribe racial, national, and cultural
identities. Thus while everyone knows that ‘heartbeats
recur regularly in the chest,’ scientists of the period held
that a black African person’s heartbeats recur at different
intervals than those of a Native American, whose heart
beats to a different tempo than a white European’s—that,
ultimately, the difference between a German and a French
pulse could be measured and registered—and that hence
these difference ‘peoples’ ‘naturally’ generate and respond
to different aesthetic rhythms.244

Golston’s description of the scientific work of the time ties more into the brand of
phonetics Rousselot pioneered. (Rousselot is featured prominently in Golston’s text.) But
it also applies to the intertwining of rhythm and faux science in “The Congo.” In many
ways, “The Congo” could be said to be a point of departure for The Speech Lab
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Recordings, as this was one of the poems Lindsay recorded and had rejected by Victor.
Greet refers to the Lindsay of “The Congo” as “[t]he merry buffoon, in amazing metrics
and with humane sympathy and insight.”245 In short, Lindsay’s vaudeville burlesque in
the poem is not just of African peoples, but also of the institution of science of the period.
In a completely different fashion, he, like James Weldon Johnson, stands at the archive’s
precipices to both ethnographic documentation and the popular stage.

This exploration of Masters, Johnson, and Stein highlights that The Speech Lab
Recordings was shaped by Greet and Hibbitt’s phonotextual philosophy: that poetry is
crafted from spoken linguistic materials, from sound, primarily. In many ways, it puts
forth a sonically organized revisionist literary history. Packard was more influenced by
poetry as a written institution, one that could be interpreted and enhanced through
dramatic readings. His archive demonstrates more of an interest in the institution of
poetry than the language that makes it up. This is a subtle yet important point: the
archives start from the similarity of being founded by professors of speech and diverge
based on the particular phonotextual understandings of the collections’ respective
producers.

The history of the Harvard Vocarium is complicated by its affiliation with multiple
institutions and the overloading of the name, which can reference the record label, the set
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of poetry recordings that were made but never sold through the label, and the recordings
commissioned by the Woodberry Poetry Room during the later period of the Vocarium.
For the purposes of this study, I will aim to offer a brief sketch of the recordings made for
distribution during the 1930s and ‘40s, even though the Vocarium as a label ran from
1932 through 1955. This is because during the later period of the Vocarium, where
recordings are fairly enmeshed with happenings at the Woodberry Poetry Room, external
recording studios and recording to tape bring us into a new era of recorded poetry, one
that follows the period of amateur invention being discussed here. (For more on the later
Vocarium, see Christina Davis’ fascinating study on Steve Fassett and his Boston
recording studio where many famous poetry and jazz recordings were made including
recordings of Sylvia Plath.246) While Greet and Hibbitt repurposed their dialect recording
equipment to record poets, Frederick C. Packard’s approach to making poetry recordings
is best described by his granddaughter Josephine Packard as “opportunistic.”247 In 1928,
the same year that Packard arrived at Harvard as Assistant Professor of Public Speaking
(a role that Matthew Rubery notes no longer exists as such but would be understood
under the contemporary category of Rhetoric), an educational film service was created at
Harvard to allow faculty to make educational recordings at no cost to them.248
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Packard, like Greet, felt that American record labels had ignored poetic performance as a
genre and sought to fill the gap with his own recording agenda. Unlike Greet, whose
serendipitous encounter with Lindsay led to the founding of The Contemporary Poets
Series records, Packard planned the best way to make a splash with his new initiative by
getting a big name to initiate it. That name ended up being T.S. Eliot, who happened to
be in residence at Harvard during his Charles Eliot Norton Professorship in 1932.
Packard recorded Eliot, presumably in the free film studio, and announced the recordings
as the first in his series the next year. Oddly enough, Josephine Packard’s excellent
bibliography of the Vocarium shows that no new recordings were produced for the label
until 1939, when Packard made the famous recordings of Ezra Pound (almost thirty years
after Pound’s visit to Rousselot and on the eve of his infamous radio speeches). Thus,
while the most fertile years of The Speech Lab Recordings were progressing, the
Vocarium label was just getting started, and it did so with the hieratic intonations of the
priests of High Modernism.

This leads us into the principle of curation for the Vocarium label. Unlike Greet and
Hibbitt, whose phonotextual philosophy and call to readers of American Speech lent a
kind of guiding principle to their series, the economic model at Harvard only allowed
Packard to record poets who happened to be on campus for other events. According to
Josephine Packard’s bibliography, the major poets recorded during the period between
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Eliot’s 1932 recordings and cessation of the Vocarium label in 1955 included Eliot,
Pound, Robert Tristram Coffin, Robert Hillyer, John Holmes, David McCord, W.H.
Auden, George Barker, Richard Eberhart, John Gould Fletcher, Oliver St. Gogarty,
Gerard Manley Hopkins, Robinson Jeffers, Theodore Spencer, Loyd Haberly,
Christopher Lafarge, George Abbe, John Malcolm Brinnin, Denis Devlin, Paul Engle
(who founded the Iowa Writers Workshop), Robert Francis, Horace Gregory, Marianne
Moore, David Morton, Muriel Rukeyser, May Sarton, Ridgely Torrence, Robert Penn
Warren, Marya Zaturenska, Harold Trowbridge Pulsifer, Tennessee Williams, Randall
Jarrell, Robert Lowell, Elizabeth Bishop, Archibald MacLeish, Lennox Robinson,
Theodore Roethke, Stephen Spender, E.J. Pratt, Edith Sitwell, Osbert Sitwell, Merrill
Moore, Louis MacNeice, and Percy MacKaye. What a difference from the Columbia
professors’ aesthetic sensibilities!

While some poets recorded for the Vocarium were also recorded at Columbia—Eliot,
Fletcher, Coffin, MacLeish, Auden—and some of the poets fit the aesthetic mold of the
Speech Lab—Marianne Moore, Rukeyser—this comparative view says more about the
aesthetic preferences across Harvard than it does Packard’s personal preferences. For
example, Christina Davis speculates that the concentration of Irish and English
modernists recorded could stem from the preferences of Woodberry Poetry Room curator
Jack Sweeney and his wife, the noted Irish folklorist Máire MacNeill Sweeney. Sweeney
took over stewardship of the Woodberry Poetry Room and oversaw its move from
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Weidner Library to Lamont Library, where it was outfitted with record listening booths
for poetry, folk recordings, and other materials. Around the time of the Sweeneys’
marriage (1949), one sees a concentration of Irish and English recordings that bolsters
Davis’ claim: Stephen Spender, Louis MacNeice, the Sitwells, et al. Another
concentration is of poets associated with the Fugitive Poets and the Agrarian Poets: John
Gould Fletcher, Robert Penn Warren, John Crowe Ransom, and Merrill Moore. More
important than an aesthetic preference, these poets point the direction toward two
dominant institutions of the time: the New Criticism and the founders of the national
poetry audio archive (the Library of Congress’ Archive of Recorded Poetry and
Literature, founded in 1943).

Packard’s description of the Vocarium’s poetry recordings as a “study aid in the
appreciation of literature” suggests sympathy with a New Critical view of seeing the
written poem as a complete object, the “well-wrought urn,” to be plumbed and solved. In
this model, the audio recordings become microscopes with which to inspect the
unblemished surface of the urn. This understanding of the ontology and teleology of
sound recordings remains prevalent to this day and gives rise to the condition Bernstein
critiques in Close Listening. Greet’s view on primacy of sound takes on a particularly
radical resonance in comparison to the relatively chaste telos of “study aid.” This is not to
detract from Packard’s important work, but to illustrate that the Vocarium was shaped by
the academic literary currents of the time, and Packard’s “opportunism” in recording
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poets who happened to be invited to Harvard aligned the Vocarium closely with
dominant poetry institutions.

The reason for Packard’s lack of strong editorial intent might be traced to two factors: his
training as a dramatist and lack of interest in literary criticism, and the economic model
of the Vocarium. The New York Times’ obituary of Packard notes that he was a student of
Drama at Harvard and studied with George Pierce Baker, who eventually founded Yale’s
School of Drama. He was part of Baker’s “47” workshop on playwriting and
performance. Afterwards, he worked as an actor and established a drama workshop at
Dartmouth and would appear on radio and television performing readings of Dickens in
full costume.249 Another article describes Packard’s interest in poetry recordings as a
“hobby,” as he had always been “hipped” to vocal performances: “because of one man’s
hobby, it is possible to listen to poems as well as read them.”250 And Packard’s wife was
a scholar of Scottish border ballads, and would perform poetry on the radio. Josephine
Packard confirms in an interview that her grandfather was not a literary scholar or critic;
rather, he was drawn to performance and its affordances.251 Unlike Greet, whose archive
retained a portal to vaudeville and Tin Pan Alley stages, Packard’s sensibilities aligned
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with literary drama. (He claims to be the first to have recorded an entire play, Moliére’s
L’école des femmes, performed by Louis Jouvet252.)

The economics of the Vocarium are perhaps its greatest aesthetic determinant. While
Greet set out to battle the record companies for ignoring poetry, Packard sought to fill a
gap in the market. Greet lined up support for his venture through the National Council of
Teachers of English (NCTE), American Speech, and Columbia’s library. Packard had to
go it alone. As a result, the Vocarium was itself a commercial enterprise that needed to
bring in funds in order to keep up its operation. While Packard could record for free, first
through the educational film services at Harvard and later through his own recording
device that was located in Harvard’s Memorial Chapel, the production and distribution of
copies of the records could cost as much as $1,000 per batch (or at least $12,000 in
today’s money).253 As such, the Vocarium’s economic model was to produce a record
and wait to sell enough copies of it to finance the next one: in other words, living record
to record. Packard provides the example that “it was a full year after the Sitwells recorded
discs for us before enough profit from the sales of other discs had accumulated to make it
possible to produce them.”254 In addition to “profits from record sales,” the funding for
the Vocarium came from “loans and grants from the artists themselves, and donations
from other individuals.”255 Another source of income was corporate sponsorship. Unlike
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Disque Pathé’s support of Brunot’s editorial preferences or Greet’s oppositional poetics,
corporate funding shaped some of the releases of the Vocarium. Packard explained that
“As Harvard does not feel it can spend so much money on this project, subsidies are
needed to make the production of records possible. As an example, Carnegie Corporation
suggested and then subsidized two albums of 10 records each in Latin.”256 These
complex inter-institutional dynamics highlight the gradations of interaction between
actors in the poetry audio discourse network and how these dynamics shape the archive
of poetry audio that exists today.

Before moving on to discuss the tension between philology and elocution in these
archives, it is important to note that the Speech Lab and Harvard recorded more than just
poetry. Christina Davis writes that Packard’s recordings outside the Vocarium “included
everything from surgeries to Shakespeare, Haitian-Creole ritual performances to
Japanese-language lessons, experimental radio plays to Scottish border-ballads. In
addition to the pioneering poetry-specific discs that Packard made (among them, the
earliest recordings of T. S. Eliot, Robert Lowell, Elizabeth Bishop, Tennessee Williams,
Vladimir Nabokov, Marianne Moore, et al.), these surveys have revealed a curious
predilection for collecting and recording folk music.”257 Greet’s library of transcription
discs is capacious, including many recordings of political speeches from the radio and
alumni events at Columbia. Both were interested in creating a kind of time capsule to
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document and preserve in the face of temporal loss. For the purposes of this study, it is
crucial to see the recordings recognized as poetry alongside these varying sonic genres. It
makes it clear that recordings of poets are shaped by aural generic conventions as much
as by any notion of the poem itself, or even the reading style in literary circles and
scenes.

For example, listening to Pound’s booming 1939 Vocarium performance doesn’t just
reveal his admiration for Yeats (in the kind of pseudo-brogue he performs), but also the
sounds and cadences of Marinetti and the political radio speech. Pounds performances
can be compared to Marinetti’s to reveal what might be understood as the sonic aesthetics
of fascism: the authoritarian and masculinist voice of the mock-populist strongman that
gives way to the twining and binding of Il Fascismo. After listening to Pound’s
harrowing radio speeches that were the catalyst for his treason trial, one can go back to
the poetry recordings and hear that it was all there to begin with, including the pounding
(no pun intended) of the war drum as he recorded in Harvard’s chapel. The juxtaposition
of discs in the collections highlights the need to hear what the poets themselves heard in
everyday life—ads, speeches, vaudeville monologues—in order to approach the sounds
of their poems. There is no firewall between poetry and its other, wherever one wants to
draw that line. The heterogeneous interests of the archivists serve as a testament to this
idea.
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III. Archon v. Archon: Mal d’Archives Sonores and Rogue Archives
Perhaps the central claim of this work is that early recordings of poets arose from a
tension between a desire to preserve and a lack of access to the means of sonic
preservation. The archivists had to improvise their own processes for the recording and
distribution of their material, and they were not shy about voicing their frustrations
regarding the lack of support from American record labels or from their home institutions
(as in Packard’s case). Prima facie, this is a David and Goliath narrative: Greet, in his
polemic against the record labels, presents himself (“a professor of English”) and Lindsay
(“an ‘impractical’ poet”) as having conquered the ability to preserve sound, not with
indifference from commercial sound studios, but rather circumventing their attempts to
monopolize the means of production. While Packard is less overtly critical, he
nonetheless maintains that his production repertoire is hampered by a lack of funds and is
beholden to corporate funding and the need to generate profitable material.258 In essence,
both archives claim to be, in Abigail De Kosnik’s term, rogue archives. De Kosnik uses
the term in a contemporary context to define user-maintained, digital fan-fiction archives,
but aspects of the term are especially relevant to thinking about archives such as The
Speech Lab Recordings and the Vocarium recordings: “[Rogue archives are] founded
outside the traditional memory institutions such as government- and university-supported
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libraries and archives and museums of physical artifacts.” Other relevant dimensions of
rogue archives are that “They are dedicated to the persistent publication and long-term
preservation of their contents,” “Their founders and workers are people who, for the most
part, received no formal training in archiving or records management and are not LIS
professionals,” and “They are staffed primarily, or entirely, by volunteers.”259 While The
Speech Lab Recordings had the support of the Columbia libraries and the Harvard
Vocarium existed through the administrative support of the Harvard library system,
neither project was conceived of in cooperation with the libraries and both pursued highly
idiosyncratic—let’s call it amateur, in the sense of an engaged hobbyist—modes of
production for their archives. (Chapter 4 deals partially with the amateur audio equipment
and processes used by the neophyte archivists.)

At the same time, buying into such a narrative wholesale obscures the power intrinsic to
the positions of the speech scientists as professors at Ivy League institutions, editors of
influential journals, and, in the end, tastemakers through the editorial decisions they made
(actively or passively) in the curation of their archives. In other words, Greet, Hibbitt, and
Packard are the archons of Derrida’s Mal d’Archive. Derrida etymologizes “archive” into
its origins (himself performing a kind of archive fever on the word “archive,” in true
Derridean fashion) in Arkhē, or the “place from which order is given—nomological
principle” and arkheion, “initially a house, domicile, an address, the residence of the
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superior magistrates, the archons, those who

commanded.”260

Those who commanded,

the archons, “do not only ensure the physical security of what is deposited and of the
substrate. They are also accorded the hermeneutic right and competence.” Derrida
summarizes the importance of this etymology by saying that “A science of the archive
must include the theory of this institutionalization, that is to say the theory both of the
law which begins by inscribing itself there and of the right which authorizes it.”261 By
exercising their aesthetic sensibilities about what and who will be included in the archive,
the archivists make an equal if not more pronounced statement about what should be
excluded. As De Kosnik quotes Achille Mbembe, “The archive…is fundamentally a
matter of discrimination and selection, which, in the end, results in the granting of a
privileged status to certain written documents, and the refusal of the same status to others
thereby judged ‘unarchivable.’ The archive is, therefore, not a piece of data, but a
status.”262 And it is the idea of status, in the sense of a bourgeois social aspiration, the
conferral of a Bourdieusian market of economic, cultural, and social capitals, that can
help to explain the intersectional position of the archivists as both “rogue” and
“central”—all through the institution of elocution.

Put bluntly, Greet, Hibbitt, and Packard were not just the archons of The Speech Lab
Recordings but also of American speech (partially via American Speech) and therefore of
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what it meant to sound, and thus be, American, with all of the economic and social rights
vested in such a position. Well beyond Greet’s experiment to determine which regional
accent was synonymous with the “true American tongue,” he also worked for CBS
Radio, correcting the on-air pronunciations of the newscasters. If it is to be believed that
radio is one of the factors that began to flatten out the variability of U.S. accents, then
Greet’s phonological sensibilities (and those of the man from St. Louis) would be
amplified by the power of the mass media and reach well beyond the elocution he taught
to the privileged few at Columbia. In fact, Greet’s most famous scholarly publication
came from his time with CBS Radio: his 1943 War Words, which provided an education
in proper pronunciation for journalists-cum-broadcasters during the War (including
Edward R. Murrow and Walter Cronkite). The book was popular enough that Columbia
University Press “civilianized” it as World Words in 1944. From martial conflict to global
aspiration: Greet took the position of the standardizer of speech sounds.

Hibbitt, too, dedicated his speech research to the war efforts. Unlike Greet, who did so
through mass media, Hibbitt was directly employed by the U.S. Navy to work with its
submarine officers on standardizing pronunciation. The Navy felt that “faulty
communications had caused too many losses” and so Hibbitt worked to ensure that
“Maine would not misunderstand Texas because of regional variation in
pronunciation.”263 Here was prescriptivism cast as a life and death situation: “costing
263
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lives and

subs.”264

A profile on Hibbitt explains his pragmatist views on the pivot

between philology and elocution: “Prof. Hibbitt was never in favor of a completely
standardized speech for Americans, which he described as affected and dishonest, but he
did believe that the purpose of speech is communication, and that a native of the North
and a native of the South should be able at least to understand each other.”265 This kind of
lingual pragmatism perhaps explains part of the question of why the Speech Lab recorded
a range of poetry that featured regional accents and itself functioned as a kind of dialect
recording. Hibbitt and Greet were not in favor of the erasure of ethnicity and regionality
through lingual assimilation, but instead focused on how different groups could
communicate across cultures. Of course, the so-called middle ground of language is
always inflected by the dominant class, so the work did include cultural and lingual
imposition. But it’s important to recognize here that Greet and Hibbitt did believe in
ethnography and philology, and in fact dedicated their work to the idea of preservation of
speech sounds, in the same manner that Packard’s chief concern was the preservation of
the sounds of time (more so than an intervention into poetic literary history).

And so one can hear the recordings of Johnson’s sermon dialect and Masters’ animation
of the voices of the Spoon River as part of the philological dimension of the Speech Lab.
These works, which cannot be fully constituted without sound, highlight poetry that
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doesn’t just aspire to the modernist ideal of natural speech, but is inextricable from it.
These works could also be understood as code-switching, in which it is understood that
the poets have mastered the speech sounds necessary to prosper in bourgeois society, and
this understanding sanctions the aberrative intra-group speech sounds. In other words, the
demonstration of mastery is a prerequisite for its rejection. This is Derrida’s “theory
of…institutionalization”266 and the nomological principle at work. Greet, Hibbitt, and
Packard were the guardians of the nomos and the archons of language. As Derrida says,
“The archivization produces as much as it records the event.”267

IV. Conclusion: Toward Contemporary Ontologies of the Poetic Audiotext
The aims of the first two poetry audio archives in America were simultaneously
pedagogical and philological, and these missions influenced the kinds of content that
would be admitted. If, as Jason Camlot has argued, the idea of the literary recording is a
revisionist construct that flattens many genres of vocal performance into one, then Greet,
Hibbitt, and Packard began this process of revision. Working in the vein of Rousselot and
Brunot, as phoneticians and dialectologists, they selected the kinds of works that carried
sufficient cultural capital to be seen as worthy of the pedagogical purposes of the
recordings. As a condition of such a selection, they necessarily defined poetry recordings
as antithetical to the kinds of theatrical recordings discussed in Chapter 2.
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In many ways, contemporary archives like PennSound lie at the intersection of these
archival trade winds. PennSound is, aesthetically, far more indebted to The Speech Lab
Recordings than to the Vocarium label. The Language poetry and its descendants that
loom so large in the archive follow from the poetics of Stein and Johnson. At the same
time, some of the contemporary recordings sound like the later Vocarium recordings and
the morphology from the sound of the Confessional poets to the sounds of the
contemporary academic poetry reading. It’s only in reconstructing the history of how
poetry recordings were inscribed and defined that we can begin to understand how we
have arrived in the current moment. Al Filreis and Charles Bernstein (the founders of
PennSound) worked in the same amateur archiving spirit that animated Brunot,
Rousselot, Greet, Hibbitt, and Packard. Poetry audio archives have always been rogue
archives: it’s only the medium that has changed over the years. At the same time, these
archivists have functioned as the Derridean archons, selecting which poetry would be
preserved as sound. The difference is that today the proliferation of consumer audio
devices allows anyone to take the first step of recording a poem. Preservation and
dissemination—what will be remembered—is another story. Access to the technological
means of reproduction is what ordains the archivist with the authority to confer status.

But the archivists cannot now, nor have they ever been able to, go it alone. Approaching
these archives through the frame of their techno-ideological construction necessitates
attention to the technicians and technologists that designed and maintained the systems
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that form the prerequisite for archiving. The invisible labor of those who stood alongside
the archivists is the final part of this history and the focus of Chapter 4. Without inventors
and technologists like Charles Cros and Walter C. Garwick, these poetry audio archives
would not exist. At the same time, we must attend to the media and infrastructure that
“stand under”—to use John Durham Peters’ etymology for “infrastructure”—the
archives. Technology like aluminum transcription discs, which we might say mark a form
of detournement, are not only storage containers, but also intrinsic to the sonic form of
the poems stored on them. We will conclude on the techne of mnēmē.
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CHAPTER 4: The Phono-scriptural Economy: Monopolies of Knowledge,
Oppositional Poetics & Medial Detournement

I. Introduction: After Empire and Communications
The birth of the poetry audio archive in linguistic speech labs was forged in a struggle for
the means of sonic (re)production. The professor-archivists, who had been accustomed to
filling the roles of the privileged class endowed with the right of sheltering and
interpreting knowledge, and the poets, whose work however sonic was stored/scored and
transmitted as writing, found themselves ill-equipped (dare we say illiterate) when it
came to the world of machine writing, of phonography. Their ability to decipher texts
written in symbolic, alphabetic characters, or spoken in parsable utterances, did not
translate to a literacy of inscribing and playing back soundwaves using machinery. At the
same time, they recognized the upheaval that the invention of sound recording was
causing and the affordances it promised to those who mastered it. Unwilling to leave the
scriptural right in the hands of commercial record companies driven by profit, the poets
and would-be archivists needed to gain access to the media and expertise necessary to
enter the sonic scriptural record. They needed infrastructure.

This final chapter is dedicated to the technicians and media that stand under, to use John
Durham Peters’ etymology of “infrastructure,” the first poetry audio archives and allowed
Jean-Pierre Rousselot, Ferdinand Brunot, W. Cabell Greet, George W. Hibbitt, and
Frederick C. Packard, Jr. the ability to write and preserve the voices of poets. Peters
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works to chart out a space between the concepts of structuralism and poststructuralism,
which he terms infrastructuralism. He calls for attention to the “basic, the boring, the
mundane, and all the mischevious work done behind the scenes,” “things that stand under
our worlds.”268 Leaving aside whether infrastructure is “boring” or “mundane” (it’s not),
without the invisible labor of inventors and technologists like Charles Verdin and Walter
C. Garwick, there would be no Speech Lab Recordings, Vocarium label, or kymograph
for viewing the unfurling of vowels in the study of the French language. And beyond
explicating how these archives came to be, a careful attention to the media, tradespeople,
and “monopolies of knowledge” that gave rise to them also exposes additional sectors of
an interdisciplinary discourse network. For example, Walter C. Garwick, Greet’s
recording engineer, also invented the portable field recording device used by John A.
Lomax in the recording of cowboy songs and African-American spirituals. By perceiving
the linkage with Lomax’s brand of anthropological recordings of culture, we can also
refactor understandings of the aesthetics that constitute The Speech Lab Recordings. If
the archive seems Brechtian in its use and redeployment of popular folk forms, it is
because Garwick’s connecting of Greet and Lomax exposes a particular dimension of the
collision between modernism and folk culture.

Similarly, the aluminum transcription discs used by the Speech Lab and the Vocarium
link the archives to the literary-ethnographic work being done by Milman Parry and
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Albert B. Lord at Harvard, even if “neither Parry nor Lord were academically interested
in the technical essence of their recording media.”269 If Garwick and others could provide
access to the monopolies of knowledge of how to inscribe sound, there needed to be a
stable medium to store it on, one that would become an intrinsic dimension of the poems’
forms through its own politics and poetics. The records could be understood as
oppositional media, in the manner Greet used them to enter poets’ voices into our sonic
memory in defiance of what he saw as a cultural neglect on the part of the labels. I would
push this further and claim that Greet’s use of the transcription discs marks a kind of
detournement, similar to the way Guy Debord uses the term. Like taking extant texts of
varying of recognizability and collaging them to create a tiered referentiality, the
repurposing of speech labs and the use of amateur recording practices (rather than the
fetishization of crystalline sound) defies the order and ownership that guaranteed the
monopoly of knowledge in phonography. This use of sound recording media in resistance
to commercial enterprises begins a lineage of oppositional phonography that would pass
through the samizdat Soviet bone records of the Cold War and the homemade satellite
dishes used in contemporary Iran. These amateur recording processes define the
collections as rogue archives, even in consideration of the standing of the principal
curators as archons of language.
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Before we consider the “infrastructuralism” of these early archives, it is worth discussing
how early recordings, those distributed on shellac 78 rpm platters, were made.270 From
the time of the commercialization of sound recording through around 1900, the wax
cylinder was the dominant mode of sound recording and playback. The general public
could purchase recordings of their favorite musicians or Vaudeville acts and play and
replay these recordings at home. But it could also purchase blank cylinders and make
home recordings using the same device. The phonograph made good on its etymological
promise—the general public was able to write sound, as well as read it. Starting around
1895, however, the (mostly) superior disc format began its dominance over sound
recording media, a position it would hold through most of the 20th century. In addition to
being somewhat more durable than the wax cylinders, the disc format allowed for
extended recording times, well beyond the 2- or 4-minute durations afforded by most
cylinders. The tradeoff? The records were only capable playing back prerecorded
sounds—recording and playback had been rent apart, and the public had lost the ability to
speak, to cast its voice into the future.

During the 78 rpm period, records began as (relatively unstable) inscriptions to wax
platters, which were made in the studio by melting wax and molding it into a disc shape.
The master recordings were then written to these wax platters, which would then need to
be electroplated in a bubbling bath to produce a metal copy of it, a process during which
270
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the wax master is destroyed. The resultant metal record, or matrix, could then be
electroplated again to create a negative version (ridges instead of grooves), known as the
stamper. The stamper was used as the mold to press distribution copies of recordings.
When it came time to press copies, a black dough, made by mixing shellac (an insect
resin scraped off of trees in Asia) with other materials was rolled out and cut into squares
(I should say “biscuits” to continue my intentional metaphor with an industrial kitchen).
Finally, elaborate machinery would transport each shellac square to the press, where it
would be sprayed with a jet of hot steam and immediately pressed between the stamper
plates. The possession of such machinery, the scarce materials necessary to create
records, and the access to skilled labor formed a formidable barrier to the process of
inscribing and preserving sound.271

By focusing on the media technology that allowed the poetry audio archivists to
circumvent some of this elaborate process (at the expense of sound quality), as well as on
the technicians who operated the recording equipment, I argue that amateur recording
processes and the politics and poetics of detourned media mark a central dimension of the
form of the archive and its contents. Especially in The Speech Lab Recordings, the
amateur, rogue archiving spirit intertwines with the experimental poetics of the poets
271
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recorded and makes the very procedures of recording part of the act of composition (and
thus experimentation). From the scratchy noise of the aluminum records that resists sonic
absorption, through the sounds of car horns and other unsanctioned “noises” that pierce
the veil of the amateur recording studio’s walls and resist romantic notions of the purity
of the professional record studio, these archives were modernist in their very
construction. The recording engineers and producers collaborated with the poets on sound
experiments in resistance to the status quo and imbued these archives with an
oppositional poetics, one that bound the archives not only to economic and cultural
systems of capital, but also to the material scarcity of the wartime economy, as is
discussed later in this chapter in my media archaeology of aluminum transcription discs.

In approaching the infrastructure used in the creation of The Speech Lab Recordings and
the Vocarium label, I rely heavily on the work of Harold Innis. Innis’ Empire and
Communications (1950) is a sprawling and capacious history of Western civilization seen
through the lens of the media that underwrote, and subsequently undid, empires—and the
proto-Foucauldian archive of trade knowledge Innis terms “monopolies of
knowledge.”272 As Innis puts it, “Monopolies of knowledge had developed and declined
partly in relation to the medium of communication on which they were built and tended
to alternate as they emphasized religion, decentralization, and time, and force,
centralization, and space.”273 Peters also takes up Innis in his definition of
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infrastructuralism: “the history of media was also an occupational history, the history of
craftspeople who master medium-specific tactical skills and guard access to them—in a
‘monopoly of knowledge’ as [Innis] called it—then leverage that advantage to their
gain.”274 During the time of these early poetry audio archives, the recording engineers
(like Garwick) took on the role of the scribe during periods of limited literacy. Their
work thus enabled a resistance to commercial empires, and it could be said that the
engineers filled the role of translators, marking a go-between across the languages of
signal inscription and that of the archivists.

Put another way, it would be a mistake to think that the machine is performing the
transcription of the poet’s voice, as doing so elides the labor and subjectivity (including
at the level of the many minute decisions that go into how the sound will be constructed
on the record) of the technicians. Innis was aware of how commercial processes could
hinder expression in the age of mechanical reproduction. He recognizes that “in North
America, in contrast with Great Britain and Europe, the book was subordinated to the
newspaper. Mechanization involved an emphasis on best-sellers and the creation of a gap
of unintelligibility of more artistic literary works . . . . Monopolies of knowledge have
been built up by publishing firms to some extent in co-operation with universities and
exploited in textbooks…If civilization is to be measured by the tolerance of
unintelligibility, its capacities are weakened by monopolies of knowledge built up in the
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same political area using the same language.”

275

And so the technicians, like the scholars

they assist, also fill an intersectional role of power dynamics. They are initiates into the
literacy of machine writing, and they protect this position to secure their social and
economic capitals, but their labor is also invisible and oftentimes uncredited.

Innis raises a theme that has been recurrent in this study: he gives a privileged historical
position to the oral tradition of the Ancient Greeks. He sees the stability denied by the
oral tradition, the same stability characteristic of easily-copied writing, as a deterrent to
tyranny. In all of his examples of media allowing for the dominance of empires, Innis
notes the Athenian Greeks (in contrast to the Spartans) were an exception and what he
saw as a high point of democracy. He concludes his entire study by a return to this point:
“Mass production and standardization are the enemies of the West. The limitations of
mechanization of the printed and spoken word must be emphasized and determined
efforts to recapture the vitality of the oral tradition must be made.”276 And so when Innis
takes up what seems like a modern, if not postmodern, ideal that “civilization is to be
measured by the tolerance of unintelligibility,” he, like the poets included in this study,
was gesturing toward the creation of experience through language experimentation.
While ostensibly traditionalist, these comments from Innis suggest a Poundian High
Modernism, looking to the past to unsettle the traditions inherited by his contemporary
moment, and his celebration of unintelligibility recalls the discussion about nonsense as
275
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resistance in the work of Charles Cros and the vaudevillians. If mass production and
standardization were enemies, then what better way to upend them than through a
historical rupture brought about by technological change, the same kinds of upheavals he
details in his study?

But lingual experimentation can only go so far as its medium allows: medium is always
an intrinsic dimension of form. Much of this study has been structured around the core
concept of Innis’ monopoly of knowledge, and the final sections will engage with its
application in terms of scarcity of skills and materials in the creation of the poetry audio
archive. The overall intent of the chapter is to demonstrate how incomplete access to the
skills and media needed to inscribe sound defines these early archives as amateur, DIY
ventures, and solidifies their places as rogue archives, even if they were given some
institutional support.

II. The Politics and Poetics of Transcription Discs

The Speak-o-Phone recording device, made by Amplion, that Greet used could be
characterized as the most amateur of recording devices. The sleeves the blank records
came in were decorated with silhouettes of children performing at recitals and other
personal moments that would later be the purview of camcorder recordings and low-fi
cassettes (see Figure 9). The aluminum records are a subset of a larger technology known
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as instantaneous discs or transcription discs. The dominant forms of transcription discs
are sometimes referred to as “acetates” and were comprised of an aluminum core,
covered with a lacquer exterior. The lacquer was less noisy in playback than cutting into
bare aluminum, as Greet’s machine did, and aluminum records were generally believed to
be inferior.277 But one advantage they had was their relative durability—unlike lacquercoated discs, there is no distinction between substrate and medium. After a period of
time, the lacquer substrate will begin to peel from the aluminum core (a process known as
delamination), destroying the recorded sound. The bare aluminum discs, provided that
they are played with the right kind of needle, are completely shelf-stable. So the
durability of the substrate and metal’s symbolic connotation of strength and utility
underwrites the medium’s poetics (see Figure 10).
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Figure 9: Speak-o-Phone Record Sleeve, depicting anticipated use for records. Image by
author and taken at Columbia University's Rare Book and Manuscript Library, from The
Speech Lab Recordings
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Figure 10: An aluminum transcription disc from The Speech Lab Recordings, taken at
Columbia University's Rare Book and Manuscript Library. Image my own.

Apprehending the poetics of the records is important for understanding Greet’s overall
project. Channeling Brian Larkin, who urges us to consider the poetics of infrastructure,
we can read the records themselves outside of their teleology as storage devices. Larkin’s
suggestion to read the poetics of infrastructure through a Jackobsonian “poetic mode” can
be paired with a media history of the discs as a first pass to perceiving the message that is
the medium (cf McLuhan). Larkin writes, “What distinguishes the poetic is when a
speech act is organized according to the material qualities of the signifier itself rather
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than to its referential meaning.”

278

For Greet’s recordings, the material qualities of the

signifier should include, at least, the position of aluminum as a durable yet limited
resource (more on this later), and the particular noisiness that stems from recording to
bare aluminum. Larkin’s subtle invocation of J.L. Austin, in his choice of the phrase
“speech act,” is also crucial, as it sets the oppositional framing of this DIY medium as a
kind of speech, which bears functional as well as referential meaning.

Transcription discs found prominence in the radio industry around 1927, where they were
used to create one-off, immediately playable recordings of broadcasts. They were used to
capture and store an exceptionally ephemeral event: the broadcast of radio waves around
the globe. But the radio stations’ interest in preserving these sounds, much like the record
companies’ choices of what to distribute, was not an engagement with preservation for
posterity’s sake. The stations were developing the earliest concepts of what we now know
as syndication and reruns, a process that may have started with the show Amos ‘n’
Andy.279 As the radio stations drove the development of instantaneous discs, they sought
to solve what has been termed the “liveness problem,” how to make recordings sound
close enough to live sound to be passably played later on the radio. This mode of
instantaneous mechanical reproduction was itself an engagement with the Derridean
archive fever—the medium, even in name (transcription disc), is meant to return the
listener to a particular origin point, the original broadcast. It is also an apt name given
278
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how the records would come to be used in recordings of poetry. Recalling Nagy’s model
of Homeric textual solidification (how primarily oral performances gave way to written
authority through a migration from transcript, to script, to scripture),280 the records mark
a return to poetic orality, in which the performance is reendowed with primacy. This
reminds us that any poetry recording we hear is a transcription of a particular
event/version, not the Word handed down.

The move toward better sound quality is an attempt to suppress the material signatures of
the mediating body, to create an illusion of a purely disembodied voice free of mediation.
In his argument that oral poetry is “a culture that is not reduced to symbolic regime”
(meaning alphabetic writing),281 Ernst reminds on that on transcription disc recordings,
“Not just oral poetry was recorded but noise as well.”282 For the aluminum transcription
discs, the factor that made their mediating function legible is the high degree of noise on
the records, which stems from the act of engraving the grooves into a metal platter during
recording. This noise is more than just subaltern to the signal and goes beyond a sonic
aura that invokes a historical mise-en-scene. In addition to the possibility of the noise
being data, as I have previously suggested,283 it marks The Speech Lab Recordings as an
amateur archive that is modernist in its very construction: the noise from the platters,
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along with audible ambient noises on the recordings, embrace a poetics that foregrounds
its own materiality and revels in the particular. Of course, the noise on the records was
not intentional nor deployed as a conscious aesthetic strategy, as the modernists were
doing. Greet sought out the best equipment he could get and critiqued what he saw as a
cartel-based approach to limiting access to such professional equipment.284 That said, he
displayed what I would term a medial pragmatism, which is to say that he understood
imperfection as a condition of existence of his project of opposing record labels’
indifference toward recording poets. Greet’s medial pragmatism (and its attendant
foregrounding of mediation) and the modernists’ interest in anti-absorptive poetics twine
together, even if not deployed with the same degree of intent. The best example of such
a dynamic is the audiotextual bibliography of Gertrude Stein’s “Portrait of Christian
Bérard,” which highlights the (attempted) suppression of noise as a romantic imposition
on the modernist, amateur archive.

While professional recording studios fetishized sonic purity (and continue to do so),
which is to say the enforcement of a silent canvas upon which only sanctioned sounds
should be admitted, the amateur recordings made as a part of The Speech Lab Recordings
included the markers of amateur media and recording spaces. The recording of a
fragment of Stein’s portrait of the artist and theatre set designer Christian Bérard has had
multiple afterlives, what we might think of as the long biography of the audiotext (to
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borrow Peter Middleton’s “long biography of the poem”

285 286

).

It was subsequently

released as part of The Spoken Arts Treasury of 100 Modern American Poets: Volume I
(1969),287 and the recording noise was removed from the original recordings.288 We can
attribute this a key change that occurred in the era of sound recording that follows this
study: with the rise of Caedmon Records, the aesthetics of the professional recording
studio begin to shape the sound of poetry recordings. During this period, Harvard also
began using a professional recording studio for recordings of poets visiting the
Woodberry Poetry Room.289 Such a shift in sound casts light back on the period under
consideration here and bolsters my claim that the first poetry audio archives are
characterized by a DIY aesthetic and amateur sound, which was a condition of these
recordings’ existence.

While the hiss and rumble of the aluminum-record cutting stylus was suppressed in the
later audiotextual biography of the poem, one unsanctioned sound remained: a car horn
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that went off in the final phrase of the poem. There are two horn blasts audible in the
master recording, one after the word “cold” in the phrase “she ate it cold because of
Saturday,” and one after “Saturday,” at the very end of the recording. In the Spoken Arts
version of the poem, the second horn is easily removed by truncating the recording. But
the first, in this era of tape editing, would have been laborious (if at all possible) to
remove, and thus it remains. Many would consider the car horn in the recording subaltern
to even paratext—something extratextual altogether. But it is the condition that allowed
for the horn to be audible that defines the archive: because of the use of amateur
recording spaces (including the academic offices of the professors who made the
recordings), these markers of everyday, lived reality are audible. Rather than seeking
conditions of production that would reassert the understanding of the poem as a wellwrought object, the amateur ethos of the series emphasizes the notion of poem (and
recording) as process, one that takes place within a specific place and time, what we
might call an event. The same has been said of the 1939 Ezra Pound Vocarium
recordings, in which he beats a drum during his performance of “The Seafarer.”290 Josie
Packard and Christina Davis discuss how Pound’s use of the drum was not anticipated,
but instead the product of the drum’s serendipitous presence in the Harvard chapel where
the recording was made, another amateur/repurposed recording space.291
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In fact, one of the earliest poems to directly engage with materiality of sound recording
was recorded during William Carlos Williams’ session in the Speech Lab in 1942.
Among classic poems like “The Red Wheelbarrow” and “To Elsie,” Williams reads a
poem titled “The Defective Record.”292 A poem that in modern parlance might be called
“ecopoetic” (as well as echo-poetic), “The Defective Record” grapples with
overdevelopment and its effects on the environment. The key to the poem is its ending
repetition:

for him to build a house
on to build a
house on to build a house on
to build a house
on to build a house on to . . . 293

These lines simultaneously enact the repeated processes of housing overdevelopment that
lead to the environmental crisis point of “killing whatever was / there before—including /
even the muskrats…” and enact a mimesis of the medial glitch of a skipping record. The
needle inhibited in its traversal of the groove puts the listener into a temporal loop,
experiencing the same traumatic period repeatedly—an effect that is not possible on the
printed page, for every repetition in text consumes new space, consumes new space. For a
292
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poet so fascinated by the everyday and the particular, we might say that Williams uses
this medial mimesis as a kind of Barthesian “reality effect,” where the performed poem
announces its realism through a process of connotation: the glitch says, “this poem is
real.”

Heard in retrospect, two factors are striking about the recording. The first is the Derridean
archival violence done to the poem through the processes of digitization. When the poem
is read from disk and the encoded bits sound Williams’ playful attempt to have the
listener think her own record player is skipping, the reality effect is broken. It doesn’t
make any sense to hear the poem digitally, as the technology is not capable of glitching in
the same way. What Barthes calls a process of “referential illusion,” where details in a
realist work that “are reputed to denote the real directly” only “signify it,”294 the mimetic
skipping, rather than asserting the reality of the text, becomes a null pointer. But all is not
lost: the real reality effect (which is always temporally contingent, I would argue) persists
in the noisy process of recording on the transcription discs. The very factor that is
emblematic of the discs’ amateur status, that being a pragmatism of existence over the
fetishization of purity/fidelity, is what fulfills the poem’s poetics, more than the
composition itself can. We are increasingly more likely to recognize the hiss and rumble
as connotative of the past than we are the particular mechanical glitch that denotes the
gramophone. It’s not quite what Matthew Kirschenbaum terms “secondary materiality,”
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as when a band adds record noise to its digitally recorded album to create an old-timey
mise-en-scene,295 due to the lack of intentionality in the inclusion of the noise. But in this
case, the noise simultaneously fulfills Williams’ intention to interact with the defective
record (defective in the sense of resisting sonic absorption) and marks the recording
session as situating the Williamsesque imagination in a real, particular place and time.
Thus, the materiality of the transcription discs is an intrinsic part of poetic form. These
factors—using media meant for the storage of ephemeral content like ads and using
recording spaces that were not soundproofed or given acoustical treatments—are what
make the first American poetry audio archives rogue archives. And it’s not just in their
storage locations that they exist “outside traditional memory institutions,”296 but in their
very recording practices.

Given Greet’s oppositional framing for The Speech Lab Recordings, we can think of the
use of the aluminum records and amateur recording spaces as an appropriation and
redeployment of the means of sonic reproduction. It is important to see the very processes
of sound recording as a dimension of these poems’ forms. Just as we consider the place
of publication (and its politics) an important dimension of any writing, the same must be
said of recorded poems. I think it appropriate to apply a term that normally references the
act of appropriating content for a literary work: the Lettrists’ (later Situationists’) notion
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of détournement. In his translator’s note for the term, Ken Knabb states that “The French
word détournement means deflection, diversion, rerouting, misuse, misappropriation,
hijacking, or otherwise turning something aside from its normal course or purpose.”297
This literary effect that is prominent in the recordings made in the speech labs is also true
of the recording spaces and the media used. (Consider Eliot’s “The Waste Land” or
Pound’s rewriting of “The Seafarer” and their dètourement of literary fragments.) While
these medial dimensions provide alternative access to Innis’ monopoly of knowledge, the
repurposed media and physical recording spaces also bear the marks of their intended
uses. The car horn audible in the Stein recording and the prominent rumble of the record
cutting device provide anti-citations (diversions) to the professional processes of
recording. “Diversion is the fluid language of anti-ideology,”298 as Debord notes, and
these early archives announce themselves as ideologically opposed to both commercial
record companies and to their romantic notions of crystalline sound. This move to insist
upon access to sonic memory marks the aluminum transcription discs as a democratic,
participatory medium, a theme that will recur in my discussion of the political economy
of the records.

Before moving on to that topic, I would briefly note the relationship between the name of
the records—transcription discs—and Nagy’s stages of textual solidification, previously
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discussed: script, transcript, scripture. If Greet saw these poetry recordings, ontologically,
as a truer version of the transcendental poem (one that is yet to be “reduced to print”),
then the name of the records and their détourned use perfectly intertwines. By
recognizing the texts produced as part of The Speech Lab Recordings as a transcription of
a particular performance of the poem (with no authoritative, written version to claim
primacy), Greet relocates the collection as part of oral tradition (recognizing that it cannot
be fully in the oral tradition) and seeks to move the poems toward a collective inheritance
that exists in particular performances between poets and listeners. Of course, in our
current moment, because some of these recordings are the only surviving recordings of
particular poets, the recordings have begun to take on a scriptural quality. That said, the
democratic use of the records as a way to disrupt textual authority, sets these projects
directly in line with Parry and Lord’s use of aluminum records in their research on the
oral tradition. Greet and Hibbitt sought to make records of a performance, not records of
a poem, and the transcription discs gave primacy to the performance.299

III. Medial Scarcity: Aluminum, Patriotism, and Wartime Participation
So far absent from this discussion has been the wartime economy within which these first
poetry audio archives existed. Both founded in the Interwar period, immediately after the
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apex of machine warfare in the Great War, the Speech Lab Recordings and the Vocarium
relied on a scarce materials, most notably the aluminum that constituted the transcription
discs. The discs’ materiality reframed them from an inscribable substrate to a limited
resource in a political economy of scarcity. To understand why this is, we need to
examine the history of aluminum in America, from the time its smelting became
commercially viable at scale, in the late 19th century, through periods of wartime and
interwar scarcity. During this period and until after WWII, one company, Alcoa (The
Aluminum Company of America), held the monopoly on all US aluminum production.
Alcoa’s biggest customer was the US government, which was responsible for “driving
the growth of the aluminum industry well into the 1950s.”300 Deriving its initial military
value from the benefits of its light weight to infantrymen, aluminum then became crucial
to the construction of aircrafts during the Great War.301 During the Interwar Period, the
US government became increasingly interested in aluminum and began to speak of it in
terms of “strategic materials policy,”302 and “the War Department listed aluminum as a
critical material in 1932, meaning shortages could be expected.”303 And in 1936,
“aluminum was formally designated a strategic material, elevating it into the ranks of the
most urgently needed materials.”304 As the US approached and entered into WWII,
Alcoa’s inability to meet military demand led to all aluminum being diverted for wartime
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needs, leaving none for civilian use,

followed by a shortage of 300,000 tons during the

thick of the War in 1942.306 In response to the metal shortages, which also included the
more critical resource of steel, the US invoked civic participation in the form of scrap
metal drives.

The scrap metal drives mobilized citizens in a participatory war effort, using images of
patriotism to enlist the help of “scrap commandos.”307 While people would donate metals
of all types, a subset of the metal collected was aluminum, mostly in the form of pots and
pans.308 The aluminum donations were more symbolic than pragmatic, as “secondary
aluminum, reclaimed from scrap, […] could not meet the strict military specifications.”309
Nonetheless, among the metal items cast into piles, sometimes in participatory spectacles
like being hurled at an effigy of Hitler, were aluminum records, including many archived
radio broadcasts.310 During the scrap drives, many of the big record labels donated their
entire archives of metal masters, similar to the transcription discs, to the war effort. As
Karen Fishman argues, “The general belief, shared by both the record industry and the
audience, was that entertainment was ephemeral and didn’t need to be protected or
preserved…To most of the recording industry, warehousing yesterday’s popular records
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and masters needed to press them was just one huge, expensive headache. World War II
scrap drives were the perfect answer to the industry’s storage problems. Suddenly,
destroying the archive turned into a patriotic duty.”311 As Fishman sees it, the record
companies found their own product to be as ephemeral as Greet did!

Just as transcription discs marked a mode of civic participation in their creation, so too
did they in their demise. Beginning as a vocal prosthesis that allowed for more public
participation in the sonic archive, many discs would find their end in a voluntary,
participatory silence. As the grooves of the records slowly lost their form in being resmelted into munitions and fuselage, one imagines the distorted voices of an American
public slowly going silent and re-emerging as a part of a roaring war machine. A
comparison that comes to mind is Lisa Parks’s discussion of Iran’s attempts to suppress
satellite dish ownership to combat the “negative influences from the West” the dishes
might import.312 She points to an example evocative of scrap metal drives, though
oppositional in nature, “a makeshift operation where old pots and pans are melted down,
reshaped in the form of satellite dishes . . . and delivered to locations throughout the
country.”313 Perhaps the domesticity of the pots and pans marks an evacuation of the
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domicile, an inverse to the scrap metal drives in which all domiciles become the
Derridean arkheion through civic participation.

From their existence as devices for democratic access that contest sonic monopolies of
knowledge through their destruction in participatory spectacles, aluminum transcription
discs mark little more than a footnote in the history of sound recording. Most histories,
participating in the kind of technological determinism Lisa Gitelman critiques in Scripts,
Grooves, and Writing Machines,314 gloss over transcription discs by hopping from wax
cylinders to shellac 78 rpm records to the vinyl record and tape era. In addition to the
phenomenon Gitelman identifies, wherein history privileges technologies that survived
and elides those “failed” technologies that gave rise to their dominant counterparts, the
elision of transcription discs from the record results from a focus on consuming content
rather than producing it: reading over writing. In this relatively brief period in the history
of sound recording, from around 1927 through the 1940s, transcription discs (aluminum
or acetate) allowed for the creation of the poetry audio archive. Without them, there
would be no recordings of Stein or James Weldon Johnson, as the monopoly of
knowledge that shrouded professional sound recording would have excluded this content
as insufficiently commercial. Greet and Hibbitt’s detournement of the disc format in
opposition to the record companies is so central to this history, that any discussions of the
poets in the series and the forms of the poems must account for it.
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The pragmatic use of amateur media is only one component of the strategy the first
poetry audio archivists used to gain access to sonic memory. The others are the
technologists and tradespeople who operated the transcription disc recorders and ran the
recording studios. Returning to Peters’ notion of “occupationalism,” or how tradespeople
guard access to Innis’ monopolies of knowledge, presents the other half of the story.
Figures like Charles Verdin, Walter C. Garwick, and Harry Sooy (whom I discussed in
Chapter 2) were more than the analogues to modern-day A/V support—in an era of rapid
development in sound recording technologies, they were inventors and creators,
participants in the act of poiesis. As Derek Whitehead notes, “Poiesis essentially
characterises technē, production in its totality.”315 The next section is dedicated to these
figures and their part in allowing for amateur recording spaces to flourish.

IV. Tradespeople, Monopolies of Knowledge, and Folk Culture

This study started in the physiological-linguistic research labs of Paris around the turn of
the century and considered how the earliest poetry audio archive in France arose from the
confluence of scientific experimentation and conceptions of the voice as data. A crucial
aspect of these conditions of production is that the construction of recording devices was
often part of the experiment, an aspect integral to its form. Experimentation was not
315
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limited to methodology but included the very mechanical processes of designing
machinery and operating it with sufficient precision to produce empirically reproducible
results. The design process of such equipment was often facilitated by research assistants
and sole proprietors of independent equipment firms whose labor is usually anonymously
subsumed into the corpus of work produced by the named principal investigators. The
problem of the anonymity of labor becomes doubled when dealing with poetry
recordings, given that most scholarly attention focuses on the poets themselves, eliding
the presence of the archivists, too.

For example, the graphical method pioneered by Etienne-Jules Marey, discussed in
Chapter 1 as the groundwork for Jean-Pierre Rousselot’s inscriptions of Pound’s voice,
was based on hardware co-designed by Charles Verdin (1848-1907). Verdin cut his teeth
working as Marey’s lab engineer between 1873 and 1878 and went on to form his own
firm immediately after.316 While serving in Marey’s lab would inspire Rousselot’s
methodology, Verdin was the direct link between the equipment used by each researcher.
When Rousselot oversaw his own lab’s research into French dialects, his “mobile
laboratory contained about a dozen apparatus, all built by the renowned Paris instrument
maker Charles Verdin.”317 And a very similar dynamic unfolded in Greet’s research lab,
with the inventor Walter C. Garwick. A key point is this: scientific research labs were the
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locus of poetry recording during the early twentieth century, not because they had access
to prefabricated recording equipment, but because they participated in its very design.
And that process of invention, the same that galvanized experimental poets to invent from
language and form, required technicians, fabricators, and operators.

Like Rousselot, Greet found support from a local audio engineer and inventor, Walter C.
Garwick (Figure 11). While Greet’s very early dialect recordings from the late 1920s
were aided by his colleagues in Columbia’s Physics department, he came to rely on
Garwick for the majority of the poetry recordings he made. Garwick was born in Kansas
and attained only an eighth-grade education, but he would go on to become a recording
engineer for Columbia Records, to sell early record creation devices for the firm
Fairchild, to start his own company where he would invent recording machines (which
may have been based on Fairchild’s designs) and finally to offer a full range of studio
services, from recording through distribution. When the Lindsay records finally came out,
Garwick was given a full producer credit on the record (Figure 12) and continued to fill
this role for the duration of the series.

Also, like Verdin, Garwick provided the bridge between a science lab, built in a fixed
location, and the practice of field recording. In a boasting letter to John A. Lomax,
Garwick gives a sense of the range of his mobility: “I have travelled about 30,000 miles
during this past year with various kinds of portable recorders – starting out with a bulky
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one in a large wooden box to the present type of Fairchild and I have demonstrated –
recorded and played records in every conceivable place and in the meantime have been
constantly at work designing and improving these recording instruments…”318 And
during the same time period when Garwick wrote this letter to Lomax, he was aiding
Greet and George W. Hibbitt with a number of field recording projects.

For example, Garwick accompanied Hibbitt and the ethnomusicologist Laura Boulton to
Allentown, Pennsylvania to make records of Pennsylvania folk culture for Columbia’s
library. The description of the recordings at the Library of Congress states, “Collection of
field recordings made by George Hibbitt and Walter C. Garwick for the Columbia
University Library at the first annual Pennsylvania Folk Festival, held in the Allentown
High School auditorium in Allentown, Pennsylvania, May 1935. Performances included
dance music, Pennsylvania German folk songs and games; Chief Strong Fox (Cayuga)
and his troop of Seneca and Sioux people speaking, saying a prayer, performing songs
and dances; performances of folk tunes on the bow zither; anthracite miners' and
raftsmen's tunes and folklore; sacred music performed by the Moravian Trombone Choir;
spirituals; Irish songs, step dancing and dance contest, and speeches.”319 Garwick also
accompanied Hibbitt to make Appalachian folk recordings with Bascom Lamar Lunsford
318
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in 1935: “With the help of George W. Hibbett [sic], a professor in the English
Department at Columbia, and recording engineer, Walter C. Garwick, Lunsford recorded
more than three hundred mountain songs, folk ballads, folk readings, poetry, spirituals,
and folk games that he had personally collected over several decades in the mountains of
southern Appalachia.”320 Like the recordings made in Allentown, these field recordings
document an interest in spoken vernacular arts and folk culture: “These recordings
include […] field recordings of North Carolina based gospel singers and country-western
singers, including recordings of Reverend W. S. Woody (b. 1885), an Anglo-American
old-time Baptist preacher from Spruce Pine, N.C., singing sacred songs, and recordings
of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Boone and Evelyn Boone, country-western and gospel singers,
from Green Mountain, N.C., singing country-western and gospel songs.”321
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Figure 11: Walter C. Garwick in 1905. Courtesy of his great-granddaughter, Christine
Whittaker
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Figure 12: Vachel Lindsay's recordings were produced by Walter C. Garwick

Garwick also connects The Speech Lab Recordings with the great American ethnographer
John A. Lomax (1867-1948) and his collection of American folk recordings.
Correspondence between Garwick, Lomax, and Carl Engel, the Chief of the Division of
Music of the Library of Congress, demonstrates Garwick playing a similar role for
Lomax as he did for Greet and Hibbitt. Garwick had left his job as a manufacturer of
recording machines for the Fairchild Co. and had started his own business making sound
recording machines for use in research. He worked to persuade Lomax that he could
build a lighter-weight, better-quality field recording device than could his previous
employer. As Garwick jockeyed with Lomax and Engel to be their supplier, he cites
Greet as a potential reference: “I have not seen Prof. Greet but will in a few days. He will
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give me an AA1 rating as I have worked very close to him for several years.”

In a

parallel conversation between Lomax and Engel, Lomax also notes that he is aware of
Greet’s lab and discusses the kind of equipment Greet used for his recordings.323 The
Library of Congress ended up purchasing Garwick’s device for around $500 in June of
1934, and Lomax received a month later. Lomax seemed to have constant problems with
using the device in the field; it is unclear whether the device was substandard or if Lomax
was using it improperly.

The technical problems that Lomax experienced are especially germane to this
discussion, as they speak to the fault lines between equipment and the expertise to use it.
In fact, Garwick’s machine seemed to be fairly inseparable from Garwick the man. In
Greet’s lab, where Garwick operated the equipment as a recording engineer, there are no
reports of technical issues. Lomax, on the other hand, was vexed by problems with
Garwick’s equipment. He writes in a telegram to Engel, upon receiving the machine,
“MACHINE RECEIVED JULY TWELFTH DISAPPOINTINGLY HEAVY OVER
THREE HUNDRED POUNDS TEST IN UNIVERSITY LABORATORY THUS FAR
UNSATISFACTORY MORE LATER.”324 Engel responds that Garwick had
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demonstrated the machine for him at the Library of Congress and it worked well.

Lomax continued to have issues and even went so far as having one of his colleagues in
the Physics department at UT Austin examine the machine for fitness. After delineating a
litany of perceived issues with the machine, the physicist concludes, “The amplifier was
in such a state that no amount of work could have made it function properly and reliably.
In fact, I could hardly class the equipment as an ‘amplifier’ […] but as something
resembling junk.”326 In the end, after Lomax seeks out a new engineer to correct
Garwick’s design, Engel concludes: “Whatever the initial faults of the machine may have
been, I daresay that the roads of Texas may have had something to do with the final
breakdown.”327 And so Lomax’s issues with the machine may have existed somewhere in
the space between its construction quality, a lack of operational expertise, and the battery
the machine took on the road. Regardless, his regular need for Garwick to serve as an
interpreter of the vagaries of the machine position Garwick in the role of the scribe or
amanuensis, the privileged class endowed with access to interpret the codes of
inscription.

Greet’s lab maintained a tight coupling between Garwick and his equipment, partially
because of the fixed location of the lab. Because of the lab’s location at Columbia and
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Garwick’s residing relatively nearby in Rye, New York, Garwick was able to provide a
full suite of services, from recording through distribution. While both Greet and Lomax
focused on the varying sounds of regionality, race, and ethnicity, Greet’s subjects, for the
most part, came to his lab; Lomax went to the varying sites and attempted to record in a
more naturally situated environment. Greet’s research was much more empirical, in that
he was working in the tradition of experimental phoneticians like Rousselot and Brunot.
By having every subject read the same work (“Grip, The Rat”), Greet sought a control by
which to measure variation. Thus the presence of consistent recording methods connected
with the scientific view of the voice as data.

Lomax was a collector, and the idea of authenticity for him was less about reproducibility
than it was of the pursuit of an endogenous hearing of America’s varying cultures.
Lomax’s field recordings demonstrated an anthropologist’s desire to least affect behavior
through his presence, and the process of making recordings in his subjects’ milieux was
partially an attempt to capture authenticity. Greet’s lab-based approach suggested
something more like Eliot’s objective correlative, in that the aesthetic work (“Grip, the
Rat” in this case) was expected to produce a predictable outcome when read. The same
understanding of aesthetic objectivity is what underwrites his phrase “reduced to print,”
in that such a phrasing posits a constant, preexisting sonic object that is reproducible and
free of mediation. These two strains of ethnography come together in the recordings of
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poets made in the Speech Lab, as Greet is drawn to poets who pursued Lomax-esque
ethnographic work through poetic ethnographies, sometimes problematic ones.

In fact, the connection between Greet and Lomax speaks to the very aesthetic makeup of
The Speech Lab Recordings. In Chapter 3, I discussed aesthetic circumscriptions of The
Speech Lab Recordings as compared to the Harvard Vocarium. I claimed that much of
the poetry that Greet recorded, such as poems by James Weldon Johnson, Edgar Lee
Masters, and Gertrude Stein, could be understood as poetic ethnography, dialect
recordings in poetic form. I also argued that The Speech Lab Recordings was haunted by
the specter of the theatrical anarchive, vocal performances that have been considered “not
poetry” due to their associations with orality and performance. Lomax’s collection is an
attempt to enter the unwritten works of American oral culture into a new kind of written
record, sonic memory. These vernacular works, like African-American spirituals, cowboy
songs, and hammer/work songs, constitute a significant part of America’s poetic literary
history, though they had never been “reduced to print.” Or if they had been printed, as in
The Book of American Negro Spirituals,328 the works were understood in the same
manner Greet understood written poetry, as a score for performance.

One of the most striking recordings made by Greet and Hibbitt’s is of Carl Sandburg
performing “Cold Rainy Day,” a work that further demonstrates the porous boundary
328
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between poetic modernism and unwritten folk cultures.

329

Alongside an especially

theatrical reading from his populist The People, Yes, Sandburg opts to perform an
American folk song that he attributes to its written version collected by author and
anthropologist Zora Neale Hurston. In his guitar accompanied rendition of “Some Old
Cold, Rainy Day,” Sandburg provides some prefatory comments: “‘Cold Rainy Day’ is a
song that I have met in fragments in different parts of the country, but I never met the
complete song until I got Zora Neale Hurston’s book Men and Mules [sic].”330
Sandburg’s comments demonstrate the oral tradition in action. He had heard different
versions of “the same” song, which he understood as fragments, until he encountered it in
writing, which version became whole and authoritative for him, through the sanctification
of print. In his comments, he misremembers the name of Hurston’s collection, inverting
the title. Even the title of the song differs from that listed at the Library of Congress card
catalog entry.331 It seems very likely that if one spoke with the singers who performed the
“fragments” of this song, one would hear different variations on the title, making clear
that none of them is authoritative. But as the song enters into the written record, fixity
ushers in authority (that is, until Sandburg returns it to its oral form as he enacts the
Homeric rhapsode).
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Sandburg goes on to perform the song in a different order than any textual printing. In the
printed version of Mules and Men, the verse/stanza beginning, “All I want is my railroad
fare” precedes the one beginning “Ole Smokey Joe, Lawd, he died on the road” (Figure
13).332 This is also how the text appears when Hurston inserts it into her play Jook, which
portrays the song being performed in a rural club.333 Sandburg inverts the verses and
returns to the first stanza as a chorus for the song. In doing so, he created a new,
nonauthoritative version of the song. The difference is that it exists through layers of
attribution and citation. This discussion of the song rests heavily on the archival
conditions of knowledge that dictate our understandings of who Sandburg is,
aesthetically, biographically, historically. And his use of the song attributes its source to
Hurston’s collection, which elides the performers whom Hurston recorded. Oral works
are defined by their collective and unattributed compositions, and here, in the era of
sound recording, we can see the process of writing sound beginning to impose the
properties of writing on these oral works, forever changing them and consigning them (to
use Derrida’s term meaning both to relegate and to collocate signs334) to the archive. And
so Sandburg, like James Weldon Johnson, functions as a pivot point between poetic
ethnographic recordings of folk culture and those of modernist poets, as well as a
touchpoint between oral cultures and writing in the era of sound recording. All of this
becomes visible through the lens of the media and networks of scholars who produced the
recordings and shaped which early poetry audio would be preserved.
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Figure 13: "Cold Rainy Day" text and excerpt from musical notation from Zora Neale
Hurston's Mules and Men.

Of course, as with vaudeville’s influence on modernism discussed in Chapter 2, the
influence of folk culture on poetry recordings also imports problematic dynamics of
objectification and fetishization. I won’t belabor the point here, as the discussion on
Lindsay’s racist faux-ethnography in “The Congo” in the preceding chapters captures the
core of this dynamic, but I will note that Sandburg’s populist poetics can hit similar
notes. A Sandburg poem I always found vexing is his lesser-known “Child of the
Romans.” While Sandburg never recorded this work, it speaks to the collision between
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class consciousness and the handling of race and ethnicity by white populist poets of the
time.

THE dago shovelman sits by the railroad track
Eating a noon meal of bread and bologna.
A train whirls by, and men and women at tables
Alive with red roses and yellow jonquils,
Eat steaks running with brown gravy,
Strawberries and cream, eclairs and coffee.
The dago shovelman finishes the dry bread and bologna,
Washes it down with a dipper from the water-boy,
And goes back to the second half of a ten-hour day's work
Keeping the road-bed so the roses and jonquils
Shake hardly at all in the cut glass vases
Standing slender on the tables in the dining cars.335

While Sandburg attempts to paint a saccharine portrait of a beleaguered Italian-American
(potentially a new immigrant) construction worker juxtaposed with a privileged class, his
mishandling of worker solidarity becomes clear through his use of race and ethnicity. By
titling the poem “Child of the Romans,” Sandburg figures the worker as the descendent
of a degraded, once-great civilization—this is an instance of Brantlinger’s negative
classicism.336 The empire gone, what remains is destitution and hard labor—lacrimae
rerum. Sandburg’s use of the epithet “dago shovelman” to describe the Italian-American
worker is likely meant to enact how white America would have viewed the man at the
time, yet it ricochets off the title of the poem to frame this problematic ethnography. The
shovelman is also fetishized as masculine and rugged in his service of the feminized train
335
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riders, who are described with French words to imply delicacy and pretentiousness:
jonquils (why not say “daisies”?), eclairs, etc. The sound symbolism of the French words
means more than do the signifieds of these signifiers. Sandburg no doubt meant well in
this poem, as the poet was himself the child of immigrants, but his clumsy handling of
another culture displays the problem with modernism’s fascination with “the People”—
the People, No.

Returning to the recording of “Cold Rainy Day,” we can hear Sandburg intone a muted
dialect in his performance of the poem. It sounds like he performs the beginning of the
last verse/stanza as “Oh, de rocks may be my pillah/Lawd, the san’ may be my bed,” with
a Southern diphthong on “bed.” The distinction is made clearer through a transcription
like this, as hearing the song somehow naturalizes Sandburg’s subtly “doing voices” or
exogenously performing dialects. While the song-poem reaches for the pinnacle of
narrative absorption through a slippage between subject and object, the artifice of the
work becomes apparent when apprehending that it is a subtle dialect work and that, as
with his handling of the dago shovelman, that he seeks to embody the collective AfricanAmerican communities from which Hurston recorded this work. The performance, meant
to evoke sentimentality, carries with it the framing of cultural ventriloquism, which can
be a hallmark of exogenous poetic ethnographies. These dynamics are especially audible
when we approach modernisms through the frame of how scientific ethnography, the
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project of collecting for posterity, and linguistic research shaped the early sound
recordings of poets.

Figures like Verdin and Garwick provided the access to the monopolies of knowledge of
sound recording, and they provide the opportunity to discuss the linkages in a complex
network of actors who sought to document the sounds of the early twentieth century.
They were inventors and tinkerers, and the fact that they could help to pierce the barrier
of access to sound recording technology should not obfuscate that fact. During this
period, when commercial sound recording was becoming a mastered process, linguistic
researchers were still interested in experimentation, and they found collaborators in these
inventors and with the poets recorded. And of course, this network of actors can be traced
into even more obfuscated and unrecognized labor. For example, at Harvard University,
the Vocarium ran primarily on the administrative support of Harvard’s library system,
which appeared to be staffed by women whose work has been less recognized than that of
the technological support providers discussed here.337 All of these contributors shaped the
poetic audiotext and the documents we would inherit through their preservation work.
Any attempt to discuss poetry recordings must attend to the infrastructure that gave rise
to their existence and definition.

337
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V. Conclusion: From Platters to Servers, Archons of the Digital Poetry Audio
Archive
During a panel discussion with Al Filreis, Steve Evans leveled a critique about
PennSound’s aesthetic circumscriptions: “The one thing I’ve heard for a couple years
now is: PennSound needs to articulate its principle of exclusion better. It’s a curated site,
it’s an edited site, and yet there really is no statement of editorial practice. It’s not wide
open, that much now seems clear. If you did a network analysis of it, it would be
fascinating.”338 Evans is getting at the idea that PennSound strives to include poets that
fall into a particular literary history, a literary history that passes through the archives
discussed in this study, one that privileges formal experimentation. The politics of the
archive is at the heart of his critique: no archive is comprehensive, even in this age of
capacious and increasingly cheap data storage. And the very basis for PennSound, the
earliest recordings collected within it, track back to the editorial decisions of the founders
of these early archives. Also, beyond editorial decisions, the recordings that survive to
this day in PennSound are shaped by how these early phoneticians and ethnographers
understood the performed poem, in terms of definition and function. The scientists’
objectifying gaze, attempting to see form devoid of the absorptive effects of lexical
semantics, and their privileging of experimentation allowed them to partner with poets
who sought the bounds of medium and form.
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Beyond the ways of seeing and the poetic affinities between PennSound and these earlier
archives, the amateur recording ethos and the dilemma of gaining access to monopolies
of knowledge also persist. The first PennSound recording space (built in 2003) was
shared with a classroom, located at 3808 Walnut Street in Philadelphia. During the
construction of the space, 339 the question of street noise arose, and whether the sound of
sirens and other unsanctioned sounds would make their way into poetic recordings.
Charles Bernstein remarked that this would be preferable, as listeners would know that
the recordings were made in a lived reality. While it’s unclear whether Greet and Hibbett
preferred the car horn that punctuates Stein’s recording, its presence marked of the same
kind of poetics of embeddedness, one that extends directly from the poets recorded as
part of the series.

Part of what I want to highlight here, in this discussion of sounds that Al Filreis would
call “paraphonotextual,”340 drawing from Gérard Genettes’s paratexts or thresholds, is
that there is a particular category of recording that is not live, yet not made in
professional recording studios with multiple takes and edits. It is a kind of recording we
might think of as a one-time, amateur recording, or, to borrow the name of the earlier
technology, a transcription. In the same manner that Greet mostly did one-take recordings
of poems, the recordings made at 3808 were mostly shaped around running the recording
339
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and allowing the poet to perform without a live audience present. Such an approach
allows for the performance to be a version, rather than an authoritative text, and thus the
version is marked by its particularity, including the particulars of paraphonotextual
sounds unique to that moment, place, and process of technological (re)mediation.

The question of amateur media also persists in contemporary poetry audio archives.
While the early archive utilized transcription discs, meant for one-off recordings, and
mainly used for ephemeral content, PennSound opted to use the mp3 format for its files.
Jonathan Sterne’s excellent history of the mp3 describes how the format became the
dominant compression protocol for popular music and how it enabled content sharing
during periods of relatively limited bandwidth and storage.341 The format, however, being
“lossy,”342 makes it signify anything but archival. At the same time, it allowed access to
PennSound during a time when many users were still connected via non-broadband
connections. And to this day, users in rural areas around the world do not have access to
broadband connections. Thus, the use of the amateur format comes to stand in for access,
much as it did for the earlier archives. Professional memory institutions—the unqualified
archives to De Kosnik’s rogue archives—are more likely to privilege fidelity over access,
and the use of the amateur recording ethos and format can come to stand in for a sort of
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populism, one that is alright with trading notions of fidelity to a platonic text for access to
the modes of distribution used by the most people.

Related to this is the former signification of the mp3 with music and everyday life. If
there is a kind of modernism in allowing unsanctioned sounds onto the poetic record,
then the other end of this communication, the end where someone listens, should also
entail an embeddedness, the poems out in the world. As Shannon Mattern argues, “[It]
does make a difference whether one records a performance (a poetry reading, a concert, a
lecture, etc.) on a reel-to-reel or an iPhone, or whether one listens to that performance via
an LP or an mp3, with headphones or over a car stereo; we have to consider whether that
difference makes a difference within the context of our research questions or our listening
experience.”343 The transcription discs are more of a means to an end than an end (as the
mp3 might be). They served to get sounds scored to stable media, but they would need to
be reproduced as shellac records for distribution. Once that process was complete,
however, anyone with a gramophone could listen. Records at the time signified music
and dancing, in the way the mp3 did during its era. The speech act of distributing poetry
in either medium is a political one: it states that poetry can be as common, moving, and
embedded in mass culture as can music. It stands against the idea that poetry is
inaccessible and the province of the privileged class.
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At the time PennSound was launched, it was able to thrive because of a DIY ethos that
used basic methods (simple, hand-coded HTML, etc.) in pursuit of making recordings
available quickly and easily. The trend at the time, and to this day, is toward
professionalized archives with a fetishization of meticulously curated metadata, intricate
database schemas, and content management systems that constantly change and require
updating. This is to say nothing about the trend toward commodity internet services and
outsourcing of server hosting to platforms like Amazon Web Services, which come with
sizeable costs. In short, amateur methods were and continue to be discouraged by a kind
of perfectionism that can effectively serve as a barrier to existence.

Along with these more complex technologies comes the need for new digital amanuenses
and scribes, the technologists who provide access to monopolies of knowledge. In many
ways, I played the role of Garwick for PennSound, designing and installing its first
servers, constructing its workflows, and choosing its varying technologies. At the time of
this writing, Chris Martin and Zach Carduner oversee the technological gateways to
production and access. The point is that even in this time of ubiquitous amateur
recording, monopolies of knowledge shape access to production and, especially,
distribution. If, as Charles Bernstein has noted, distribution is preservation in this
moment of digital reproduction (Lots of Copies Keep Stuff Safe, as archival principle
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LOCKSS

goes344),345

then recording and storing is not enough. For each of the archives

under discussion to have come into existence, they needed distribution channels, and
those channels shape the content and form of the collections. The channels are overseen
by labor that is often invisible, yet crucial and limited. In this chapter, I have endeavored
to show the ways in which the media and tradespeople involved in each archive both
enabled the production of the collections and shaped their bounds. Much has changed
between the era of mechanical reproduction of sound and this digital moment, but the
link between techne and poiesis, preservation and distribution, remains firmly intact.

Coda: The Prosthetically-Cast Voice
In his seminal work, The Medium is the Massage, Marshall McLuhan claims:

“All
media
are
extensions
of
some
human
faculty—
psychic
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or
physical.”346

He puts a finer point on this Kantian notion of sensory experience in The Gutenberg
Galaxy: “When technology extends ONE of our senses, a news translation of culture
occurs as swiftly as the new technology is interiorized.”347 This is a process he refers to
with the biological metaphor of “dilation.” He states, “ . . . any extension of the
sensorium by technological dilation has a quite appreciable effect in setting up new ratios
or proportions among all the senses.”348 In thinking of media as bodily prostheses, he
echoes the thoughts of Sigmund Freud: “Man has, as it were, become a kind of prosthetic
God. When he puts on all his auxiliary organs he is truly magnificent; but those organs
have not grown on to him and they still give him much trouble at times.”349 There is a
crucial difference between these two approaches, though. For McLuhan, media—let’s
think sound recording in this case—are surgically grafted onto the body. But for Freud,
they “have not grown on [us]”; media are closer to a prosthesis that is sartorially donned
than surgically grafted. If we take the idea of sound recording media as a component of
our prosthetic apotheosis, then we must ask what, exactly, is being extended.350 The
obvious answer here is to hear, to hear the passed and the past. In a godlike display of
346
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temporal doubling, we can experience a previous moment in a current moment,
simultaneously. But the ability to record sound is also a bodily prosthesis, allowing for
the sonic materiality of the voice—the “grain of the voice,” we might say, channeling
Barthes—to be cast into the future. Speaking to those yet to be conceived is certainly no
less godlike than hearing the dead. It was this ability of throwing the voice across
lifetimes that the general public forfeited in the obsolescence of the wax cylinder, which
allowed consumers to be producers, in favor of shellac records, which kept the means of
sonic reproduction in the hands of a few.351 Rather than treating poetic audiotexts as
extensions of the ear, and texts to be consumed, however actively, this study has
endeavored to start from the perspective of poetry recordings as extensions of the voices
of poets, archivists, and technologists.

Of course, it would not be novel to consider sound recordings as metonymic of the poet’s
voice. Titles like Harvard’s The Poet’s Voice (ed. Stratis Haviaras) create a slippage
between media and the voice of the poet, just as Packard’s Vocarium etymologically
signified an artificial habitat for the voice, and by extension, the poet. But thinking in
terms of speech as a prosthetically extended practice, one that can reach across time,
allows us to hear these poets’ voices in new ways. I would encourage listeners of these
collections not to imagine that they are hearing the past, but rather that the poets were
speaking to the future. This is certainly the notion that underwrote Vachel Lindsay’s
351
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frantic process to find a way to preserve his voice in his final years. The sound of that
voice as it passes through time and history echoes and refracts through the technologies
that allow it to do so, as well as the stewards who manage every step of the process.

And every paraphonotextual artifact that occurs in the process of recording, mediation,
and transmediation should also be heard as an intrinsic dimension of the speech act that is
recording. In my essay titled “The Noise in the Content,” I made the claim that recording
noise should never be removed from sound recordings in archival contexts, as it does not
just signify the past through connotation, but rather may be a denotative way to
computationally historicize an artifact.352 For example, just because noise sounds like
noise to us, it doesn’t mean that a machine—a prosthetic enhancement of our cognitive
ability to perform pattern recognition—cannot see a pattern in it. If this is the case, it may
be possible to determine provenance through this noise alone. In that event, the noise,
like the poem, is data. And these contemporary imaginations of computational possibility
track back to Rousselot’s lab, where he saw the voice as simultaneously data and
metaphoric tissue sample.

We stand here at a new juncture point, as a new technology threatens to overturn existing
empires in the tradition of cuneiform, phonetic writing, and sound recording. At the time
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of this writing, the dominance of the mp3—and more importantly, the idea that one
should have sound files downloaded and stored locally on her machine—has waned. In
my most recent undergraduate course, none of the students had heard of the MP3 format.
The rise of streaming services like Spotify have ushered in a moment where consumption
means leasing. For its part, Spotify does provide access to some poetry recordings,
scattered amongst the music (which is perhaps a preferable form of interspersion and
embedding, in a sense). But it is unclear what it would mean to start an audio archive in
the current moment of streaming and cloud storage. All of the factors that gave rise to
The Speech Lab Recordings, the Vocarium, and PennSound look to be taking shape
again: commercial institutions that dominate, complex technological barriers to
distribution, and the potential to use amateur practices as a form of resistance. As sage
Heraclitus said, if I can remember this correctly:
No man can step in the same stream twice
For he is not the same man
And the stream has been throttled by your ISP.
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